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the chosen few: idea shop 5 tools
easy-mover mobile base
tour of idea shop 5
See why this may be our best workshop ever.

ultimate workshop floor cabinet
Start with this versatile, yet simple design to
make the cabinets shown at left and ight.

tough-stuff workbench
hands-on guide to workshoP layout
Using our tooJ templates, plan a workshop that
makes sense for your space and needs.

how to table-mount routers
Learn to cut the table opening, and install a
snug-fitting, tool-bearing insert plate.

layrng down a shop-floor finish
a simole wav to level tables to tools
Ensure'extensio-n tables measure dead-even with
machine surfaces using this four-step prccess.
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super-useful tablesaw iigs
Cro-sscut, taper, or slice thin strips of wood
accurately with this trio of shop-made helpers.

heavenlv child's mobile
Scrollsaw 5 fantasy universe of stars, planets,
and more using the full-sized patterns inside.

high-class collector's cabinet
Galileo thermometer
Monitor room temps with this novelty project.

tablesaw blade-height gauge
Elevate your saw blade precisely with our
adiustable scaled jig.

88

14 coloring maple made simPle

U 3 hot new portable planers

38 must-have router bits
74 tool test 3-hp tablesaws

Uoorade vour wolkshop with one of the
cadinet-siyle machined featured in our test.

102 6 shop-proven products
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32 short cuts
42 workshop woods

100 wood words
1n what's ahead in our next issue
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mobile sawing/rcuting center flip-top work center

Visit our Web site at \N\N\N.\Noodrnagazine.corn for free woodvvorking plans, tips, shop tours, and more.
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the #l "project"
for all of us
Woodworkers come in all
shapes, ages, and back-
grounds, and just as varied
are the projects we build.
Some of us make furniture,
others prefer quick-and-
easy projects, and many
woodworkers do primarily
turning or scrollsaw work.
Yet, all of us share a love
for our workshop, and often
spend as much time
improving it as we do
building individual prolects.

stall of Design Editor Jeff
Mertz's garage. (Lucky guy!)

So how did we decide on that
setting? It all began when Jeff
and his wife Jennifer decided to
build a new home. Of course, while Jen
was picking out carpeting and curtains,
Jeff was focused on setting up a new
shop. At the same time, several of us had
been discussing that it was high time we
did another Idea Shop. @arlier Idea Shops
debuted in issues 54,72, 100, and 119.)

or this very reason, we've devoted : So the timing was perfect. Jeff s new
much of this issue to our fifth i garage was the right size and provided us
Idea Shop. To make that possible, ! with a "blank slate." More than that, we

we designed and built a complete work- ; had a motivated new homeowner willing
shop from scratch. During such events, ; to invest a lot of his own time and sweat
everyone on the staff gets involved, espe- i in ttt. endeavor. A deal was struck, and
cially the guys in the photo above.It's a i you hold the results.
lot of hard work, but there's no better way i Personally, I'm pretty pleased with the
to bring fresh shop solutions to the fore, ! *uy things turned out. The shop meets all
test new designs, and see how well they i of the goals for innovation and space sav-
function together in a real shop. We've ings that we established before work
built previous Idea Shops in outbuildings, ! began. Those objectives, and others

Staff who helped bring you ldea Shop 5, from left:
Jeff Mertz, Kevin Boyle, Jan Svec, me, Dave Stone,
Dave Gampbell, Owen Duvall, and Chuck Hedlund.

'll find at least one or two
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?; f i ideas you can put to work in

,* your own shop.." E #h"#.'li:Wanna be like Jeff? We're
looking for a reader's shop that we can

help redesign and improve. If you're inter-
ested, see the details on page 46.
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Our bulletin board for letters, comments, and timely updates
soundin board

Anewtwist on a
classic tool chest
When I saw the Craftsman-style tool-
chest project in your June/July 2002
issue (page 42),it was love at first sight.
Yet, I couldn't relegate such a beautiful
design to my garage shop. So I modified
the plan to create a cotfee table, /e/t

I eliminated one of the drawers and
scaled the piece up to about
18Hx20Wx32L'. The wood is soft
maple with quilted maple veneer for the
panels and drawer faces. Both sides
are identical except that the drawer
pulls out from one side only. The side
shown in the picture is actually a false
drawer front. I plan to build a couple of
matching end tables based on this
same design.

Kevin M. Roberts, Katy, Texas

^E shop teacher speaks out
I read about your mentoring contest
(issue 148, page 4), and was very
pleased to see that you are trying to do
something to draw more young people
into woodworking, and halt the decline
of woodshop classes. I have been a
shop teacher for 20 years, and I know
that teaching these skills is important.
Unfortunately, the new way of thinking is
that shop classes are out of date, with
limited value for today's students.

I often wonder how we developed
such a great country with people

trained in the traditional educational set-
ting that included shop classes, home
economics, and all that other'Tlutf." I
know that my shop classes were the
only things that kept some kids in
school. lt upsets me when people speak
with pride of doing away with the "dirty
old shops" in their schools. Keep up the
good work.

Duane Strand, Detroit Lakes, Minn.

Thanks, Duane, for sharing your
thoughts, and for helping young people
discover the benefits of woodworkinq.tl

Reader builds knowledqe
and finds inspiration 

-
I receive subscription otfers for other
woodworking magazines, but WOODa is
the only one I choose. I really enjoy your
new "Wood Words" section (issue 149,
page 110). In that same issue, the short
piece about the blind woodworker, Ed
Pritchard (page 38), was inspiring and
heartwarming, and it made me thankful
for the few abilities that I have as a
woodworker. Thanks for the fine articles.

Warren W. Aafedt, Windsor Conn.

Proiect update
Candle Lanterns (issue 148): The glass
pieces (shown in Drawing 3, page 67)
should measure 3/ie" wide. lf you
afready cut glass to the 311/te" size listed,
leave two panes for each lantern at that
width, and recut the other two to 3z/.ra".

A scene from the past or inspiration for the
future? Students enjoy a day in the shop.

rEditorial questions and feedbaek:
E-mail woodmail@woodmagazine.com :
call 800/374-9663 and press option 2; or
write to: W00D magazine, 1716 Locust St.,
GA-310, Des Moines, lA 50309-3023.

r Subscri ption ass istance:
To notify us of an address change, or to
get help with your subscription, go to
woodmagazine.com/service; call
800/374-9663 and pess option 1; or
write to: W00D magazine, P,0. Box 37439,

Boone, lA 50037-0439. Please enclose your
address labelfrom a recent magazine issue.

rTo find past articles:
Go to our continuously updated online index
at woodmagazine.com/index.

rTo order past issues and articles:
0rder past issues of W00D magzine
and our newsstand specials at
woodstore.woodmall.com, or by calling
800/346-9663. Be aware that many early

issues are sold out. For reprints, send $5 per
article (no phone orders), including the article
name and issue number, to:W00D Article
Reprint Service, P.0. Box 349, Kalona, lA
52247; make check or money order payable
to"W00D magazine."

rUpdates to previously published proiects:
For a complete listing of known changes
in dimensions and buying-guide sources
from issue 1 through today, go to
woodmagazine.com/editorial.
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Ibols rule
h ldeashop 5
Curious about which tools we chose
for our latest shop, and why we selected
them? Here's the inside scoop.

ut a dozen woodworkers in a
room and, before long, they'll
start talking about tools. Then,

look out. The discussion can get pretty
heated. Let's face it: We all have differ-
ent preferences when it comes to price,
features, and brand loyalty, not to men-
tion the way the same tool feels in
different people's hands.

That's why choosing the tools and
accessories for Idea Shop 5 proved a
challenge for the editors of WOOD@ mag-
azine. When the smoke cleared, though,
we settled on an anay of products that
have proved themselves in our extensive
tool tests through the years, f,nd, in some
cases, are innovative.

Of course, budget and space are always
key concerns when outfitting any wood-
working shop, and we kept a close eye on
both. Wherever we could economize
without significantly impacting perfor-
mance, we opted for a benchtop tool
instead of a stationary model.

That's not to say we didn't indulge our-
selves occasionally. For example, Idea
Shop 5 utilizes a cyclone dust collector,
beefy ductwork, and blast gates that open
and close automatically when you fire up
a power tool. We believe dust collection
is one key area in your shop where you
shouldn't scrimp.

So, these are the power tools, hand
tools. and accessories we chose. We've
organized them into four categories, fol-
lowed by a listing of phone numbers and
Web sites for each supplier.

STATIONARY AI\ID
BENCHTOP MACHINERY
14r' bandsaw Laguna LT14
2x42" belU8" disc sander
Craftsman 21528
Benchtop oscillating drill press
Shop Fox W1668
Gompound mitersaw DeWalt 0W703
Gyclone dust collector
Penn State #TEMPESTCC
Drum sander Performax 16-32 Plus
6" grinder Grizzly H4378 with G7120 stand
6" jointer Grizzly G11B2HW
Lathe Jet JWL-1442

Mortiser Jet JBM-5
0scillating edge belUspindle sander
Ridgid E84424
13" planer Ridgid TP-'1300
Tablesaw Delta 36-480

PORTABLE POWER TOOTS
26-gallon air compressor
Gampbell-Hausfeld WL61 1 1
3x21" belt sander Craftsman 26819
Biscuit joiner Porter-Cable 557
2" brad nailer DeWalt D51238K
Corded drill DeWalt D21008K
Gordless drill (14.4 volt) Makita 6337DWDE
Detail sander Fein Multimaster MSXE 636-2
Jigsaw Freud FJ85
Random-orbit sander
Porter-Gable Quicksand 333VS
Routers Bosch 1619EVS plunge router, Makita
RF1 101 multi-base router kit, Porter-Gable 8529
plunge router with router-table kit 75301
Uacuums Craftsman 17923 16-gallon weVdry
vac, Fein 9-55-13 9-gallon tooltriggered vac

Continued on page l0
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Cut gracefuil cltrvest
rrcsaw thick hardwoo&, and
make compound cuts with
the new Deka X5 bandsaw.

l-ll2hp motor with enclosed stand and
guarded drip proof motor

Push button switch, chip chute, blade
and belt guards

fubor and motor pulleys and V-belt,
blade guides

Platinum Pro bandsaw blade, quick
release blade tension lever, integrated
4-inch dust port

"Ve uill match otr competiton pricc plus
beat h fu I0% ofthc diffcrtncc. Find ott
moft at u/urw. am4mn. con/price-match.

Call for pur FREE Tool Cdb catalog

1-800 -635-5140

ACCESSORIES
Glamps
Bessey 8", 16", and24" bar clamps
0uick-Grip 

'12", 18", and 24" 0uick Change bar
clamps; 6", 12" mini bar clamps; spring clamps
Jorgensen 24"and 48" bar clamps,48" Deep-
reach bar clamps (Adjustable Clamp Company)
Drill bits
MtgS Z2-piece Forstner bit set #1707,25-piece
brad-point bit set #9154, Z?-piece tapered bit set
#9156, and 17-piece spade bit set #9500
Woodcraft Vix self-centering drill bits 16141,
16t42,16143
Miter gauge Incra MiteB000
Mobile bases Shop Fox D2260 fiointer),
HTG style J (bandsaw)
Rapid-action vise Wilton 78A
Router bits
Freud 1S-piece router bit set 90-100
GMT 1S-piece router bit set 800.001.11
MLCS 15-piece router bit set #8377
0ldham 14" ,3/8" , and lz" round-over bits, 45"
chamfer bit, and rabbeting bit set MR14
Woodline USA 15-piece router bit setWL-2022
Router-table fence Freud SH-5 adjustable
fence system
Router-table insert plate
Rousseau RM3509 deluxe router baseplate

Drop a timefy hint before
you drop your dough
You might want to leave this article
lying open where someone special
can see it. After all, the holidays
aren't far away.

1 0 llfOOD rnagazine October 2003

Router-table switch Rousseau RM3506
switch with crash bar
Safety equipment MSA Safe$ Works
Sandpaper Mirka Gold 5" hook-an&loop discs;
Supergdt belb, discs, and sheets (Red Hill
Corp.)
Saw blades
CMT ITK rip blade 250.024.10 and crmscut
blade 205.060.10
Fonest Woodworker ll combination blade
ww10407
Freud combination blade 1U84R011, crosscut
blade 1U85R010, and 8" dado set SD508
0ldham combination blade 100W40 and miter-
saw blade 100W80

rAJ\ID TOOTS AI{D
MISCEIJ"ANEOUS
Hand tools
Woodcraft Caliper & divider set, n0. 141597;
center finder, no. 01M24; circle cutter, no. 15N31;
cornering tool set, n0.03151; dead-blow
hammer, no. 15F17; doweling jig, no. 811564;
Record No. 09-l/z block plane, no. 02820; Record
No. 060-% low-angle block plane, no. 01811;
Record spokeshave, n0.01H10; 22" hand saw,
no. 17205; coping saw, n0. 141403; crosscut
razorsaw, no. 02P62; small Ryoba saw, n0.
06011; straight backsaw, no. 17201 ; scrapers,
no.02210; scratch awl, no. 03H22; sliding bevel
square, marking gauge, and square, no. 14C50;
steel rules 6" and 12", nos. 129207 and 129208
Adhesives
Iitebond and litebond ll (Franklin lnternational)
Gorilla Glue polyurethane
Automated blast gates Ecogate EG001
Complete Startup Set
Dust-collection duct Penn Stab spiral duct
Fluorescent lighting Lithonia Lighting
Garage-floor coating EPOXYShield
Gas-fired heater Reznor modelV3 UDAS
Lumber rack storage system
Woodcraft part no. 131189
Wood paneling Georgia-Paciftc Ply-Bead



great ideas for your shoP

easy-trt(Ner
rnobile base
This adaptable platform combines
construction and smooth mobility.

Y2" F-H
screw

\

llT t1k: ,h: strain out of moving the- 
I 

-r*l-bearing 
floor cabinets in Idea

- Shop 5 (page 48),we designed this
simple rolling base. It features a3/q"-thick
MDF platform (A) on a sturdy frame (B,
C, D), and heavy-duty casters that swivel
for unlimited mobility, but lock to keep
any tool firmly planted while in use.

The dimensions here create a base that's
sized for the mobile sawing/routing center
(pog" 62).You can modify the plan to fit
under most any tool or cabinet. Just follow
the guidelines, bottom, to learn how.

Start by cutting the platform to size.
Then, lay out and drill the holes for the
frame-mounting screws, where dimen-
sioned. Now rout %" round-overs on the
platform edges, as shown.

To locate the casters, mark the outer-
most mounting hole on each one's plate,
where dimensioned. Drill the remaining
holes, but don't mount the casters yet.

Next, cut the support frame pieces to
size. Predrill the countersunk shank and
pilot holes, where shown, to receive the
#8x13/q" screws that join the frame.

Place the platform on the frame, ensur-
ing consistent overhangs on all sides.
Using the platform's shank holes as

7se" shank hole, countersunk, Ta" from edge

s/se" shank hole,
countersunk

6Va"

#B x 17a" F.H.
wood screws

7se" shank hole. countersunk

guides, drill pilot holes into the frame.
Then, screw the platform to the frame.

Finally, apply a coat of clear finish to
the entire project, attach the casters, and
mount any shop tool or fixture that you
want to make mobile. al

lllustration: Roxanne LeMoine

63/a" 1
1/q x 11h" F.H. machine screw

tZ" shank hole.
countersunk,

To" from edge

4" locl</
swivelcaster

r # 8 x 1
i wood

/ .

4',

(

#B x 1s/a" F.H.
wood screw

A platform 251/z' 76/a" MDF

B fronVback frames Vq" 41 58%" M

C center frames Vr' 4' 571/a' M 2

D end frames qi' 4' 231/2" M 2

Materials key: MDF-medium-density fiberboard,
M-maple.

Supplies: #8x11/2" flathead wood screws (22),
#8x1{q'flathead wood screws (16\, t1ov1t1o" flathead
machine screws, lock nuts, and washers (16).

Buying Guide
Casters:4" Lock/Swivel Casters 00K20.01 (4),
$1 1.50 each. Lee Valley Tools; 800/871-8158 or
www.leeval ley.com.

Sizing Guidelines 3) Length of C=length of 8-11/2"
You can resize the mobile base easily 4) Length of D=width of A-2"
to suit afmost any need. Here's how: Note: Overall base height equals F/+".
1) Determine the size of the platform (A). Weight capacity (including the base)
2) Length of B=Length of A-12u ,s 600 pounds.

1 2 WOOD magazine October 2003



colo
made

Many woodworkers rely on stains

f f *d maple looks like the wood-
E worker's version of a painter's

I lUtank canvas-virtirally white,
and ready to be transformed with any
color you choose. That's why we select-
ed maple for the child's mobile on page
86, and then used food coloring to get
the cheerful tones we wanted.

When you want to transform maple
with even more vibrant colors or tradi-
tional wood tones, you need something
beyond simple food coloring. Just
remember that when it comes to hard
maple, stain can be a pain. You'll get
better results if you rely on dye-or give
tinted shellac a tr), as we did on the
stool shown above right.

How they work
The illustration at right shows you how
stains and dyes work differently. A prod-
uct labeled as stain contains relatively
large pieces of pigment. It colors wood
by depositing that pigment in pores and

grain lines. Because hard maple is quite
dense, a pigmented stain finds few
places to lodge. When you wipe off the
excess, very little color remains behind.
What does remain behind may create a
blotchy appearance because maple tends

)-H

to have an irregular grain that absorbs
stain in different degrees.

By contrast, dyes contain extremely
tiny particles of color, and penetrate

Continued on page 16

O

tlng
rEDE6
srmple

on this dense
tinted shellac.

Mix two parts of denatured alcohol with one part of premixed shellac from a
can to make a thin form of shellac (approximately a 1-lb. cut). To tint this
mixture, add one or two drops of alcohol-soluble dye per 4 oz. of shellac.
Brush, spray, or wipe it on your maple project to produce clear, even color.

for every change of color, but you'll
get better results
wood with dye or

Dyes vs. stains
Pigment rests on the surface,

lodges in pores

Dyes penetrate the wood, allowing the grain to show through. Pigmented stains work
like thin paint, resting on the wood surface. A heavy application can obscure the grain.

/';.-

l/'
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f inishing school

throughout the surface of a piece of
wood. They produce rich color and a gen-
erally smooth appearance on hard maple,
but you still might see blotching. Dyes
come in many bright colors, as shown on
the samples, below, right.

Applying dye
You can use either oil- or alcohol-based
dye or water-based dye, all available in
woodworking stores and through mail-

order catalogs. As a general rule, go with
water-based dyes. They penetrate deeper
than the other kinds, so they fade less.
Alcohol-based dyes fade the quickest,
and oil-soluble dyes rank in the middle
of the fading scale.

However, water-based dyes raise the
wood's grain. Defeat that problem by
sanding the wood, thoroughly wetting it
with clear water, and finally smoothing
the raised grain the next day with 220-

grit sandpaper. Then you can apply the
water-based dye without raising more
grain.

Choose either liquid or powder form.
Tiny lumps of dye can remain undis-
solved after you mix a powder dye with
its solvent, so strain the mixture through
a paper filter or cheesecloth.

Test your dye on a sample of your
maple stock. When you're satisfied,
brush, spray, or wipe the dye mixture on
your project, and then wipe off the
excess before it dries. You can modify
the result by adding any number of dye
colors directly on the wood, creating
new shades.

Shellac solves problems
Bright dyes tend to work well on maple,
but sometimes you might see uneven
coloring with wood-tone dyes. If that
happens on your test piece, try tinted
shellac. Start with a 1-lb. cut of shellac,
and then add either a mix of alcohol-sol-
uble dye and denatured alcohol or a pre-
mixed liquid dye.

Test the color on scrap, and then
brush, spray, or wipe it on your proj-ect.
Because shellac forms a film, this
approach places color on the surface of
the wood instead of depending on even
penetration, virtually guaranteeing a
consistent appearance. |l

lf you need bright colors on maple,
choose dyes for the kind of results you
see here. We mixed the dyes with water.

DRIVES 4 SIzlES

rComfurtable
frpnomic
Sttliffntill

'DN'/64
wtwxt srzE

,r|DM$ilPm

l:.iti:,!,-.*.,;ti:.lrr".,i*,

Itlon5lip
Gnp,

rfiigptand
Surfos,

Cushioned

Safufytocfts
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Bumper
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ffiffiffi**,ffi,
Arrow Fastener Co., Inc., 271 Mayhil l  Street, Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07663
Canada: Jardel Distr ibutors, Inc.,6505 Metropoli tan Blvd. East, Montreal, Quebec H1P 1X9
United Kingdom: Arrow Fastener (U.K.) Ltd., Unit 5 ZK Park, 23 Commerce Way, Croydon CRO 4ZS, Surrey
www.arrowtastener.com Rev.1002
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askwood
Answers to your questions from letters,
e-mails, and W00D 0NLlNEo 97TaI(e it easywith clamp pressure

r As a newcomer to woodwork-
r ing, l'm not sure how much

clamping pressure to use on joints
made with woodworker's yellow glue.
Can you give me some guidelines?

-John Burns, St. Paul, Minn.

r John, the short answer is that a
r good-fitting joint with the right

amount of glue doesn't require tremen-
dous pressure. The clamps just serve to
hold the surfaces in contact while the
glue dries.

However,let's assume that most joints
fall short ofperfect, and benefit from
enough force to push them into complete
contact. Dale Zimmerman of Franklin
International, maker of Titebond wood-
working glues, recommends 100 to 150
pounds per square inch (psi) for clamping
softwoods and 175250 psi for hard-
woods. When we tested one-handed bar
clamps (issue 139), we found that they
provided pressure just into the softwood
range, or a bit less. Squeeze those clamps
as hard as you can. But R. Bruce Hoadley,
author of the bookUnderstan"ding
Wood, reports that other kinds of clamps,
including the bottom three pictured at
right, can produce far more pressure than
needed. So don't go beyond "snug" when
tightening those clamps.

Sl id ing
bar clamp

The maximum
recommended clamp-
ing pressure for most
joints is 250 psi.
Putting all your
muscle into many
common clamp styles
generates excess
pressure that could
force out most of the
glue, and produce a
weak bond.

G_ive old furniture a good cleaning
11. What's the best way to ctean i the cleaning effect by dipping the cloth

! r accumulated grime from old ' into the water, but don't let water stand
furnlture? I don't want to damage the i on the wood; clean a small area, and
finish, which is still in good shape. i then towel it dry. If stronger measures

-Jeff Morris, Mitwaukee i are required, moisten a cloth with naph-
tha, and rub. If you're still not satisfied,

r Start with soap and water, Jeff, and i apply naphtha to a fine-grit scrubbing
I get more aggressive only as neces- i pad. To get into detailed areas with

sary. Mix a tablespoon of dishwashing i either soap or naphtha, use a nylon bris-
liquid (it's not alkaline,like some house- i tle brush, such as an old toothbrush.
hold cleaners, and won't damage lacquer
or shellac) in a quart of warm water. Stir

When you want to restore furniture with-
it up to make suds, dip a piece of terry i 

";;i'jiiping 
the finish, start w*h soap

cloth into the suds only, and begin rub- i and water. 6rdinary dishwashing soap
bing away the grime. You can increase i removes a lot of grease and dirt.

Continued on page 20
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YoUB GARAGE
l$ YOUR GA$TLEr
Give it the royal treatment with a
$1O,OOO MAKEOVER,
It's America's Ultimate Garage eont€st.
Win a $10,000 garage makeover
ccu rtesy of Hust-0leum' EPOXYShield..
Describe what your garage means to
you, why you deserve a garage make-
ovel and what makes for an ideal
garage, in 300 words or less. Then,
include a colsr photo of the interior
of your garage. The winner will receive
"An Llltimate Garage Makeover" from
a Home Depot'approved contractor:
Included in your new look will be a
showroom-quality floor protected with
EP0XYShield Garage Floor Coating.

Ol{E GRA]ID PBIZE
$1 0,000 Garage Makeover

ONE SEGOI{D PRIZE
Trip to a continental US city

25 SEilII FI}IAUST
PRIZE PACKAGES
EP0XYShield Garage
Floor Goating Kits

i:iRUSFOLEUM.
s t o p p i n g  r u s t  i s  i u s t  t h e  s t a r t l "

N0 purchase necessary. Conlest is open Augu$ 1 - 0ctober
15. 2ffi3, to legal U.S. residents ages 1B and over. Enter
online at epox'7shield.com, rustoleum.com, lmmedepol.com,
or mail entries, including first and la$t name, date of birth,
address (including zip code), ielephone numbel color photo
graph of the interior of yerrr garage and a description, in 300
words or less, of your ideal/ultimate gar:age and why you are
most deserving of your dream garage. Mail entry in a
stamped envelope to: America's Ultimab
Garage Contesl, P.0. Box 39101, Chicago,
lL 60639. Entries must be postmarked
by tVednesday, October 15, 2003. Void
where prohihited. For official contest
rules visit epoxyshield.com or
homedepot.com.

You can dolt.
IXe can rrcQ;

ask

Metal slides, rneet
solid-wood sides

Can I  ins ta l l  rnc tu l  ch 'uucr
s l ic lcs  on l  so l i r l -uoor l  cab inc l

r l ' i thoLtt crcatir tg $'oocl r] t()\  L'ntcnt
problcrns'.)

-AI Clarke. Texarkana. Texas

Wc h l r rcn ' t  c rpcr i r :nccr l  unr
prob lcnrs  i r t  d t r ing thut .  A l .  unc l

thc AccLrriclc harclu arc conrpr.ur\ .  a
nrakt r  o{ -c lnru  cr  s l i r lcs .  isn ' t  ar i  ur r - '  t i l '
an-t '  ci thcr-.  l iccorcl inc to a spokcsnran.
\ \ 'hcn rou i i rs tu l l  thc  c l ib inc t  s i i l c  pr r r t
o l '  t l tc  s l ic lc .  t ,oLr ' l i  scc  ho lcs .  r  c r l icu l
s lo ts .  anc l  hor iz r ln tu l  s lo ts .  

- f i rc  
s lo ts

nurkc lrcl justnrcnt clrsicr i .rs v()u lrnc Lrlr
the draw'cr .  Oncc ro t r  harc  crc i ' r ' th ing
al ignccl.  put a scrc\ i  i l rroLrgh thc nrLrnti
ho lc  nc l r rcs t  i l rc  f l 'ont  o l ' thc  cub inet .
That  p ins thc  s l i r lc  so that  i t  rcn l r ins
a l isncd t i th  t l rc  f l 'ont .  

' l - l rcn.  
rx t  i r

scrc\\ , '  in thc ccntcr ol 'caclt  horizorttal
s l o t  a l o r t g  t hc  r cs t  o l ' t hc  s l i r l c ' s  i cng th .
Thc scrcu 's  w ' i l l  s i i r lc  s i ish t lv  in  thc
slots unclcr thc ; lrcssLrrc ol 'nonnal
u'oocl rnovcrncnt. Rcnrorc lurv sclc\\ 's
that  voLr  p laccr l  i r r  rer l ic l r l  s lo is .

Horizontal
screw slot

*

When you have occasion to mount
metal  drawer s l ides across the grain of  a
sol id-wood cabinet  s ide,  take advantage
of the hor izontal  screw slots.  Screws
placed here hold the s l ide in p lace,  but
al low wood to move.

A little dab holds
the router bushing

When I  put  a guide bushing
in my router,  and t ighten i t  to

the  mount ing  r ing  w i th  p l ie rs ,  the
r ing usual iy works ioose before the
job ends, ls there some way to keep
i t  in place?

.)ri t Bishao. !,rncoln. Neb.

T t ' r  l L  t l t ' o i r  o l ' t l t t ' r , ' l t t l  l oc l . i ng

I ' l u i r l .  . i i r r r .  I t  c ( ) n r c \  i i r  t i i l l i r r c r r t

s l r  l cs  l i r r  t l i l ' l ' c r cn t  l l L l r l x )scs .  un t l  l o r '

t h i s  j o h  _ r  o u  r r  i l n l  i l t c  r t t c r l i u t n -

s t r - r - ' ng th  r  c l s ion  i - l t r i l '  l i i  l i  h lu ' r l n  l i r - c

s t o l c  o r  l . t o r t . r c  c c n i - ' r ' l r r l  i . t r e t r t e
- i h r c u t l l o c k c r  

l l i t r c .  o i '  1 1  . . i n r i  i l r  p r r i c l -

L r c i .  l 1  r i  i l l  i r o l i l  t i r , - -  b t r r l r i r s  r r . s , - ' i l l r l r

i n  p l l r c c  t l c s p i t c  t l t c  r  i b n i t i o n  c l i L r : . - ' t i

b r  n r u t i ; r g .  
' l ' o  

l t i  o i t i  r l i i ' l ' i c u l i ' ,  s c i r . i

l l t i n g  i h c  b L r s h i r t !  u r r t l  l l t c  n t o r r n t i r t l

r i ng .  l l t kc  i h r - ' n r  ; i l ' l a r i  l i i  t l r c  cn r l  o l '

r  o r r l  u  o r k s h o l - l  r c : s i t l n .  . i n r l  c l c l i n  t l r t

r cs i t i i u t l  n l t l r - ' i ' i l t l  , . ) i r t  ( ) i  i l t c  i l t r c l i , r l s

u  i t l r  r rn  l r r r  I  r r l  l  [ rn rss  l - . r ' r i s i r .

Th reao- locK inq  f l u id  he ios  ho ld  your
gu ic ie  bush ing  anC r t s  moun t ing  i ' i ng  i n
place despi te 'he router 's  v ibrat ion.

lf yoii re looking for an ansvuer tc a ,r' loociulorkrng

qi iest iorr .  wrr ie to Ask W00D, 1716 Locust  St . ,

GA-310. Des Moines,  iA 50309-3023. or  send
us an e-mai l  at  askwood@rvoodmagazine.com
For immeri iate feedback f ronn your fe i lour lvood-
r,vorkers, p0st i/0ur question 0n 0le of our. ,,voocl-

vvork ing forums at  www"woodmagazine.com.
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sho

tools. Keeping a good coat of wax on
cast-iron tables prevents damage on
power tools, but smaller hand tools,

ti
Helping you work faster, smarter, and safer

Pluq lock strikes
a co-rd for safety
My wife and I don't have kids of our
own, but we got a good lesson in child
safety when my young nephew came to
vis i t  one day. Whi le explor ing "Uncle
Mat's" stuff, he dug out my circular saw
and gave me a good scare. (See "Our
Winner," at right.) Later that day while
looking around the hardware store, I
noticed a set of t iny luggage padlocks
and knew I'd found a solution.

The blades of most, if not all, electrical
plugs have a hole in the end, and the
shackle of the padlock fits nicely in that
hole. With the padlock closed, the tool
can't be plugged in.

The locks I bought were in a set of
four, all keyed alike (meaning all of them
open with the same key), and that key
stays on my key ring. As a bonus, my
buddies, as well as the guys on the job
site, can't "borrow" my tools without my
permission (and my key!).

-Mat McCarthy, Lake CiU, Tenn.

This cat-box filler makes a great rust-buster
Here in central Florida, the humidity such as planes, chisels, and even sock-

A carpenter
by trade, Mat
McCarthy got
a wake-up
call one day
when he
spied his
7-year-old
nephew,
Nicky, drag-
ging around his circular saw, which he
thought had been safely tucked away.
"You can imagine how my heart sank
when I thought about all the 'what-ifs'

had Nicky plugged that thing in," he
recalls. We liked Mat's safety solution
(shown at left) so much, we awarded
him our Top Shop Tip tool pnze.

!__ ,_  _
F ,''
F ',,
i*.. ,li ,;
Ft j,.i;' I
,:+; i$ilI $.

We're send-
ing a Jet DC-
650CK dust
collector with
canister filter
to Mat
McCarthy for
sending in
this issue's
Top Shop Tip.
Enjoy it, Mat!$.
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wreaks rusty havoc on our woodworking i et wrenches, are harder to protect. I
used to scatter those little packages of
sil ica gel (that come with cameras and
electronic gear) in the drawers of my
tool chest to absorb the moisture, and it
worked pretty well.

One day recently, I saw a container of
Tidy Cat Crystals cat-box fi l ler on the
shelf at the grocery store, and noticed
that it 's made almost exclusively of sil i-
ca granules.  I  brought some home, t ied
it up into packets (such as the one
shown in the drawing) made from old
nylon stockings, and then dropped sev-
eral of the packets in my tool drawers.
Using only these packets, my hand
tools have survived more than a year
without rusting.

-Charlie Lowell, Kissimmee, Fla.
Continue on page 24

Describe how you've solved a work-
shop dilemma, and you'll earn $75 if it
appears here. And, if your tip garners
Top Shop Tip honors, you'll also win
a tool prize worth at least $250.

Send your best tips, along with pho-
tos or illustrations and your daytime
telephone number, to: Shop Tips,
WOODa Magazine,1716 Locust St.,
GA-310, Des Moines,IA 50309-
3023. You can also e-mail tips to
shoptips @ woodmagazine.com, or
post them on the Top Shop Tip forum
at www.woodonline.com.

Because we try to publish only
original tips, please send your tips only
to WOOD magazina Sorry, but
submitted materials can't be returned.

Masking
tape

Nylon stocking
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shop rips

Extra slot keeps biscuits from rising
When planing a glued-up panel ,  I  usual ly To avoid th is,  I  now cut an extra bis-
fl ip-flop it several t imes, always watching , cuit slot in the waste area of the panel
for  the most interest ing grain pattern to whi le I  have my biscui t  jo iner out.  ( l

emerge. Before long, I 've lost  t rack of  make the panels extra long, and then
which side is which.  And, I  once acci-  :  t r im the ends to remove any snipe.)
dental ly planed deep enough that the Now, I  a lways know when l 'm planing

biscui ts that  jo ined the panel 's boards too c lose to a biscui t .
popped up, ruining a beaut i fu l  panel . -Jim Culler, Bellville, )hio

Fast flush-trimming for multiple pieces
Here's a way to quickly t r im the sol id-  ,  swap the outside shelves wi th a pair  of
wood edge banding on plywood shelves ,  inside shelves,  and tr im the remaining
yet st i l l  g ive good support  for  your
router. First, cut dadoes to fit the

two edges.

shelv ing in a s ingle piece
of scrap plywood, then
r ip that  p iece down the
middle to make two oer-
fectly matched caps.

Clamp the shelves
between the dadoed
caps, as shown aI right,
then tr im the banding
with a f lush-tr im bi t  in
your router.  The shelves
on ei ther s ide keep the
router f rom t ipping.

lf your router wants to
t ip when rout ing the
outer shelves, rout all of
the inside edges f i rst ,
then unclamp the caps,

-lke Evans, Coralvrlle, lowa

/ \
Gut dadoes to\
fit workpieces,
spaced 2" apart.
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shop tips

Simple stop keeps fence
awiry from the blade
My tablesaw's rip fence moves so easily along the rail that I
wanted to make sure I could never accidentally slide the fence
into the raised blade. So, I added a stop bolt to the fence rail
that l imits the fence's travel.

After setting the fence t/a" from the blade, I dri l led and tapped
a hole for a 1"-long stop bolt just left of the fence's locking-lever
housing. (You may have to locate your stop bolt on the top of
the rai l ,  depending on your fence design.)  Final ly,  I  instal led the
bol t  in the hole.

-Luther Woodward. East LiverpooL )hb

Drillinq rrclean holes"
redefin-ed
To keep crumbs of sawdust, plaster, or
drywall from getting down into the carpet
when dr i l l ing holes for  a bui l t - in project ,
here's a technique that minimizes the
mess. After marking the hole location on
the wal l ,  p lace a piece of  c lear double-
faced tape over the mark. Now, stick a
zipper-type storage or sandwich bag to
the tape, about two-thirds up the bag.

Grab only the outside layer of the bag
and pul l  i t  out  gent ly as you dr i l l  through
the bag into the workpiece. Once the bit
pierces the bag, the outside layer wil l
want to "c l imb" the bi t ,  opening the
inside of the bag (you may need to help
i t  a l i t t le by tugging on i t ) .  The crumbs
drop harmlessly into the bottom of the
bag, which you can zip up and drop in
the garbage after removing it from the
workpiece.

-Chuck Hedlund,
W00Do maoazine master craftsman

-t

Clear ).--1---- Zipper-type
double- |  I  storagebag
faced-7---_. ,
rape i

Pu l l f ront  \

of bag out.
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Taming the unruly band clamp
I got tired of finding my band clamps all
balled up in a drawer, so I devised
these ultra-simple holders to keep them
in order. Using a parting tool, I turned
1/exVe" grooves in a 2"-long
3/+" dowel, where shown in the drawing,
below. Next, I cut a t/2" dowel lo 11/a"
long, bored asAa" hole through its
center, and threaded a rubber
band through the hole.

To store my clamps, I wrap the
loose end of the strap around the
7+" dowel "core," and then secure
it with the rubber band and small
dowel. When I need to use the

clamps, ljust unroll as much as I need.
lf you ever use those ratcheting tie-
down straps for your truck or trailer, you
can use the same method, but you may
need to lengthen the "core" dowel to suit
wider straps.

-Marc Phillips, Warner Robins, Ga.

Belt-sand small pieces without rrfilingtt your nails
While making the snowman intarsia
project in WOODa magazine issue 75, I
used my benchtop belt sander to bring
some of the pieces to proper thickness.
But some of those small pieces put the
tips of my fingers dangerously close to
the abrasive.

After some experimentation, I found an
easy way to sand those small parts.
First, scrollsaw a cutout to the same
shape but slightly larger than the piece
to be sanded in a scrap of tA" plywood.

With the plywood "mask" placed gently
against the abrasive and tight against
the sander's fence, in'sert the workpiece
into the cutout, as shown at right, and
carefully sand to the desired thickness.

The concept works equally well for
sanding small parts with your random-
orbit sander. In this case, though, you'd
place the mask on your benchtop, and
sand the top of the workpiece.

-Dave Edwards, Chaftanooga, Tenn.
Continued on page 28
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shop tips

Pin down those
small pieces for safety
As a woodturner, I make segmented
turnings almost exclusively. I cut many
of those segments on a compound
mitersaw. The thing is, the spinning
blade can suck a small piece right back
into the teeth and send it sail ing around
the shop. To prevent that, I made the
small-parts hold-down, shown at right.

First, I disassembled a spring-type
clothespin and cut off one jaw. I then
attached that to a scrapwood stopblock
with a single drywall screw. Through the
remaining jaw, I drove another drywall
screw, then reassembled the clothespin
on the stopblock.

The spring pressure and the point of
the jaw screw provides enough grip to
hold the cutoff in place. lf I need a l itt le
more tension, I simply drive the jaw
screw in a little farther.

-Bob Uding, Homosassa Springs, Fla.

Continued on page 30
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Thlented Creator. Shilled Ho bbyist.

BIJSII{E,SS O\TI{E,R.
You'te alreadi'two. Vith Guardsman FurnitureProo, fou can become all three!

Guardsman FumiturePro is'a network of
franchi ses speci ali zi ng i n furniture-
related seruices. Guordsmon FumiturePro
has ovailable tenitoies th roughout
Nofth America.

TRAINII{G AND SUPPORT PROGMMS:
. Comprehensive initial training
. Ongoing regional workhops
. Web-based support programs
o Z4-hour technical assistance
o Access to fettow FurniturePro franchisees

GUARDSITIAN FU RNTTU REPRO
CUSTOMERS:
o Homeowners
o Furniture retaiters

o Restaurants and Hotets
r Professionat office buitdings
r Moving and storage companies

NOT TO MENTION:
r Protected territories
. Affiliation with the most established

and respected name and presence in

the marketptace
o The support of a $2.2 bitl.ion

company, and the largest
manufacturer of furniture
finishes in the wortd.

r Affordable franchise entry fees,
as low as $9,500

o Home based with low overhead!

For Fnnchise Information Catl
800.496.6377

www.guardsmanf urnitu repro.co m.

GUARDSMAN
FurniturePro

Thc most lrustei name in [urnilure repair

Profir
Centers

Leothu Cleoning ond Eepolr -

stain removaL recotoring, and more

Upholstety Se,uicas - spot cleaning,

panel replacement, seat re-upholstering

Cabinet f,elurbtshing - cteaning,

degreasing, repairing and polishing

Reltntshtng - complete stripping and

refinishing using an eco-friendly,

water-based system

Famiture Repoir - gouges, scratches.

water marks, dents and more
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the Best!

Call for FREE Video!

1,800.234, 1976
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shop tips
Squeeze more room into your drawers
I like to use ball-bearing drawer slides in
my cabinet projects because of their
super-smooth operation, However, those
slides take up space outside the drawer
that could be used to expdnd the size of
the drawer.

I put some of that interior room into the
drawer by recessing the slides in th"
grooves on both drawer sides, as shown

DRAWER FRONT VIEW

below. That gains me 1/z" of width in
each drawer. I make the grooves about
t/e" wider than the female part of the
slide that mounts to the inside of the
cabinet. The process works with any
drawer side at least t/z" thick.

As a timesaving bonus, I no longer
have to measure and mark the location
of each slide on the

drawer. I simply eyeball the slide in the
center of the groove, and move the
female part out of the way just far
enough to drive the first two screws.
Then, I remove the female part com-
pletely, and drive the rest of the mount-
ing screws.

-Edwin Hackelman, 0maha, Neb.
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Shift wheel-making into high gear
i  was de termined to  rou t  a  p ro f i le  a round a  2 '  d isk ,  bu t  equa l ly
ins rs ien t  on  keep ing  a l l  o f  my f ingers  f i rm ly  a t tached.  So I
devrsed a j ig that  holds the disk and also has a plat form that
s tead ies  the  rou ter  when us ing  p i lo ted  b i ts .  I  rou ted  an  ogee,
but you could use a round-over bi t  and this approach to make
wood whee ls .

Here's how to bui ld the j ig for  yoursel f :  Center a 4 -diameter
hole in a square piece of  r+" plywood. The drawing, below,
gives you al l  the construct ion detai ls for  the support  p lat form,
and how you at tach the plywood square to i t .

To  use  the  j ig .  c lamp i ts  c lea t  in to  your  v ise ,  and app ly  a
piece of  double-faced tape to the j ig 's hardwood center
pos t  to  keeo the  d isk  f rom so inn ino .  Secure  the  d isk  w i th
a  mach ine  screw,
a n A  a A r  r a *  r , n r  r r
d r u  d u u J l  y u u l

r o r r t e r  s  den th  o f  c r t t
t n  n r n r l l n o  t h o  6 1 1 6 { i l nr u  v r u u u u E  u  r Y  P r u l l l g

v o t  t  t n l t  n t

-Cliffortj Loiselle, Largo, Fla

3 / q x 2 "  
1 x 1 1 / + x 1 1 / a "

d ia .workp iece hardwood

double-
faced tape

F.H. wood screw #6 x 1 i /2, ,
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7q" T-nut 
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SIP,HT HERE

FOR A GREAT FIilISH.

mTR0DUCmG
IIEW WOODWORKING SAW
BTADES FROM DEWALT;

You put a lot into your work. After all, i t  takes countless hours to
c0mplete the perfect project. And when y0u have the right tools and
the right w00d, you need the right saw blade, One that's precisi0n
balanced for highly accurate cuts With large, micro-grain carbide
teeth for exceptionally smooth finishes. Ultra-sharp cutting edges to
reduce splintering. And one thatcomes in a variety of tooth counts and
c0nfigurati0ns DEWALT'i' W00dw0rking Blades. We put more into
them, so you can get more out of them.

For more information. call !-8OO-4-DEWAII or visit our iveb site at www.DlW[fl.com

02003 Dr!!ALT The l0l lcwtir0 ar; :xam0ies 0l tradeinarks iOr ! .nr L.r m0'a D'*ALl
Power lools ard Access0res lhe yel iow and biack co,0r scfeme, lre D -shaped aif
i n take  g r i i l  l he  a r rav  01  py ram ids  on  l he  handg r  p  t he  k  t  bOx  c0n l i qu ra l , cn  acd  t he
aray ol iozeroe-shaped humps 0r the surlace 0l the 100i



short cuts
News and notes from the woodworking world

Building a brighter world
While most professional woodworkers
specialize in furniture or cabinetry,
Charles Lutkus of Dallas, Texas, chose an
often overlooked area-lighting. His line
includes floor and desk lamps, wall and
ceiling fixtures, and a desk that features
built-in overhead lighting. All are executed
in the Arts and Crafts or Art Deco styles
and made from cherry because of its
strength, fine end grain, and rich color.

In addition, many of Charles' creations
employ art glass to complement the wood
and serve as a shade. Dowels and biscuits
hold parts together, along with brass hard-
ware. Charles finishes his pieces with clear
satin urethane that shows off the cherry
while cutting back on distracting glare
from the light source.

Selecting lighting as his forte did not
come without its challenges. "Dealing
with the numerous standards and restric-
tions laid down by Underwriters'

Laboratories proved to be
a major hassle, as well as
costly," says Charles.
"When I started in 1996,
the standards were not
friendly to wooden light
designs. They've since
improved. On top of that,
I pay $2,000 each year to
be registered and updated

This Art Deco writing
desk (above) by Gharles
Lutkus incorporates
overhead lighting with
two pull-operated
fixtures. lt sells for
$5,100. His tabletop
torchdre (rightl bears a
$1,500 price tag.

History-making woodworking
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Covington, Louisiana, master craftsman
Greg Arceneaux ranks among the few. His
commission: Create a reproduction of the
42"x 15'table on which representatives of
the United States and France signed the
Louisiana Purchase in 1803 at the Cabildo
in New Orleans' French Quarter, along
with a complement of historically faithful
chairs. The commission stemmed from
Greg's involvement in the reconstruction
of the fue-damaged Cabildo.

Going only by handwritten specifica-
tions from l8th-century documents, Greg
went to work, fashioning the chairs from
local pecan, and the table from wide
imported mahogany planks. And though
the commission paid Greg only a little
more than $5,000 (he refers to the work as
a "labor of love"), the pieces will remain
in the public eye for generations.

For more on Greg's work, call him at
985/893-8782, or visit his Web site at
www. gregarceneaux. com.Greg Arceneaux's table and chairs, modeled after those of Louisiana Purchase fame, can

be found in the Sala Capitular room at the Gabildo in New Orleans' French Quarter.

There are your cut-and-dried furniture
commissions, and then there are hugely

rare and significant furniture commissions
that few pro craftsmen ever see.
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These chairs are animals
New Hampshire craftsman Jeff Cooper describes himself as a
"designer of sculpfural furnishings in wood," and for good rea-
son. While almost everything he creates serves a functional need,

such as a table, chair, or
lamp, he doesn't stop
there. Jeff applies his
artistrv to add a whimsi-i arusuv t0 it(](] a wrumsl-

5 cal touch by carvlng,
E sanding, and finishing- 

functional forms to look
like animals. To date, he
has made more than 100
such sculptural pieces,
using maple, walnut,
mahogany, and other
woods that suit the need.
See more of Jeffs work
at www.cooperwood
sculptor.com.

Jeff Cooper's animal-like chairs sell
for $1,500 each, and take 10 working
days to complete. His complemen-
tary tables go for $800 to $1,500.

Birds declared big winners
Why are all the birdies on Jaybird Street going tweet, tweet,
tweet? That's easy. They just found out about the $8,000 check
going to the National Wildlife Federation's "Backyard Habitat"
program, courtesy of readers who participated in the WOODa
and Chevy "For the Birds" birdhouse/bird feeder contest. The
money was raised by auctioning contest entries, 27I in all. A
heartfelt thanks to those woodworkers who submitted entries,
and to those who purchased them.

Editor-in-Chief Bill Krier turned over $8,000 to the National
Wildlife Federation for its special program for improving the
neighborhood environments where birds live.
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tool buyers update

3 hotnew
portable
r1

planers
One seeks high performance,
one goes
the other

for bottom dollar, and
falls in between.

ince our last review of portable plan-
ers (WOODo magazine, issue 148),
we'vs put a lot of wood through

three models that were still on the drawing
board at the time of that review. The
results of these latest rials surprised us in
a couple of ways, and when the dust and
chips settled, we had a new Top Tool to
recommend. Here's how the DeWalt
DW735, Gnzzly G0505, and Shop Fox
W1675 fared.

DeWkrlt's bold innovation
The most eye-popping of the three is
DeWalt's DW735 13" Benchtop Planer
(at92 pounds, it pushes the limits of
"portable"). For starters, it doesn't look
like any other portable planbr on the mar-
ket. In fact, it functions more like a small
stationary planer.

The DW735 (shown above) combines
two features we praised in our earlier
test--dual feed speeds and fan-assisted
chip removal-with another not found on
any other portable planer: a three-knife
cutterhead. This exffa knife instantly
improves the smoothness of the cut,
boosting the number of cuts per inch by
50 percent. The new cutterhead uses self-
indexing, double-edged disposable
knives-a welcome change from the old
single-edge resharpenable blades that
require a gauge to set them.

DeWalt engineers probably could have
skipped the two-speed stock-feed rate
bebause the surface smoothness created at
"dimensioning" rate (96 cuts per inch) is
vinually indistinguishable from that at the
"finishing" feed rate (179 cuts per inch).

You won't find a cutterhead-locking
lever or extension tables on this machine
(the table by itself is nearly 20" long), but
you won't need either to reduce snipe. An
automatic cutterhead lock stabilizes the
cutterhead so well that we measured .000"
snipe at aVre" cut in both oak and pine. It
wasn't until we reached ds/zz" depth of cut
that snipe became an oQiectionable .003"
deep (both oak and pine).

If the $480 price tag is just too much for
you, DeWalt put the same three-knife
cutterhead @ut r/2" shorter) and a few cos-
metic changes on its old DW733 12V2"
planer, and renamed it the DW734. It sells
for $380.

High poirb
I Lob of power.lt bulldozed ftrough 7"-wide red

oak (7ro"-deep cut at "dimensioning" speed)
witrout bogging, divoting, or sniping.

I Automatic cutterhead lock reduces snipe to
almost nofiing.

I Fan-assisted chip removalworK well. Used
wift a dust collectol less ftan a cup of chips
escaped while planing 180' of 7"-wide oak.
0ptional "half-bag" system connecb direcfly to
a tash can.

I Depth-of-cut gauge runs fte lengfi of fie cut-
terhead, so you mn measure stock removal
anywhere under fie cutterhead housing.

I Three-knife cutterhead delivers a super-smoott
surface.

i Ample room provided for changing fte double-
edged disposable knives. Onboard storage of
knife-changing tool.

low poinb
? lt's heavy, weighing 92lbs.
I At 108 dB, it's louder fian any ofter porhble

planer we've tested.
Morc poinb
) ft cnb smooftel and witt less snipe, ftan even

fie Delta 22-580,fte best performer in our
most recent test. For ftis reason, we crown fte
DW735 as fie new Top Tool in poftble planers.

Gtizzly goes low-dough
At ttre opposite end of the price spectrum,
you'll find the Gnzzly G0505. For a
lTVz"-capacity machine under $200, we
didn't expect too much, and from a fea-
tures standpoint, we were right. Lacking
a cutterhead lock, depth-of-cut scale,
thickness stops, and dust-collection hood,
it's strictly a bare-bones planer.

The surprise came when we started
sending wood through the machine. The
G0505 delivers a cut smoother than half
of the planers in our last planer test,
including Gnzzly' s other portables.

When snipe gets deeper than about
.003", the only way to get rid of it is to cut
it off, and the G0505 requires that action,
with snipe depths averaging .005" and

Continued on page j6
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tool buyers update

.006", respectively, in oak and pine when
taking aVro" cut.

High poinb
t lt's priced $75 less fian fte least expensive

portable in our previous test.
+ Cut quality is much better fian you might

expect from a planer priced fiis low.
Low poirts
I No cufterhead lock results in serious snipe.
? No dust-collection hood available. even as an

optional accessory.
More points
I This planer uses double-edged knives, but

fiey're not disposable and require using a
gauge (provided) for proper alignment.

Shop Fox's mixed bag
The Shop Fox tools we've tested in the
past have always shown some spark of
innovation, but the W1675 portable plan-
er, unfortunately, is pretty run-of-the-mill

for the price. Its depth-of-cut gauge
proved accurate; changing its disposable
knives is pretty fast, safe, and simple; and
the cut quality is above average.

But snipe depth (.004"-.005") is about
the same as the Gizzly G0505. And, the
thickness stop, which can be set anywhere
along the W1675's 6" capacity, didn't
hold well enough to keep from slipping
when we cranked down the cutterhead.
Shop Fox's Phil Spinelli says they'll put a
larger knob on the stop so you can crank it
tighter and increase its holding power.

High points
+ Cut quality was above average when compared

to planers in fiis and our most recent test.
I The longest extension hbles we've seen in a

porhble planel tohling 38Y2".
l Accurate depfi-of-cut gauge.
I Knife-changing tools store onboard.
I Includes dust-collection hood fiat fib 4" hose.

? Thickness stop slips when cufterhead is low-
ered against it.

I Cufterhead locking handle interferes witt
power switch operation when locked.

? At 93 lbs, it's heavy.
Morc poirts
I Cutterhead crank operates like fie blade eleva-

tion handle on your hblesaw. Howevel wih fte
planer on a stnd, we found it uncomfortably
high to use for large ftickness changes.i
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Surg there are other pocket hole jigs out
there - perhaps you already own
one - but thereS never been a
tool like our new
Pocket-Pro" Joinery System.

Developed by CMT and wood'
working expert Marc Sommerfeld, the
Pocket-Pro lets you make rock-solid pocket
hole joints in stock from 'l12" to I -5l8" thick with
unprecedented speed, flexibility & accuracy. The
heart of the system is our unique molded jig, which

+ PPJ-001 Pockd-Pro Dduxe $d:
Here's the most complete pocket hole set you'llfind,You'll get the Jig,
Toggle Clamp, Face Clamp,2 Step Drill Bits, Stop Collar,
Drivers, predrilled Phenolic Baseplate Molded Case,

features an interlocking 2-piece
design.Simply sliding the jig up or

down allows you to adjust for
stock thicknesses in preset

1/8"incrementt

with the Pocket-Pro*, and
find out what you've been

missing in pocket hole joinery!

+ PPJ-002 Pockd-Pro" $tarter Sd:
Not just a set for beginners!This is a great upgrade
kitfor pocket hole "pros" who own another jig.lt
includes the Jig,Toggle Clamp,
Drill Bit, Stop Collar,
6" Driver Bit and **
Sample Screws. ".J
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NOTES:

1. (*) "Dimensioning" mode/ "finishing" mode

2. (.) No extension tables.

3. (2D) Double-edged disposable
(2R) Double-edged resharpenable

+ l
tr
T
E

M

Excellent

Good

Average

Below average
Model does not
have this feature

5. Measured 12" above table and 24"
in front of planer running under no load.

o. (c) cnip deftector
(D) Dust-collectionhood
(G) Garbage-can adaptor for dust collection
(P) 4'dust port
(S) Stand
(X) Folding extension tables

8. Prices current at time of article's
production and do not include
shipping charges, where applicable.

Product tester: John Cebuhar

www.woodrnagazine. com
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blades and bits

6must
r6uter
Sure, you can buy a
bajillion-bit set, but
chances are these half-
dozen cutters wilt do 90
percent of the routing
work in your shop.

ntheWOODo magazine shop, we
have nearly a hundred different
router bits to choose from on a dailv

basis. But in reality, only a handful of
them see regular use. Call these bits the
"standards," the router bits no woodwork-
er should be without. Regardless of your
skill level, these are the six bits we suggest
you buy frst, and then add others as your
skills and budget allow.

i{*:r
.ss,r
Si
rtr:
).!,11

Yes, some cuts (such as keyholes) or
edge freatments (such as an ogee) would
be difficult to do without specialized bits.
Buy those when you have a specific need
for them.

Incidentally, if your router accepts Vz"-
shank bits, buy them from the get-go.
They cost only a little more than their t/+"

cousins, and are less prone to deflection
under heaw use.

removes so little material that it hardly
sffains. In fact, our %" round-over bit has
found a permanent home in a fim router,
which accepts only /+"-shank bits.

%ttround-orrcr
Versatility makes this bit a
star performer. It cuts a
bullnose (in two passes) in
3/q"-thick stock, and works
well for shaping rim mold-
ings, which are normally Vz"
thick. Properly set up in a
router table, a /+" round-over
bit can make /2" dowels iR
any species, or bead the edge
of a tabletop. We like to
machine /+" round-overs on the
handholds of shop-built jigs and fixtures,
making them more comfortable to grip.

Vz" sttalght with
l" cutting lengrth
Use this bit in a handheld
router for cutting dadoes and
slots, or with an offset outfeed
fence on your router table to
edge-joint boards. We prefer
the Vz" diameter because we
frequently cut dadoes for hard-
wood plywood when building
cases, and two overlapping
passes with a Vz" bit will form
a dado that fits 7+" plywood-
actually 23/zz" tlick-better than
a 3/c" btt. And, if you rout box joints, %"-
wide fingers look good in 7a" stock.

What about the length? A 1" cutter lets
you cut as deep as you're likely to ever
need, yet still reftacts deep enough into

i your router base to make shallow dadoes.
i Longer bits may or may not, depending on
i the router.

%" flush-trim with
lrr cutting lengrth
Solid-wood banding on a ply-
wood shelf stiffens the shelf
and hides its ugly edges. Cut
the banding oversize, install it,
and then rim it with a flush-
nim bit to make the joint nearly
invisible. Use the same bit and
procedure to frim plastic lami-
nate flush after it's installed.
We use a flush-trim bit nearly
as often for making copies of
hard-to-duplicate pieces, such
as zero-clearance tablesaw
inserts.

45o chamfer
Simple chamfering (cutting a
bevel on the edge of a work-
piece) makes a good
decorative edge treatment
for classic furniture
styles, such as Shaker and
Arts & Crafts. Setup is less
finicky than with a round-
over bit, and the bearing
always guides the bit or work-
piece. You can make virtually
any size chamfer with one
bit-from just breaking an
edge to beveling the entire length of
a workpiece for a dead-on miter joint-by
simply changing the cutting depth.

Continued on page 40

From the home office,
it's the Top Six bit list 

'
%" round-orfur
Hands down, we use this
bearing-guided bit the most,
primarily for breaking the
sha{p edges of solid-wood
workpieces. The slight
round-over softens the edges
more uniformly than knock-
ing them down with a sand-
paper-wrapped block.

Here's a case where aV+"
shank is perfectly accept-
able because the bit
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The First Ghoice
of Graftsmen in
90 Gountries

Around the World.

blades and bits

Rabbeting bit with bearing set
Use this bit wherever
you need a rabbet
along the edge of
a workpiece, such ;
as the art-and-
glass area of a
picture frame, or
the inset back of
a book-
case. A
rabbet-
ing bit
also can
create the
tongue of a tongue-and-
groove joint.

Rabbeting bit sets come with a number
of various-size guide bearings for cutting
different widths of rabbets. These bear-
ings fit on other bearing-guided bits to
expand their versatility, as well. For
example, an undersizebeartng on a tA"

round-over bit makes it a beading bit.

' So. should vou qo with
I sebarate bfts or-sets?

We wish there was a simple answer to that
question. Although you can buy mega-sets
with all of our recommended bits, no
manufacturer packages a set that includes
only the six basic bits shown here. We did
find several small sets that include four of
the six, plus four to ten additional bits.
(The missing bits in those smaller sets are
the Vs" andVc" round-over bits-most

bit makers include a 3/s" round-over
instead.)

In shopping around, we found we
could spend anywhere from $60 to

$160 on the six bits individually. The
smaller sets, on the other hand, cost about
the same or more, but you get the bonus
of the extra bits that you may or may not
use. Figure the cost per bit of the bonus
bits before making your decision.
Remember, though, that you'll need to
add the cost of the Ve" and Vc" round-overs
to fill out the set. .l

Got more money to spend? Here are the next 10 router
bits we advise buying:

rtt
- I

I il Slot-cutterr r  -  
I i l  set

I i l  h i l

- f  - . . -

ffitrel-- lw.ryf w
16- WD

]ll

3/e" roundnose
(also called a
core box bit)

*fue''ck#'ffi4
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the otherredwoods
Spice up your projects with a touch of crimson.

t |l lant to add a splash of color to a

lf,t project? Then check out these
U U four red-hot exotics. Though

pricey, they're available, at least in small
sizes, from exotic-hardwood dealers and
catalogs. Consider using them for unique
small projects or as accents on larger ones.
Redhear t (Erythroxylon spp. )
This Central American hardwood boasts a
bright red color when freshly cut that
darkens to deep red over time. The wood
features tight, straight grain, making it
suitable for turning. It also machines well
using carbide-tipped tools, but has a ten-
dency to burn. This wood isn't the easiest
to find, and usually sells as turning blanks
or in sizes less than 1 board foot. Cost, in
spite of the wood's relative scarcity, runs
about $10 per board foot.

42

Chakte kok (Sicft ingia salvadorensis)
Also often refened to as redheart, this
more-widely-available wood hails from
Central America, as well. Its color ranges
from pinkish to bright red, with streaks of
purple and brown. Maintaining the
wood's vivid colors requires a finish that
protects against ultraviolet light, or the
wood will fade to a golden tan. Common
uses for chakte kok include turning,
marquetry, and inlay. Again, expect to
pay $10 (or more) per board foot,
Bloodwo od, (Brosimum paraens e)
This hard, heavy wood goes by several
other names, including cardinalwood
and satine. Many describe its color as
"strawberry" red, with streaks of gold.
Over time, it darkens to reddish-brown.
Growing in Central and South America,

you may find it
difficult to buy,
though 1-2'
pieces known
as "shorts"
are available.
Expect to pay
about $12-$15
per board foot.
Bloodwood demands sharp tools and light
passes, but yields high luster.
Padauk (Pterocarpus soyauxii)
The most common among our crimson
collection, African padauk comes in 414
and 8/4 thicknesses, lengths up to 8', and
sells for $7-$9 per board foot. It stafts out
red-orange, and darkens to brown over
time. See issue 148, page 42, to learn
more about this species. JF
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Wood-Mizer  is  the most  famous and

respected portable sawmil l  manufac-

turer  in  the wor ld .  And i t  used a l l  i ts

vast expert ise to create the compact,

funct iona l  LT l5 .

Th is  mi l l  i s  des igned for  the paf t - t ime

sawyer  who wants  the s implest  k ind

of  cut t ing.  Whi le  i t ' s  the smal les t  in

the Wood-Mizer l ine, the LTl5 offers

the same qual i ty  const ruct ion seen on

ou r  b i gges t  m i l l s .

Don ' t  cont inue pay ing top do l lar  for

less than top-notch resu l ts .  Cut  your

own boards with the most trusted

name i n  sawmi l l s :  Wood -M ize r .



The challenge: Create a one-car-garage shop
equipped with loads of tools and lots of smart

storage at an affordable price. The result:

IdeaShopS
hen we designed the shop
you see here, we used the key
words shown around the

perimeter of the logo, above, to guide us.
In a nutshell, we wanted to create a full-
featured shop in a compact space. We
started with a third stall of a 3-car garage,
opposite page top, a feature found in many
newer homes. Then we went to work.

Of course, you may not have this type
of garage at your house. That's okay.
Wherever you place your shop, we know
you'll find a whole world of great ideas
in this one that you can easily put to use.

44

As the floor plan onthefollowing page
shows, our design incorporates all of the
major tools needed for a complete wood-
working shop into this 15x22' space.
Plus, the shop offers ample storage
space, work surfaces that double as bases
for benchtop tools, and a serious dust-
collection system. Beyond that, almost
everything in the shop is mobile.

Let's take a closer look at what makes
Idea Shop 5 tick, and at the projects we'll
be bringing you in this and upcoming
issues. You can check out a list of the
tools and supplies we used on page 8.

Rearranging the wall components is just about
effoftless. We changed from the original configuration
at top to this one in less than 20 minutes.

See page 46, aIso, to learn how we could
help you revamp your workshop. It's an
opportunity you won't want to miss.

Keep it simple,
maRe it affoiddble
You may have noticed that all of our
shop fixtures share a similar look. Sure,
that consistency makes for a great
appearance, but the real reason for their
resemblance lies in our goal to make
them as easy and affordable as possible
to build. The workbench bases, flip-top
cabinets, and router-table base, for
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We walled off one 15x22' bay from the rest of the garage to create shop space, and then
covered the drywall with a more durable, attractive surface: beadboard pine plywood.

Finishing touches
In addition to being functional and
affordable, we wanted Idea Shop 5 to be
comfortable and attractive.

As the shop-construction photos,
above, show, we added 7s" beadboard
plywood panels over the existing dry-
wall. This attractive material completely
transforms the shop's atmosphere, and
makes a sturdy anchorage for wall-
mounted accessories. In addition, the
extra layer helps deaden noise.

We painted the floor using a water-
based epoxy that's tough as nails and

example, are essentially identical ln
construction. Master building one, and
you quickly can create them all. The
same holds true for the wall cabinets-
three sizes, one basic design.

We built almost everything from three
materials: medium-density fiberboard
(MDF), medium-density overlay (MDO)
plywood, and soft maple. You'll find
these durable, inexpensive, materials in
home centers. Add simple hardware and
an easy-to-renew clear finish, and you get
high function on a low budget.

Go mobile to get versatile
These fixtures aren't just easy to build,
they're a cinch to move around.
Equipped with heavy-duty casters, shop-
built mobile bases, shown on page 12,
allow you to place the tools you need at
center stage, push others out of the way
against a wall, and lock everything
securely in place. This makes the shop
function like a much-larger space.

We discovered, too, that shop fixtures
don't need wheels to be mobile. All of
the wall cabinets, clamp racks, and the
perforated-hardboard tool-storage board
quickly slip onto and off of a simple but
secure cleat system mounted to the
walls. Why? For one, it makes mounting
these items a snap, even for one person.
Also, the system allows you to easily
reconfigure the entire shop as your needs
change. Compare the openin g photo, Ieft,
with the one inset below it.

' . i
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easy to sweep clean. See page 72 tolearn
how to coat your floor, even if it's been
around a while.

Ceiling-mounted fluorescent lights
cost little to install, run economically,
and provide great light. Task lights
brighten areas in need of more-intense
illumination.

Also mounted out of the way on the
ceiling, a natural-gas heater makes the
shop cozy during cold months. It pulls
combustion air in from outside, so we
never worry about fumes or dust causing
a spark hazard.

Take a uirtual shop tour
W a n t t o w a | k a r o u n d | d e a S h o p 5 ? J u s t h e a d f o r W o o D o n | i n e , r e *
and you'l l be transported to the middle of the shop, where you
can get a 360" view. You can zoom in to check out the projects \il
and tools in more detail. While you're there, check out 

"*

ldea Shops 1 through 4, too. , ,,,rii1fit{l_:,ftfi*:iiits.flt}ll?,,i{fge$[,i0plt

ldea Shop 5 Floor Plan and Project Guide
Use the numbered list, below, to see where
we placed a dozen great shop projects that
we'll show you how to build. The lettered
list guides you to all of the major tools.

4 Tool-storage board ll Bandsaw
5 Clamp rack E Oscillating sander
6 Mobile drawer cabinet F Drum sander

Projects
1 Wall cleat system
2 Workbench
3 Wallcabinet

7 Sanding center
8 Lamp holder
9 Mitersaw station
10 Flip-top cabinets

Tools
A Air compressor
B Cyclone
G Drill press

G Lathe
ll Floor sweep
I Lumber rack
J Mitersaw

I Dust collection duct
Itl D.C. muffler/filter
1l Air filter (on ceiling)

1l Tablesadrouting center K Jointer
12 Mobile base

0 Planer
P Moftiser
Q Tablesaw
B Router & Fence

rvrvw.woodrnagazine. corn
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ffi quick guide to Idea Shop 5 projects
Now that you've
bring you in this,

seen an overview
and in upcoming,

of the shop, read on to
issues. Build one or two

learn more about
and your shop wil l

the project plans we'll
work better than ever.

In this issue". "

tE,
\

Easy-mover mobile base (page 121
This simple-to-bui ld rol l ing platform
offers sturdy support under any tool.
We'l l  show you how to size and bui ld
one, no matter what size you need.

Basic cabinet (page 48) with Flip-top
(page 52) This cabinet forms the core
of many ldea Shop projects. Here, we've
mounted two side by side and capped
them with flip-tops to create a work
surface one minute, a tool base the next.

46

W00h maguine is looking for a reader's shop that's in
need of a work over. Interested? Then take a few photos of
your shop (no more than five, please), sketch the floor plan,
and tell us (in 200 words or less) why we should select your
shop. lnclude your name, full address, telephone number, and
e-mail address. Send it allto:

Workshop Work Over, W00D magazine,
1716 Locust St,, GA-310, Des Moines, lA, 50309-3023.

lf you're selected, we'll come to your shop, armed with up
to $1,000 and a bunch of great ideas, and help you pull off a
low-dough work over of your workshop in just two days.
We'll photograph the process, and then feature the adventure
in an upcoming issue.
We need to receive your entry by no later than November

17, 2003. lf we choose your shop, we'll notify you by
December 15, 2003, All entry materials are non-returnable.

Tablesaw/router station (page 62) This do-it-all work center combines a table-mounted
router and a contractor's tablesaw in one package. Both bases feature built-in storage, as
well as dust-collection. Plus, the whole setup rolls easily around the shop. Both the saw
and router table sit on modified versions of our "basic cabinet" (described, below left\.

Workbench top (page 56) A top made of two layers of MDF banded with maple provides a
generous workbench surface that can stand up to years of hard use. lt's perched atop two
basic cabinets (built with the leg option) that house loads of tools and shop supplies.
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In Novemher 4003."-
Sanding center
One side of this
cabinet provides
sturdy support
for an oscillating
spindle/belt
sander. Flip that
tool down. and
the surface
serves as out-
feed support for
a drum sander.
When not using
either, roll the
whole thing out
of the way.
Components: a
basic cabinet
and f l ip-top, a
mobile drawer
cabinet (shown
below), and a
mobile base.

Mobile drawer cabinet
With built-in storage
and swiveling casters,
this cabinet offers great
support for a drill press,
as shown, or any num-
ber of benchtop tools.
Ingenious, inexpensive
drawer hardware com-
bines with basic-cabinet
construction techniques
to make it easy as pie
to bui ld.

Mitersaw Station With big, sturdy tables and a built-in fence
system, this setup aids making dead-on cuts. Our design makes
it easy to custom-fit the station to most any mitersaw, while the
wall-cleat system (see above rightl makes it easy to mount.

wwwwoodrnagazine. corn
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Dril l-bit  organizer
Keep al l  of your dri l l ing
accessories organized
and protected with this
quick-to-make drawer
insed. Once you know
how to bui ld the basic
unit,  you' l l  f ind uses for
it in many of your shop's
drawers, too.

wil grs

\. _.***a_\*.1+****,

Modular  wal l  system
It  a l l  s tads wi th c lever c ieats
that are beveled at 45" along
their  top edge. Mounted
securely to the wal ls ,  these
cleats form the backbone of
a versat i le cabinet  and
accessory storage system.
Al l  the components inter lock
with the c leat  making them
easy to hang and a c inch to
reconfigure. The storage
components inc lude:  three
styles of cabinets that share
a  common des ign ,  c lamp
racks, and a super-easy
tool-storage board.  With th is
setup,  you' l l  have no excuse
for  not  having a completely
organized shop.

Lamp holder
Here's yet another great
accessory for our wall
cleat system. This handy
holder positions a
swing-arm lamp where
you need it for task
lighting. No cleat system
on your walls? No prob-
lem. Build the holder as
is, and make up a few
short sections of cleat
so that you can use one
lamp in manv locations
in your snop. JF
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rbuild the5tSilc cabinet
It's at the heart of Idea Shop 5's floor-cabinet system.

Mobife sawing/routing. center, see page 62

Router tabletop

FEmr
ffi&rnet

3 optional tops

3-drawer cabinet,
see November 2003 issue

WOOD magazine October 2003

Workbench,
see page 56

Flip-top work cente6 see page 52



E cnerNET wrrH LEGs
EXPLODED VIEW

/2" groove lh" deep, centered

t/c x 1/2" nolch
1 / l l'/2

7/aa" pilol hole t/z" deep

1/z'i

lll oeroNAL srLES

#8-32 x 3/a" R.H. machine screw

7ez" shank hole, countersunk

#8 x 1" F.H. wood screw

#8 x 1tl2" F.H. wood

3/q" dado
th" deep

3/ax3" swivel leveler

lnexpensive materials, easy joinery,

I *d flexibility describe this sturdy
Iworkshop floor cabinet. In the pho-
tos here, you'll find two versions: one
with legs and adjustable levelers, and the
other without legs that mounts on a
mobile base. We suggest looking over
these prior to building anything.

If your interests lie in making several
cabinets in the system, check out the pro-
duction tricks in the sidebar on page 50.
You'Il find lots of wavs to save time.

Start with a parr
of side asseftiblies
I To make the cabinet withlegs, cut the
I legs (A) and leg cleats (B) to the sizes

listed in the Materials Ust. orforthe cabinet

www.woodmagazine.com

*-i
/

hinge

)-1
3s/+'l I1,rl,ul
) 

2\5/d'
,'t I

11/2" I
reversing

27"

dr
l/ | ,rt #4 x s/e" F.H.

t/a" round-overs V wood screw
#8 x 1" F.H. wood screw

e/c" rabbel
1/4" deep

\

without legs, cut the optional stiles (C) to
the size listed. Then cut the side rails (D),
front rail @'), and the back rail (F) to size.

)Witn a dado blade adjusted to match
Cr the width of your Vz" plywood, cut
the V+"-deep rabbet in part E, where
shown on Drawing 1. Then cut centered
grooves in parts A and B (or C), D, and
F, where shown on Drawing 1 or la.

Q Switch to a 3/+" dado blade, and cut
tJthe rabbets and dadoes in the less

t/z" grooves
'r/q" deep,
centered

Note: For a cabinet without leqs.
part @ replaces parts @ and (0.

(A), where shown on Drawing 1, or the
rabbets in the stiles (C), where shown on
Drawing 1a. Finish-sand all the parts to
180 grit, and set the front rail (E) and
back rail (F) aside.

1f Cut the side panels (G) to the size
'f 

hsted. Glue and clamp the legs and
rails or the stiles and rails to the panels.
For the cabinet with legs, glue and clamp
the leg cleats (B) to the legs (A), where
shown on Drawing 1.

t/z" notch
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Production tips for speedy cabinet construction
When you're mounting just one pair of hinges or one handle or
pull, it makes sense to lay out their locations by simple measure-
ment. But when making several copies of the same project, this

can be time consuming and lead to errors as well. The floor
cabinets in Idea Shop 5 require a number of repetitive operations.
Here's how you can save time on these tasks.

ANGLE DRILLING
cUtDE 

\  ,0.

[]_r
|  '  l , h "
l- "7o, 

----l I

ProductionTip #l:
Notch the backs with a router bit
Sure, you can cut lhe t/qx1/2" notches in the top corners of the back (l)
with a handsaw. But when making several cabinets, a /+" straight bit in
your table-mounted router and a stopblock clamped to its fence make
quick work of this task.

Production Tip #2=
Drill angled pilot holes using a gride
To drill pilot holes for the screws that join the bottom (H) and back (l) to
the side assemblies, bevel-rip an B"-long drilling guide to the profile
shown on Drawing 3. Resting the bit on the guide, drill the pilot holes.
Then remove the guide and countersink the holes.

A bottom and back
complete the cabinet
I Cut the bottom (H) and back (I) to the
.f sizes listed. Cut the V+xVz" notches

on the back's top corners, where shown
on Drawing 1. To quickly and cleanly
notch the backs when making multiple
cabinets, see Production Tip '#1, above.

)Cut Vz" notches 3/q" deep in the ends
El of the front rail (E), where shown on
Drawing 1. Glue and clamp the rail to the
bottom (H), keeping the ends flush. Glue
and clamp the back rail (F), centered, to
the back (I). Clamp the back to the bot-
tom as shown, and drill pilot and coun-
tersunk shank holes through the back
and into the bottom. Drive the screws.

Qetace the first side assembly flat on a
tJhorizontal surface. Squeeze a bead
of glue on the side panel along the rear
leg or stile and the lower side rail. Place
the back/bottom assembly (E/F/H/I) on
the side assembly, and clamp it in place.
Drill countersunk pilot holes through the
bottom and back and into the rear leg or
stile and the lower side rail, and drive
the screws. To quickly and accurately
drill these angled pilot holes, see
Production Tip #2, above,
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A Apply glue, and position the second
'f 

side assembly on the upturned edges
of the bottom and back, as shown in
Photo A, and clamp it in place. Turn the
cabinet over. As before, drill counter-
sunk pilot holes, and drive the screws.

Now add a door
I Cut the door (J) to the size listed.
I Drill pilot holes and screw the L-

shaped halves of the hinges to the door,
where shown on Drawing 1. The door is
shown hinged on the right; you may
hinge it on the left if you wish. Position
the door with its top edge t/+" down from
the top of the leg (A) or optional stile
(C), and transfer the hinge locations to
the cabinet. Remove the hinges from the
door, position them on the leg or stile,
and mark and drill the pilot holes. For
speedy and accurate hinge installation,
see Production Tip #3, above right.

Dfo install the T-handle, mark the
I{ center of the 7a" counterbore on the
front of the door at the upper corner
opposite the hinged edge, and the 3/s"
counterbores on the back, where dimen-
sioned on Drawings 1 and 2. Using
Forstner bits, drill the counterbores.

Then using your drill press, drill the
holes centered in the counterbores. To
save repetitive layout time and increase
accuracy when installing several han-
dles, see Production Tip #4, above right.

Qnout %" round-overs along all the
lJdoor's edges, except the inside edge
on the hinged side. Finish-sand the door.

Apply glue to the upward-facing edges of
the bottom and back panels. Lower the
second side assembly into place.
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Production Tip #3:
Position the hinqes perfectlv
Make the jig shown on Erawing 4. Mark top of Cabinet' and 'Top of Door,"
where shown on Drawing 4a. Align the end marked'Top of Cabinef'with
the top of the leg (A) or the optional stile (C), and clamp it in place. Position
the hinges in the jig's dadoes, and drill pilot holes, as shown in the photo,
below /ef. Now, place the door inside face up. Capturing the hinges in the
jig's dadoes, align its'Top of Door" mark with the doo/s top edge. Glamp the
jig to the door, and drill the pilot holes, as shown in the photo, below right.

Production
Tip #4=
Mount the T-handles
dead-on
Make the drilling guide shown
on Drawing 5. Clamp the guide
to the doo/s front face on its
upper corner opposite the
hinges. Drill the z/a" counterbore
marked "F'on the jig. Flip the
door, reposition the jig on the
back, and drillthe 3/e" counter-
bores marked "B."

Install the hardrnnre
I for a cabinet with legs, lay the cabi-
I net on its back, center the T-nuts in

the channel formedby the mating grooves
in the legs and leg cleats, and hammer
them in place. Screw in the levelers.

I Secure the T-handle to the door with
f # 8 - 3 2 x t A "  r o u n d h e a d  m a c h i n e
screws. Slide the cam over the handle's
shaft, position it snug against the door,
and t ishten the setscrew. Tr im the

11/z'

f--

I
I
i

1Yz"

267/8"

I
It--
lD
| 3,3/a',

\

E ooon HINGE Jrc

Ta" rabbets
t/e" deep

1tl2" dadoes
t/ro" deep

1tl2" dadoes
%0" deep

1tl2" dadoes
%o" deep

EE,rc
MARKING
DETAIL

El r-nnruDLE DRTLLTNG cutDE
2yz'4 a/q x 3/+ x 2/2" sloP

t/+" gloove
th" deep,
centered

/+ x 3/+ x 4" Stop

3Y4'

s/e" hole

A legs

B leg cleats Vc' 11/z' 5u M

C optional stiles 11/z' 27' M

D side rails {qu 11/z' 31" M

E front rail 3/qu 11/q, 231/z' M

F back rail 2u 221/zu M

G side panels t/zu 26' 31' MDO 2

H bottom 1/2, 231/z' 291/z' MDO 1

I back t/z' 231/z' 25Vq' MDO 1

J door Vc' 221/c' 2ff/a" MDF 1

Materials key: It4-maple, MDGmediumdensity
oveday ptywood, MDF+nedium{ensrty fi beboard.

Supplies: #8x1'', #8x1%", and #4x%'' flathead wood
screws; #8-32x9/t" roundhead machine screws; solid stock
and 1/4" hardboard lor the T-handle and hinge jigs.

Blades and bits: Stack dado set, /a" round-over
router bit, %" and z/e'' Forstner bits.

Buying Guide
Gabinet without teel.lt/2" reversing hinges
no. 00H37.50, $1.30 per pair (2 pairs); 2el+" T-handle no.
00G52.10, $4,90; die-cast cam no, 00G50,15, $1.00.
Lee Valley Tools Ltd. Call 800/871-8158 or go to
www.leevalley.com.

Cabinet with feet. Add the following items to the
list above: 7e" 6-prong T-nuts no. 00N22.26, $1.30 for a
pack of 10;e7r*3" swivellevelers n0.01506.03, $1.45 (4).

Written by Jan Svec
Project design: Jeff Meftz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

Gutting Dragrarn

protruding shaft
with a hacksaw.

Q Fasten the
lfhinees to the
door, uid th.n to
the cabinet's leg
(A) or optional
s t i le  (C) ,  w i th
# xs/s" flathead
wood screws.

Afo outfit the
Ebasic cabinet
for i ts desired
use. see the arti-
cles cited with
the four opening
photos. |l

{qu 1r/z' 32' M

3/+x51/z x 96" Maple (4 bd. ft.)

e/+x31/z x 96" Maple (2.7 bd. f t .)

www.woodmagazine.com 51



Just swivelthe turn buttons...

...rotate the tool attached to the flip panel...

Flip-top work center
Now you can store benchtop tools in a jifty, and create

valuable counter space in the process.

What frts on the
rvork centet'?

With all its parts
retracted for storage,
the tool's footprint
must be slightly
smaller than the
21r%ax297a" flip
panel andlitwithin
the radius shown on
the drawing, right.
We recommend that
the tool weigh a max-
imum of 125 pounds
and that it be cen-
tered on the panel.

t's no news that benchtop tools take
up benchtop space, even when not
in use, and that horizontal surfaces

for assembly, finishing, or just tinkering
are premium real estate in the shop. This
ingenious cabinet lets you have benchtop
tools without giving up your benchtop.

Note: The following instructions show
you how to build a single flipaop cabi-
net. To build the nrtin cabinets shown,
simply double the nurnber of parts on the
Materials List, and see "Create a
dynamic duo" onpage 55.

Start with a basic cabinet
I For this mobile-base cabinet, start by
I building abasic cabinet withoutlegs,

using the instructions on page 48.

52

Maximum width 29le"
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t/a" round-over

/z" groove t/+" deep

th-20lock nut epoxied into counterbore

t/e" round-overs

#8 x 11h" F.H. wood screw

th-20 x 1t/2"
F.H. bol t

Turn
button

2113/'ra"
1tle" groove

s/+" deep cul
after assembly

7o+" pilot hole
t/2" deep

I F.H. bolt ,  length and
diameter to suit benchtop tool,

with flat washer and lock nut

E exploDED vrEW

1/2" gloove tA" deep

Turn button

I v'l

1tle" groove s/q" deep
cut after assembly

t/2" counterbore
s/a" deep on bottom
face with a/q" hole
centered inside

/z" grooves
'l 1/4" deep

3Y4"23Y2'

)From 
t/2" MDO plywood, cut the

&t gusset (A) to the shape shown on
Drawing 1. Clamp it to the inside edges
of the cabinet's front stiles, where shown
on Drawing 2. Drill countersunk screw
holes through the gusset and into the
stiles. Drive the screws.

Next, the rail assembly
I Cut the lower rear rail (B), upper rear
I rail (C), lower side rails (D), and

upper side rails (E) to the sizes listed on
the Materials List. Lay out the rails in the
U-shaped configuration shown on
Drawing 2. Mark the front ends of the
four side rails with masking tape, and
draw arrows to indicate the mating faces.
jlCut two 21t3/16y)Q3/s" pieces of 3/+"-
fr thick MDF for the flip panel (F).

www. woodrnagazine. corn

)
21/2"

l l

I $1+zzq

7sz" shank hole.
countersunk on

r/z" llal washer

t/e" round-overs

29Y2"

't/2" sleel rod 27" long

2Y2"

/i

drilled at an angle
(optional)

inside face,

Basic cabinet
without legs

(See page 48.)

t/a" round-overs

shank hole.
rsunk on inside

/o+" pilot hole
t/2" deep into stile,
drilled at an angle

) t * "
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...and get to work.

IT
|9"
?"+
It

7sz" shank hole, countersunk
on inside face

#8 x 11/+" F.H.
wood screws

3/qu
,/2

11 /2"



PIVOT ROD SECTION DETAIL
7/u" pilol hole 1/+" deep lz" tlal washer

Tgz" shank hole l-+-

l"ff:?;'.- 
fi=_
A

Suppofting the flip panel (F) with a tall auxiliary fence, cut grooves in its
edges for the edge inserts (G). To center the grooves, make one pass with
each of the flip panel's faces against the fence.

E runru BUTToN
t/2" hole V4"

Position your tablesaw fence to center a
Vz" dado blade in the length of the flip-
panel halves, and cut aV+"-deep groove
in each half. Hacksaw a 27" IengShof Vz"
steel rod for the flip-panel pivot, and use
it to align the mating grooves. Clamp the
halves together. The rod should fit with-
out slop, but still turn freely.

Qfo cut mating rod grooves in the
tf side rails (D, E), leave the tablesaw
fence in the same position used to
groove the flip panel. Place the miter
gauge in the righrhand slot. Supporting
the rails with the miter gauge, and with
the ends that are marked with tape
against the fence, cut grooves in the
parts' mating faces.

lllCtue and clamp parts B, C, D, and E
Ttogether to form the rail assembly,
with the bottom of the assembly facing
up. To align the side rails (D, E), lay the
Vz" steel rod in their mating grooves.
Check the assembly for square. Drill
countersunk screw holes through the
lower rails (B, D) and into the upper rails
(C, E), where shown on Drawing 2.
Drive the screws, and remove the rod.
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fRout /s" round-overs on
rfall edges of the rail
assembly (BlCtDtE), except
for the rear bottom edge of
the lower rear rail (B). Sand
the assembly to 180 grit.

Build the flip panel
I netrieve the flip--panet (F) halves,
I and rub their grooves with paraffin.

Using a foam roller to spread an even
coat, apply glue to the grooved face of
one flip-panel half. Clamp the panel
halves together with their edges flush.
Drill pilot and countersunk shank holes,
keeping them lV2" from the panel's
edges, and drive the screws.
j)Cut 1/s" grooves 3/q" deep, centered
Elin the flip panel's edges, as shown in
Photo A.

QCut the edge inserts (G) to size. Drill
VV2" holes centered in the inserts'
length and width. Now, using the Vz" rod
to align the inserts, glue and clamp them
in the grooves. Remove the rod.

Afo anchor the shop-made turn
Ebuttons to the flip panel, dlJ'll V2"

counterbores 3/s" deep in the panel's
corners, and then drill centered V4"
holes in the counterbores, where shown
on Drawing 2. Epoxy lock nuts in the
counterbores. Rout VB" round-overs
along the ends and edges of the flip
panel, and finish-sand it. To make the
furn buttons, cut four 2"-long pieces of
Vex3A" aluminum bar. Drill holes, where
shown on Drawing 3.

fRemove the basic cabinet's hard-
tJware. Apply three coats of satin
polyurethane to the cabinet door, flip
panel (F), and the rail assembly
(BlCtDtE) and two coats to the cabinet
and gusset (A), sanding between coats.
To seal the edges of the door, flip panel,
and rail assembly, double-coat them
as you apply each coat of finish.

t/a"-thick aluminum bar

/q-20 x 1Vz" th" hole,
F.H. bolt countersunk

Vq-2O lock nut epoxied
in the counterbore t/2" counterboie s/e" deep

with a /c" hole centered inside
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Diagrarn

3/qx51/z x 96" Maple (4 bd. ft.)

t/2x24 x 24" Medium-density
overlay plywood (MDO)

Written by Jan Svec
Project design: Jeff Mertz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

Assemble the top
I Attach the flip panel to the rail
I assembly by pushing the /2" steel

rod through the VzxVz" channels in the
side rails and the panel, inserting t/2" flat
washers between the panel and the rails.

Dfo pin the rod ends to the rail assem-
fbly, drill countersunk shank holes
through the lower side rails (D) and the
rod, and a pilot hole into the upper side
rails (E), where shown on Drawing 4.
Drive the screws.

?With the rail assembly positioned
9screw head side down and the flip
panel lock nut side down, fasten the
turn buttons, as shown on Drawing 5.
Orient the front pair of turn buttons to
bear on the side rails, and the rear pair
to bear on the back rail. Tighten the
bolts so the turn buttons are snug, but
still able to be turned by hand.

Mount the top.
and then thetool
I Clamp the raiUflip panel assembly
I on the cabinet, flush at the rear with

the back edge of the cabinet's upper rear
rail, and overhanging the cabinet's upper
side rails by t/o".

)Drlll angled countersunk holes
A through the cabinet's upper side and
rear rails and into the top's rail assem-
bly, where shown on Drawing 2. Drive
the screws.

www.woodrnagazine. com

QCenter your benchtop tool on the flip
tJpanel. Mark and drill mounting holes
through the panel. To keep the worktop
flush when the tool is in its stored posi-
tion, countersink the holes, and use flat-
head bolts to fasten the tool to the panel.

Afo stow the tool, steady it with one
'thand 

while vou turn the front turn
buttons so they point straight forward.
Now, with both hands on the tool, rotate
it to the front. When the flip panel is
horizontal again, the turn buttons that
were in the front now contact the under-
side of the lower rear rail (B), and the
turn buttons that were in the rear now
point straight forward. Rotate these turn
buttons to the side so they tuck under-
neath the lower side rails (D).

Caution: When rotating the flip
panel, be sure to keep yourfingers
away from the pinch zones between
the flip panel and the rail assembly.

RTo attach two or more cabinets
rJtogether, see the sidebar, right. For
instructions on building a mobile base
for this cabinet, see page 12. tl

See molG...
... shop projects at

A gusset t/2" 9u 231/z' MDO 1

B lower rear rail {tu 31/4' 27' MDF 1

C upper rear rail lqu 3t/c' n' MDF 1

D lower side rails 3/qu 21/2^ nY2' MDF 2

E upper side rails 3/t 21/2' Wqu MDF 2

F flip panel 11/2', 2113Aa" Ma" LMDF 1

G edge inserts lqu 11/8" Ms' M

H optionalfillers {qu 21/2' 27'

Materials key: MDGmedium{ensity overlay ply-
wood, MDF+nediumdensity fi berboard, LMDF-laminated
mediumdensity fi beboard, lil-maple.

Supplies: #8x1", #8x1t/+", and #8x1/2" flathead wood
screws; /2" steel rod 27" long; %" flat washers (2); lq-ZO
lock nuts (4\; t/4-lQv1r1r" flathead bolts (4); r/axVt" aI)'
minum bar 10" long; quick-set epoxy; flathead bolts, flat
washers, and lock nuts forfastening your benchtop tool to
the llip panel.

Blades and bits: Stack dado set, t/s" round-over
router bit, t/2" Forstner bit.

Create a dynarnic duo
To join the cabinets together, as
shown on page 55, cut three option-
al fillers (H) to the dimensions in the
Materials List. Glue and clamp two
of them together, keeping their ends
and edges flush. Then cut pairs of
3/qx1/2" notches in the ends, where
shown on Drawing 2. Finish the
fillers with satin polyurethane.

Clamp the fillers to the first cabi-
net, where shown on the drawing,
below. Drill screw holes through the
cabinet's side panels into the fillers,
angled to the front and rear, as
shown. Drive the screws. Clamp the
second cabinet in place, drill the
screw holes, and drive the screws.

TOP SECTION VIEW

3/q x 48 x 48" Medium-density fiberboard (MDF)
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JJlhir no-nonsense workbench in-

I corporates the essentials: simple
I base cabinets with deep enclosed

drawer and shelf storage and a flat, sta-
ble 3x8' top with plenty of room for a
beefy woodworking vise.

Build two basic cabinets
I For the workbench base, start by
I building two basic floor cabinets
withlegs, using the instructions on page
48. Hinge the doors so they open facing
each other, as shown on Drawing 1.

)Cut the upper front rails (A) to the
Esize shown on the Materials List.
With a dado blade in your tablesaw, cut
Vzxlq" notches in the rails' ends. Clamp
the rails in place, and drill angled coun-
tersunk screw holes through the rails and
into the cabinets' upper side rails. Drive
the screws.

Add drawers and shelves
I To add drawers to one cabinet, make
I two pairs of drawer cleats and two

drawers referring to the three drawings
and the accompanying instructions on
page 63. For the drawer cleat and drawer
part sizes, refer to the Materials List on
page 68. Fasten the cleats to the cabinet
where shown on Drawing 1, opposite.
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t) Install the drawer slides' drawer and
Ercabinet members, where shown.
Drill pilot holes, and drive the screws.

QPosition shelf standards in the other
tJcabinet, where shown on Drawing 2.
Drill pilot holes, and fasten them with
#Sxsh" flathead wood screws.

llCutthe shelf (B) and shelf edges (C)
'f to the sizes listed. Cut slots for #20
biscuits, where shown on Drawing 1.
Glue, biscuit, and clamp the edges to the
shelf. Sand the edges flush with the
shelfs top surface, and rout /s" round-
overs on the front edges, where shown.

Make the benchtop
I Cut two 34V2x94V2" pieces of 3/q"
I MDF for the top (D). Spread glue

using a foam or short-nap roller, and
clamp the two pieces together, keeping
their ends and edges flush. Drill screw
holes, and drive the screws.

)Cut the end bands (E) to size, and
Erglue and clamp them to the top (D).
For help with this operation, see the Shop
Tip, below. Then cut the side bands (F) to
size. Working on one side at a time, glue
and clamp each band in place.

QRout %" round-overs along all the
9top's ends and edges, and sand it to
180 grit. For an easily renewed finish,
apply two coats of penetrating oil finish,
letting each one dry without wiping it
down. Lightly sand the second coat with
220-gft sandpaper, and then apply a
third coat. Let this coat dry for five min-
utes, and then wipe it with a soft cloth.

7l Remove all the hardware except the
?T-nuts. Apply three coats of satin
polyurethane to the shelf and doors, and
two coats to all the other parts, sanding
between coats with 180-grit sandpaper.
To seal the doors' edges, double-coat
them as you apply each coat of finish.

Now put it all together
I Position the cabinets 30" apart.
I When placing the workbench against

a wall, push the cabinets as close to it as
possible. Level them individually and in
relation to each other. Lay the benchtop
on the cabinets, leaving (for a right-hander)
3" overhanging the left-hand one. This
leaves 12" overhanging the right-hand
cabinet for mounting a vise. If used
against a wall, push the top tight against
it. Placed away from the wall, center the
top front-to-back on the cabinets.

Making do with short clamps
To glue the end bands (9 to the top (D),
you might think you'll need either 8'-long
bar clamps or special edge-gluing
clamps. But herc's an easy method that
uses the bar clamps you already have.
Scrcw a cleat to the bottom face of the

top (D) within rcach of your longest
clamps. Apply glue, and use short clamps
and moderate pressure to hold the end
band (Q in place, flush with the top's
ends and top and bottom surfaces. Hook
your long clamps on the cleat, as shown,
right, and apply pressure to the band.

FIoor
Eabinet
ffienr

Two cabinets and a study top make this design a cinch to build.
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7gz" shank holes,
countersunk on

bottom face

,\

F.H. wood screw

7ge" shank hole,
countersunk on bottom face

7sz" shank hole,
countersunk

.J;;tj'8il* I ll lr- 3/a-16 x4" F H. bo*

1 1/z'

Vise

washer \" \,

DRAWER SLIDE DETAIL

3/a"

I exeloDED vrEW

%+" pi lot hole
3/4" deep

t/e" round-overs

hel f
#20 biscuit

Drawers
(See page 63.)

Drawer sl ides are f lush
with drawer's front.

A upper front rails 3h' 1Vq" 231/z' M 2

B shelf 3/q' 23' 233/t' MDF 1

C shelf edges 3/4' 11/z' 23' M 2

D top 11/z' U1/z' 941/z' LMDF 1

E end bands 3/qu 1Vz" 341/2' M 2

F side bands 3/t' 11/2', 96" M 2

G optional spacer 11/z' 41/q" 101/q' tM 1

H optionaljaw faces 3/tu 41h' 10Vi M 2

EVSateria ls key: M-maple, MDF-medium-density
fiberboard, LMDF-laminated medium-density fiberboard,
LM-laminated maole.

$r*pp[ies: #8x1", #8x1%'' , #8x11/2" , and #5x%" flat-
head wood screws; 24"-long shelf standards (4); shelf
supports $); #20 biscuits. To mount the Wilton vise;
3/a-l6x4" flathead bolts, s/e" flat washers, and %" lock
nuts (4 of each); #12x3/q" flathead wood screws (2);
1/+20x1" flathead bolts (2).

ffile*ies ;end hits: Stack dado set. %" round-over
router bit.

ffirxgExrg #w[Se
Sabimets. Order hardware for lwo cabinets with
feet as l isted in the Buying Guide on page 51, plus 28"
ful l-extensron drawer sl ides no. 02K10.28, $17,20/pair
(2 pairs). Lee Valley Tools Ltd. Call  800/871-8158 or
go to www.leevalley.com,

brrsc" Wilton 79A woodworking vise no. 126504,
$129.99. Visit your local Woodcraft store, call 800/225-
1 153. or shoo online at www.woodcraft.com.

# 8 x 1 1 / q ' F . H .
wood screw

) Ctamp the top to the cabinets, and
Cr drill ansled countersunk screw holes
through thiabinets' upper side rails and
into the benchtop, where shown on

E sHelr STANDARD
(Viewed from top)

Shel f  s tandards
Back leg 24" long #5 x s/e" F'H'

1Ll lzz' i '

round-overs

Drawing 1. Drive the screws.

dR;;;t,arr aii rhe hard*are anci the Cutting Diagr*

\)dro*.rs. Clip in the shelf supports.
a n d i n s t a l l  t h e s h e l f .  % :  

' : : l :

/ Refening to the instructions that come
'l 

with it, install your vise. The Wilton
vise shown requires a 3" benchtop thick-
ness where it is mounted. To install it,
laminate a 1t/z.x4t/+xl0t/+" spacer (G)
from /+"-thick stock. Clamp it to the
underside of the benchtop flush with its
end and front edge. Drill and countersink
holes for 3A" flathead bolts. and bolt the
vise and spacer in place. To flt the
Wilton vise with wood jaw faces that are
flush with the benchtop. cut the optional
jaw faces (H) to size. Secure them to the
vise jaws with #12x7+" llathead wood
screws and t/t-20x1" flathead bolts. JF

Written by Jan Svec
Project design: Jeff Mertz
ll lustrat ions: Roxanne LeMoine

www. woodrnagazine. c om

3/q x 51/z x 96" Maple (4 bd. ft.)

3/q x 24 x 48" Medium-
density f iberboard

3/q x 48 x 96" Medium-densitv fiberboard (MD
l z

o

For plans to make the Workshop Stool shown in
the photo, opposite page, top, go to:
http://woodstore,woodmall.com/shoptoolac.html

@
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shop. Then grab the sr-rper-handy -ericl
sheet (t /+"=1') and scaled icons of 18
common shop tools and fixtures that
you ' l l  f ind in  the WOOD Put tents , '
insert. We used this systern to cleate the
24x24' and 12x20' shops shown in
Drawings 1 and 2. Here is how you czut
put it to work.

Pick a place
If you're setting Llp a ncw shop. ils
opposed to redoin_e an existin-q one. flc-

ure oLlt where i t  should be located.
Basements hold -qreat appeal because
they have electrical service, heat, and at
least sor.ne l ighting. On the downside,
challen-ees exist gettin-e bi-s machines in
and projccts olrt .  Plus. noise and mess
can invade t l ie house. A stand-alone
bui lc l ing so lves those prob lems,  but
requires space and a sizable investment.

A _eara-ue represerlts it reasonable com-
promise. To turn one into a shop, yor,r ' l l
havc to beef up the electrical service and

W.",

Use our helpful pt
kit to create a space suited
to your woodrruorking style
and your tools

ou can describe a workshop in
many ways, but definitely not
with "one size f i ts al l ."  Even i f

we own similar tools. each of our needs.
methods of working, and available space
rnay be completely different.

Regardless of your special sitr-ration.
we'Il show you how to lay out a _sood
workshop without ever moving around
your heavy tools. To begin, gather up a
pencil, paper, and an inventory of what
tools you own or want to own for your
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E Organize to maximize your shop's potential

ffi'Ji""*ffi''l ffi '
m po,,,/e,, toot rin)nins
-ni., storage supplies

Oscil lating spindle I I
sander / HardwareDrill press*

Router bits{and drill bits

Turning
tools

1,100-CFM dust
collector

20-gallon vertical
arr compressor

lighting, and you may need to add heat.
But a garage offers many advantages of a
dedicated building and, believe it or not,
can still accommodate cars on occasion.

Once you decide where your shop
belongs, plot the overall dimensions of
the space onto the grid, as we did,
including doors.

Prioritize your tools
Now take time to think about the projects
you build. Many woodworkers set up
with a standard "furnituremaker's" lay-
out-tablesaw and workbench in the
middle surrounded by other tools-as
we did in Drawing 1. But if you spend
your time creating boxes at the router
table, or turning bowls on the lathe, con-

wnvrv. woodmagazine. com

c,)*o
rack

Belt/
Disc

sander

All storage is accessible
but out of the way.

Sanding supplies and
general storage

Drum
sander*

and fasteners

Radial-arm
saw

24x60" Workbench

Workbench forms hub
of handwork/assembly area.

'ttfi:'{ittp
liln:.: .t t: il:::t.liit]f
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10" Tablesaw* : :  T f - - i l
|  ru i- i  i i6"Jointer*Fd 

tffit
i Tablesaw, planer,
-,;: and jointer work together',,..,. for dimensioning stock.

*For maximum versatility place
these tools on mobile bases.

i;
24x24'Garage, with a 16' overhead door and 3' entry d00r ,'

Careful planning makes every tool in this shop accessible without creating a space that's hard to navigate. Enclosed storage
areas keep the items within secure and away from dust, and they're conveniently located near the work centers they serve.

sider making that your centerpiece tool.
You decide which deserves prime space.

Surround that most-used tool with its
supporting players. The less important
its role, the farther a tool can sit from the
hub. At this point, just get the tools on
the page, not worrying about their exact
final location.

In a smaller shop, you may discover
that you lack enough space for all the
tools to be set up at one time. Don't fret,
we'll bring you solutions shortly. For
now, find homes for the largest and most
important tools.

Stock up on storage
With your rough positioning completed,
turn your attention to storage. Make a list

Vehicle space

I
Lumber enters ;

near storag€ oreo. [:

of all the items you need to keep put
away. In addition to such obvious items
as power tools and lumber, don't forget
fasteners and hardware, clamps, and fin-
ishing supplies. These little items can eat
up big space. Now figure out which
should be stored together. For example,
drill bits and router bits, plus drilling and
routing accessories, go well together.

Paying attention to storage needs also
helps you refine tool layout. In the shop
in Drawing 1, the dri l l  press and router
table are closely located, with a single
cabinet in between that serves both.

Note: The drill press resides in o corner

for a reosotl. It takes onlt, about 2' qf
space, but can handle a 4'-long boord.

Arrows indicate
workf low through

the shop



Go with the flow
Before moving tools into final position
on your drawing, think about workflow
in the shop. as shown by the orange
arrows in Drawing 1. You don't  want to
ffrove lurnber or project pafts around any
more than necessary as you work.

In both layouts shown here, raw lumber
and supplies enter conveniently through
the -earage door opening. As machining
breaks the lumber into palts, they move
toward the back of the shop. Think of
three "zones" in the shop. In the first, you
store and break down raw stdck. Then,
you dimension that stock to create project
parts. Finally. you machine and assemble
the parts, plus sand and finish the project.
Work centers, such as the sanding area at
the upper right of Drawing 1, exist within
each zone. These concentrate similar
activities within a smaller area.

So, using your list of tools and storage
needs, begin arranging your drawing to
best accommodate workf low. You' l l
have to make a few compromises, espe-
cially if your shop is long and naffow or
oddly shaped. As stated earlier, in the
small shop, concentrate on positionirrg
your main machines. Place secondary
ones off to the side.

Draw in stora-qe racks and cabinets
based on what tools they serve, what
they hold, and where they'll fit. Rather
than include icons for cabinets, we'll
let you sketch your own to create cus-
tom sizes best suited to your layout.

Don't forget, too, that long boards,
and especially sheet goods, require
lots of infeed and outfeed space.
That's why we've even included tem-
plates for a sheet of plywood and an 8'
board that you can use to test the position
of your tablesaw.

In a small  shop, as in Drawing 2,
creating zones can prove challenging.
Concentrate most on establishing effec-
tive workflow patterns; locating ample
storage space; and locating tools, such as
a workbench, that are difficult to move.
Then put the rest on wheels.

Get mobile, be flexible
Any shop, from small to large, benefits
from mobility. Why? Shops consranrly
evolve as you add tools or take on new
woodworking challenges. Or, you may
simply need extra assembly space for a
large project. And face it: In a garage
shop, you might have to accommodate
cars. Flexibility, then, is critical.

60

12x20'Garage

You can fit a complete shop into a one-car garage-and still have room for the car-if
you carefully plan where each tool resides during use, and while in storage.

The mobile shop-fitting it all in a little space
a Power

tool
storage

Supplies

Bench
with
storage
below

Wall
cabinet

Cutoffs
under
mitersaw
stand

Create router
table in tablesaw
to save space.

Vehicle space

ffi
; f

w
H
1

ffi
T

/ g
a
(

"Parked"\
tools \

rol l . into fposrlron \
when /

needed. 
f
(
\
\

l.q,
.' i1'
ir i l
ry
i

In Drawing 1, all of the tools marked
with an asterisk would ideally rest on
mobile bases. In this shop, the tablesaw,
planer, and jointer would get bases first
so they can be moved to allow parking
cars. With bases, such tools as the drum
sander, router table, bandsaw, and drill
press could roll into open areas when
they need to accommodate large stock.

In the shop in Drawing 2, mobile bases
are just about mandatory. Placing tools
on wheels allows them to be "parked"
out of the way when not needed. Plus,
getting a car in here requires pushing
everything out of the way.

There you go. Without straining your
back hefting heavy tools, you've laid
out your shop. But saving labor is just
one advantage of this simple system.
You may want to try several different
setups, and you can use the system again
should you reconfigure the space at a
later tirne. Plus, you can easily draw in
the basic layouts of your dust-collection,
electr ical,  and l ighting systems. Just
adhere your templates after finalizing
your layout, make photocopies, and
draw on them. dF

Written by David Stone
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Increase the capacrty of your tablesaw and router by combining
them in one acconrmodating twin-cabinet design.
The adrrantages include a larger tabletop, ample onboard
accessory storage, dild dedicated dust containment.

his compact wheeled wor{< center
provides all kinds of room for
router bits, saw blades, miter

gauges, wrenches, and other acces-
sories. To ease construction, the plan
calls for the Idea Shop 5 mobile base
and the basic cabinet design for the

router cabinet, both explained elsewhere
in this issue. The tablesaw cabinet mir-
rors the basic cabinet consffuction but
has different dimensions. Add drawers,
tops, and dust-containment parts to the
cabinets, where shown, ind you're
ready to roll, literally.

WOOD magazine October 2003



l[ enrrlE sEcroN DETATL I noureR TABLE cABTNET

#8x/+" F.H. wood screw /+" notch. 4t/2" long #8 x3/+" F.H. wood screw

For the board feet of lumber
and other items needed to build
this project, see page ffi.

Start with the
router cabinet
I Build a basic cabinet without legs,
I and hinge the door on the cabinet's

left side, as directed in the article on
page 48. Before you assemble the cabi-
net, drill a hole sized to accommodate
your dust-collection hose and a It/q" hole
for your router's electrical cord in the
right side panel, where dimensioned on
Drawing 1, above right.

)Cutthe upper front rail (A) to the size
Erlisted in this article's Materials List.
Notch the rail's ends, where shown.
Clamp the rail in the cabinet behind its
front stiles, drill the mounting holes, and
drive the screws into the upper side rails.

wvw.woo drnagazine. com

EE DRAWER LOCK-JOTNT
DETATL [rOP V|EW

QFrom 
3/q"-thickstock, cut four 2L/qx30"

tfpieces to form the drawer cleats @).
Laminate the pieces to make a pair of l/2" -
thick cleats. Dritl mounting holes in the
cleats. Then, glue and screw the cleats to
the cabinet's side panels, where shown.

2 x 1 1 / 2 "  \
butt hinge, -,

3" from end A
of part @

#8-32 x t/2" R.H. machine screw

10 'm i te r

#8 lock washer

Location ol@

Hole sized for dust-collection hose

B noureR cABTNET DRAWER

/+" deep

Afo make the cabinet's drawer, cut the
't 

sides (C), front and back (D), and
bottom (E) to size. Next, form the dadoes
in the sides (C), and the grooves in the
sides, front, and back, where shown on
Drawings 2and2a, using the setup shown

#8 x 1V4' F.H.
wood screw \ '-1
#8 x 1Y2' F.H.
wood screw

#8 x 11/q '  F.H.
wood screw 2" 

' 
n

from ends of paft (!)
#5 x lz"  F .H.
wood screw

t
2"

I

i
21/q'

28" full-extension slide
V+" trom bottom and 3/re"

from front end of part@

7sz" shank holes and 7/aq" pilol holes.
For #5 flathead wood screws,
drill %o" pilot holes.

1 "
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STEP 1 Auxitiary
wood_
fence \

o,o,q,@
Outside | 'tn"

face / \
|  |  < > l  . l L

I  t  r  l l

ii
i i

i l
I
i
I

i* Ll
WL'zo"

Table'saw
trw\ re

th" dado blade

on Drawing 3, Step 1. Then, rabbet the
ends of the front and back and the edges
on the bottom's underside using the setup
shown on Drawing 3, Step 2. Now, glue
and clamp the drawer together, checking
for square.

f Separate the cabinet and drawer parts
rfof the 28" full-extension slides.
Position the cabinet slides on the drawer
cleats (B), where shown on Drawing 1,
and attach them using the supplied
screws. Draw a line across the drawer
sides (C) 1" from their bottom edge.
Position the drawer slides on the sides
with their front ends flush and the slides
centered on the lines. Drill mounting
holes in the sides, and attach the slides
with #8x%" panhead screws (not the sup-
plied screws). Install the drawer.

fifor router-bit storage, cut the nay (F)
lf and edge (G) to size. Now, drill V2"
and Vc" holes 3/a" deep in the tray where
you wish to accommodate yourrouter-bit
shanks. Glue and clamp the edge to the
tray, where shown on Drawing 2. Then,
place the assembly in the drawer.

Add the parts for
dust conlainment
I Cut the shelf cleats (H) to size. Drill
I mounting holes in the cleats, where

shown on Drawing 1. Position the cleats
in the cabinet tight against the back
panel, and drive the screws.

llCut the shelf (I) and shelf edge (J) to
Esize. Miter-cut the shelf edge's left
end where shown. (This gives clearance
for pivoting the sheH assembly into posi-
tion in the cabinet.) Glue and clamp the
edge to the shelf.

Qnraw lines across the shelf s width for
9locating the rear baffle supports (K)
and hinged-baffle mounting block (N),
where dimensioned on Drawing la. Now,
angle the shelf assembly into ttre cabinet
and onto the right sheH cleat (tI); then,
lower it onto the left cleat. Drill the shelf s
mounting holes, and drive the screws.

lllCut the baffle supports (K) and fixed
Ebaffle (L) to size. Then, lay out and
cut each support's angled side, where
dimensioned on Drawing 1. Drill the
mounting holes in the supports.

f Glue and screw the rear baffle sup-
rJports to the cabinet's side panels,
aligning the bottom of the supports'
angled sides with the marked line on the
sheH (I) closest to the cabinet's back.
Then, position the fixed baffle on the
supports, drill the mounting holes, and

64

S uncHrNrNG THE DRAWER PARTS
(ENDS AND BOTTOM EDGES)

drive the screws. For proper fastening
technique, see the Shop Tip, below.
Now, glue and screw the frontbaffle sup-
ports to the cabinet, 3/q" from the back
face of the front stiles.

fi Cut the hinged baffle (M) and its
lf mounting block (N) to size. Bandsaw
or jigsaw the baffle's /qx4vz" notch. (The
notch allows the baffle, when lowered, to
clear the cabinet's door hinges.) Then,
drill three mounting holes in the block,
locating one hole in the center and the
remaining holes 2" from its ends.

!f Position 2xlVz" butt hinges on the
I mounting block, flush with its bot-

Position the mounting block (N) at 45'to
the baffle (M). Drillthe hinge mounting
holes, and screw each hinge to the baffle.

tom, where shown. Drill mounting holes,
and drive the screws. Next, position the
mounting block against the baffle's bottom

"d9", 
and center it end to end. Attach the

hinges to the baffle, as shown in Photo A.

llPlace the baffle/mounting btock
lJassembly (M/N) in the cabinet,
aligning the block with the marked line
on the shelf (I) closest to the cabinet's
front. Drive the center screw through the
block into the shelf. Now, raise and
lower the baffle. and make sure it clears
the supports (K). If necessary, adjust the
clearance by pivoting the mounting
block on the center screw. Then, drive
the outer screws to secure the block, as
shown in Photo B.
(lVtat<e two copies of the turn button
rJpattern on the WOOD Patternsa
insert. Spray-adhere the patterns to V+"-
thick stock. Bandsaw or jigsaw the turn
buttons (O) to shape, and sand smooth.

Though MDF (medium-density fiber-
board) and plyrood make idealcabinet
materials because they're stable and
strong, their composition also makes
them vulnerable to splitting when you
drive screws into their edges. To pre-
vent splitting, drill pilot holes to a
depth equalto the screws' length, as
shown in the photo, right, and locate
the holes at least 2" from the part's
ends, as shown in the photo, far
right. Also, when drilling shank holes
in these materials, countersink the
holes on the back side to ensure
flush{itting parts. The countersinks
give room to receive material pulled
out when driving the screws.

STEP 2

Auxiliary
wood
fence

lnside
face

Horr to edge-fasten MDF and plytrcod without splitting
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With the mounting block (N) positioned
so the baffle (M) clears the supports (K),
drive the remaining screws in the block.

Then, drill the mounting holes, and screw
the buttons to the top front rail's bottom
edge, where dimensioned on Drawing 1.
Now, raise the hinged baffle (M), and
position the tum buttons so they hold up
the baffle, where shown on Drawing 1a.

Head for the top
Note: The width of the top (P) must
match the front-to-back length of your
tablesaw's top. The top of our Delta con-
tractor's saw measures 27". which is a

fairly common size for saws of this
type. Measure your tablesaw's
top, and cut the width of the top to E
your measurement.

I To form the lt/2"-thick lami-
I nated top (P), first cut one

3/q" -thick piece to size. Then, cut
another piece, and a piece of plas-
tic laminate, Vz" longef in width
and length. (We used Formica
laminate no. 902-58, platinum
color, matte tinish.)
j)Glue, screw, and clamp the
Etop pieces together, centering
the piece cut to size on the over-
size piece. Make sure the screws
do not line up with the router
insert plate opening or the dado
for the aluminum-extrusion miter
track, where shown on Drawing 4.

QAdhere the plastic laminate to
tfthe oversize top piece with
contact cement. Later, using your
router and a flush-trimming bit,
trim the oversize top/laminate to
the finished size. Then, chamfer
the top's edges.
ACut a 1" dado Vz" deep in the

Ttop, where dimensioned, for
the miter track. Then. from a 4'

www.woodrnagazine. corn

I noureR cABTNET ToP

length of track, cuta27"-long piece to fit
the dado. Abrade the bottom and sides of
the track with 40-grit sandpaper, and
remove the dust. Now, apply five-minute
epoxy to the dado's bottom and sides,
and clamp the track in the dado.

f The router table is shown in the open-
rJing photo with a Freud fence. To
install this fence, drill counterbored
holes, where dimensioned on Drawing 4,
to receive the threaded inserts supplied
with the fence. (For a list of all of the

tools and accessories that we used for this
project" sen page 8.)

ATo install the Vqx9xl2" Rousseau
\f routerinsertplate shown on Drawing5,
machine the opening and rabbeted recess
in the top (P), where dimensioned on
Drawing 4. See the article on page 70 for
instructions on how to do this.

tf Position the top on the router cabinet,
I where shown on Drawing 5, so it
overhangs the cabinet's side rails and
door-end stiles an equal amount (t/+" for

,/a

'/4

ROUTER/TABLESAW CABI N ET

Note: For #8 flathead
wood screws, drill countersunk 

'
s/sz" shank holes
and7,/ac" pilot holes.

Note: Cut the width of part @
to match the tablesaw iop's-
front-to-back length.

#8 x 1 lh '  F.H.
wood screw

t/a" round-overs

#B x 11/q '  F.H.
wood screw

t/qx9 x 12" Rousseau
router insert plate

Aluminum-extrusion
miter track

Router cabinet
(based on

basic cabinet
on page 48)

27':

#B x 1s/q" F.H.
wood screw

# 8 x 1 1 / 2 ' F . H .
wood screw

F.H

l
27',

I
)

#8 x 11/q"
. wood sc

Itr
l [ l'oui"lil

||il
#8 x 11/2" F.H.
wood screw

Mobile base
(See page 12.)

T  ;  "  17 "
61/2" I Router

I I oPening
. . o l

/  - ,  , ,  t r , ,  .

Pilot and countersunk shank holes,
drilled in bottom face for

#8 x 1/+" flathead wood screws
77,

counterbores %0" deep with a
shank hole centered inside for

router-fence inserts
a)

1-o\\-/
s/e" rabbet

s/a
t/16

R=l/q"

- 81/q" $s/su+

1 1

t/+" deep
27 x51u for rout6r T-

plastic laminate insert plate 6l/""

i . ,  I

r/e" chamfer along 1" dado 
't/2" 

deep. -;
.r and hntnm odioc for aluminum-extrusion

l-- 6'r
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our top). Drill angled mounting holes
through the side rails and into the top,
where shown, and drive the screws.

Get mobilized
I Build a mobile base to the dimen-
I sions shown on Drawing 5, as directed

in the article on page 12.

I Position the router cabinet assembly
flon the base. flush with the base's
sides and right end. Now, drill the mount-
ing holes through the cabinet's lower side
rails and into the base. Drive the screws.

NorY. make the
tabkisaw cabinet
I Cut the tablesaw cabinet's stiles
t (Q), rails (R), lower front rail (S),

back rail (T), side panels (U), bottom
panel (V), and back panel (W) to the
sizes listed. Using the same process as
you did to build the router cabinet,
machine the grooves, rabbets, and
notches in the rails, stiles, and back
panel. See Drawing 6. Drill a hole for
your dust-collection hose in the
back panel, where dimensioned.
Now, assemble the cabinet.
jlCutthe upper front rail (X) to
Hsize. and notch its ends. Drill
the raills mounting holes, and
screw it to the top rails (R).

@ rnemsAw cABTNET

Q Cut the front panel (Y) to fit tightly
tf between the front rails. Next, apply
glue to the panel's top, bottom, and left
edges. Now, position the panel in the
cabinet, where shown, locating its left
side behind the front stile and tight
against the cabinet's side panel. Clamp
the front panel in place, drill the
mounting holes, and drive the screws
into the stile.

illCut the baffle supports (Z) to size.
'!tay 

out the V-notch in the supports,
where dimensioned on Drawing 6. Then,
cut the notches to shape. Drill the mount-
ing holes in the supports. Now, position
the supports in the cabinet with their ends
tight against the left side panel, and drive
the screws.

f Cut the left and right baffles (AA, BB)
rJto size. Glue and screw the left baffle
to the supports (Z). Then, apply glue to
the right baffle's bottom edge and to the

*-- rrro'

Vcx{c" notch

Position the right baffle (BB) on the sup-
ports (Z). Clamp it to the left baffle (AA),
and screw it to the supports.

support's top (notch) edges, and install the
baffle, as shown in Photo C.

f Cut the divider (CC) to size. Notch one
lfcorner, where shown on Drawing 6.
Now, glue, clamp, and screw the divider in
the cabinet.

Time for more drawers
I Cut the drawer cleats (DD) to size.
I Drill the mounting holes; then, glue

and screw the cleats to the cabinet, where
shown on Drawing 6, with theirends tight
against the back panel.

)Cutthe drawer sides (EE), fronts and
A backs (FF), and bottoms (GG) to
size. Drill mounting holes in the drawer
fronts for attaching the false fronts (tIH),

22" full-extension slide  
/+" trom bottom edge of partQ9

\
1 1 r

Hole sized for dust-collection hose

/2" gfoove /+" deep, centered

Vzxlq" nolch

#8x3/q" F.H. wood screw

#8 x 1Y4' F.H. wood screw

Vc" rabbet(+" deep

/z" gtoove
V+" deep, centered

#8 x 11/2' F.H.
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7o+" pilot hole

E TABLESAW CABINET DRAWER

I
41/2"

t

\
#8 x 1/2"

panhead screw 22" full-extension slide

where shown on Drawing 7. Following
the same process as for the router-cabinet
drawer, machine the grooves, rabbets,
and dadoes in the parts, where shown on
Drawings 3 and 7. Then, glue and clamp
the drawers together.

QSeparate the 22" full-extension
tf slides. Cut a 63ls"-wide spacer from
scrap for positioning the upper drawer's
cabinet slides. Mount a slide on the upper
drawer cleat (DD), as shown in Photo D.
Then, mount the opposing slide on the
divider (CC) with the slide's end 32" back
from the front face of the front panel (Y).
In the same way, install the bottom
drawer's cabinet slides, positioning them
Vq" above the cabinet's bottom.

/ Mount the drawer slides on the
'ldrawers, where shown on Drawing 7.
On the drawers' undersides, mark one
drawer "Top" and the other "Bottom."

fCut the false fronts (HH) to size.
rJRout V8" round-overs along their
front and back edges. Install the bottom
drawer; then, position a false front on it,
as shown in Photo E. Drive the screws
through the drawer front (FF) into the
false front. Next, install the top drawer,
and reposition the bottom spacer on top
of the lower drawer's false front. Now.

position and attach the upper drawer's
false front.

1 u

Drawing 5, flush with the base's edges
and tight against the router cabinet. Drill
angled mounting holes in the tablesaw
cabinet's left bottom rail (R), and drive
the screws.

QCut the top (tr) and top cleat (JJ) to
tlsize. Round over the top's edges,
where shown on Drawing 5. DriI mount-
ing holes in the cleat. Then, glue and screw
the cleat to the right end of the top, flush
with its bottom and centered side-to-side.

QPosition the top/cleat assembly
f,ir(IVJJ) on the tablesaw cabinet, locat-
ing the cleat between the router cabinet's
stiles. Place your tablesaw (without legs)
on the top with its tabletop tight against
the router top (P) and flush with its front
and back edges.
,/| Reach inside the saw, and mark the
t!bur"', opening on the top (II) over
the baffled dust-collection compartment.
Mark, also, the mounting hole locations
on the top. Remove the saw. Now, drill a
3/q" blade start hole inside the marked
area, and jigsaw the opening to shape.

fnriU pilot holes centered on the
rlmarked locations for the screws
you'll use to affach the saw. (We used
#l2xlVz" panhead screws with Vq" flat
washers, and drilled sAz" pilot holes.)
Drive a screw into each hole, and remove
it. This makes it easier to install the
screws later when fastening the tablesaw
to the top (II).

fiOril mounting holes in the top (II)
lf and top cleat (JJ), where shown on
Drawing 5. Drive the screws.

Applv finish. and
c6fnplete the assembly
I Remove the drawers and hardware.
I Sand the assembly to220 grit. Then,

apply two coats of satin polyurethane,
sanding to 220 grit between coats.
Reinstall the hardware and drawers.

177/a "

t/+" rabbets
th" deep

{11h' \
Card{rame pull

T \

Afo attach the card-frame pulls to
lJthe drawers. drill 3/16" holes
through the false fronts (HH) and

drawer fronts (FF), where dimensioned
on Drawing 7. Counterbore the holes in
the drawer fronts. where shown. (The
counterbores allow you to use the screws
supplied with the pulls.) Attach the pulls.

Mount the tablesaw
cabinet, and add its top
I Position the tablesaw cabinet on the
I mobile base. where shown on

www.woodmagazine. corn

/-
#8  x  1 "  F .H .
wood screw

7se" shank hole,
countersunk on

back face

t/q" dado 1/4" deep t/+" from end

/2" counterbore 1/2" deep, drilled after assembly

t/a" round-overs
e/ro" hole

57/a"

Position the cabinet slide on the spacer, flush
with the end of the drawer cleat (DD). Drill
the mounting holes, and drive the screws.

Place t/e" spacers along the false front's
sides and bottom edge. Clamp the front to
the draweri and drive the screws.
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Note: If yonr tablesaw meo,tures ntore
thcut 13" tall, t,ou'll need to raise the
router top (P)with spuc'ers to ntake it level
vvith the .rdlu'^r c'ctst-iron top rather thcut
shim the sow,, os e.rpkLined in the tlext step.

I Reposition your tablesaw on the top
frt l l ) .  as in Step 3 of the previous sec-
tion. To make the saw's top level with the
router top (P). see the article on page 98.
Then, f'asten the saw to the top.

Qlnstal l  the tablesaw's front and back
tJt-ence rails using the supplied screws.
Then. fasten each rail to the top (P) using
appropriate size screws. (We used
#l4xlt / : ."  f lathead wood screws. and
drilled %0" pilot holes.) You may need to
drill holes in your rails to center the
screws on the top.

/ Mount a safety switch for the roLlter
T in a convenient location near the cord-
access hole. We mounted the Rousseau
saf-ety power switch, shown on Drawing 1,
under the tablesaw's back rail.

f Install your router fence, insert plate.
rJand router. Feed your router's cord
throrrgh the lt/-+" hole in the router cabi-
net 's side panel, and plug i t  into the
router switch's receptacle. Now. move
your work center into position. make
your dust-collection connections. plug in
the tablesaw and router-switch power
cords, and make something beautitul. lF

Written bv Owen Duvall with Chuck Hedlund

Project design: Kevin Boyle

l l lustrat ions: Roxanne LeMoine

A upper front rail l r t I  A 6 < / r

t ' /4  1J ' /2 M

B drawer cleats 11/zr 21/t" 30',

C drawer sides 1/z' z', 271/2',

D drawer front
and back 1/z' 2 ' ,  19"

E drawer bottom Vz' 19" 27',  MDO

F router-bit tray 3/4' 71/2" 181/z' MDF

G tray edge 3h' 11/z' 181/2'

H shelf cleats 1/1' 11/z' 291/i'

I shelf 3h' 231/r', 291/i' MDF

J shelf edge 3h' 21/i 23Vz'

K baffle supports t/z' 9sAa" 113/t" MDO 4

L fixed baffle Vi' 14s/d' 231/2" MDO

M hinged baffle t/zu 1311A6" 223/8" MDO

EE drawer sides 1/2' 41/z' 22'

LP FF drawer fronts
and backs 1/zu 41/2' 17,-/a' P

N hinqed-baffle
mo-unting block

O turn buttons t/o" ! 8  t f 2

P- top 11/z '  27 '  51 '  LMDF

Q stiles 3/4' 11/z' 14Ve'

R rails 3/a' 11/z' 241/z'

S lower front rail 3/4" 11/4' 365/a'

T back rail 3h' z', 35%
U side panels 1/2' 13s/e' 24t/z' MDO

V bottom panel 1/z' 23', 36%" MDO

W back panel V z u  1 3 % " 3 6 %  M D O

X upper front rail 3h" 11/4" 36%"

Y front panel 3/q, 121/ar 163/q' MDF

7 bafllesupportsVz' B1/i 16" N/DO

AA lettbaffle 1/z' 11sla" 223/q" MDo

BB right baffle 10qi' 223h' MDO

CC div ider 133/a' 223h" N/DF

DD drawer cleats 1/z' 21/q' 22s/q'

GG drawer bottoms 1/z' 177/a' 211/z' MDO 2

HH false fronts 3/qu 57/e' 191/e' MDF

l l  tnn 3/4' 27', 39%' MDF

JJ top cleat 3h' 11/2" 22t/z' M
.Parl initially cut oversize. See the irrstructions.

fu"i*{*t'ii*iri ii:,r".i r M-maple, LP-laminated poplar,
P-poplar, MD0-medium-density overlay plywood,
MDF-medium-density fiberboard, LMDF-laminated
medium-density f iberboard.

;.i;.i1:piiil*,: Spray adhesive; contact cement: five-
minute epoxy; #5x1/2", #Bxs/4 , #8x1". #8x11/a", #Bx11iz",
and #Bx1% flathead wood screws; #Bxr,,z" panhead
screws,27x51 plast ic laminate,2xlrz butt hinges (2).
To mount the tablesaw and router switch shown:
#12x1t/2" panhead screws (4), %' flat washers (4).
#14x11/2" flathead wood screws (6), #B-32xra round-
head machine screws (2), #B-32 nuts (2), and #B lock
washers (2).

*!. ; : , i l ' l : : l  j i r :nr i : i i ; : : , : :  DadO-blade Sel; /8" fOund-OVef,

flush{rimming, and chamfer router bits.

i l ; * i r j i l , .  , , ,  :
i i ; l rd!y=rr,, i ,  22 f ul l-extension sl ides with screws,
no.02K30.22,  $11.20 pr .  (2  pr . ) ;  28"  fu l l -ex tens ion
s l i des  w i t h  sc rews ,  n0 .02K30 .28 ,  $13 .60  p r .
(1  pr  ) ;  4 '  a luminum-ext rus ion mi ter  t rack,  no.
12K79.05,  $1 1 .95;  card- f  rame pu l ls ,  no.  01A57.65,
$2.80 each (2) .  Cal l  Lee Val ley ,  800/871-8158 or
oo to  www, leeval lev .com.

1/z x 48 x 48" Medium-density
overlay plywood (MDO)

@ t:vv

@ @

e '' l@.-

3h' t/t' 221/z'

Cutting Diagram

3/qx51/z x 96" Poplar  (4 bd.  f t . )
.Plane or  resaw to the th icknesses l is ted in the Mater ia ls L ist .

3 /qx91 /+  x  96"  Map le  (6 .7  bd .  f t . )

1/2x71/a x 96" Poplar  (5.3 bd.  f t . )

l  : l i

l i i i
: i i i
i i l :
L - - - - - - - - r  i  I

i i

@
/1\\v

3/a x 48 x 96' Medium-densitv f iberboard (MDF)1 /2x51 /z  x  96"  Pop la r  (4  bd .  f t . )

i:..) @

@'.,..^
1/z x 48 x 96" Medium-density overlay plywood (MDO) 3/a x 48 x 96" Medium-densitv f iberboard (MDF)6B



develop your shop skills

hcnnr to
table-rrrount
]rour router
Whether you make a router
insert plate or buy one, you
can attach it to your tool
and install it in your table
with just a few easy steps.

recision counts when you mount a
router under a table. Ideally, you
want the router and its insert plate to

lift out easily when necessary, and to stay
solidly in position while you rout.

If you're using a commercial insert, such
as the Rousseau model used in the Idea Shop
5 mobile sawing/routing center on page 62,
or an insert-based router lift, proceed to the
"Cut the table opening" section. If you are
making your own insert, start right here.

Prepare the insert
I 

gny aysxl2xl2" piece of acrylic or
I polycarbonate plastic from a woodwplastic from a woodwork-

ing store or catalog. (Woodcraft carries
acrylic [item 16L71] for $9.99 and polycar-
bonate U6L72l for $15.99. Visit
www.woodcraft.com, or call 8001225-1153.)
Either type works fine; acrylic is somewhat
stiffer, while polycarbonate offers greater
resistance to shattering. You can use the
piece as is, or trim it to your preferred
dimensions with a fine-tooth laminate- or
plywood-cutting blade in your tablesaw.
Check for squareness at every corner.

f Chuck a 1" Forstner bit in your drill
Elpress, and drill a pair of finger holes near
opposite corners of the insert to help with
quick installation and removal. We centered
ours 1Vz" from each of the adjacent sides.
Ease the top and bottom edges of the holes,
using a %" round-over bit in your router.
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QWittr the protective cover-
9ing still in place on the
insert, use a pencil or marker
to draw diagonal lines from
opposite corners of the insert
to find the center. Install a
V-groove bit in your router,
and position the router so the
bit's point contacts the center,
as shown at right. Place the
router so that the handles fit
within the perimeter of the
insert plate and therefore
through the planned insert
opening. Trace around the
router's plastic subbase.

After you trace around a subbase like this one with
one flat edge, realigning the subbase for drilling is
simple. But if the subbase is completely round,
stick a piece of masking tape on it, mark it with the
pencil, and make a matching mark on the plate, as
shown here for demonstration only.

dttow. 
remove the subbase from

Tyour router, and place two strips of
double-faced tape on its face. Position
it on the insert to match the traced out-
line. Using a self-centering bit, drill
holes through the plate at each of the
subbase's mounting holes, as shown in
the photo below.

Size the insed holes to match your
router's mounting screws. After drilling
through the insert, flip it ove6 and
countersink the holes for flathead
mounting screws, or counterbore them
for panhead mounting screws.

f Select a Forstner bit with a diameter
9V8" larser than the lareest router bit
you intend to use (we used a IVz" bit).
Chuck it in your drill press, and drill a
through hole at the previously marked
centerpoint, as shown below.

The less clearance between bit and
insert, the better. For safety and conve-
nience, you might make two or three
inserts with different-size bit holes.



Cut the table opening

lil::'nxT:",
f Now. you need to put
t a pattern-cutting bit
or dado-cutting bit in
your router. Such a bit
features a top-mounted
pilot bearing, as shown at
right. The diameter of the
bit determines the radius
to be shaped at each cor-
ner of the opening, and
the length of the bit must
be appropriate to the
planned depth of the rab-
bet and the thickness of the guide boards. For example, to
make a rabbet 3/a" deep with /s" radiused corners, we used
Woodline USA's WL-1011-D dado-cutting bit with a-l+"
diameter and a 

'7A0" 
cuttntg length. Call 800/412-6950 to order

this bit, priced at $12 plus shipping.

router table, centered
from side to side,
and far enough from
the table's front edge
to allow for a miter-
gauge slot and an
adequate work area.
Trace around it with
a pencil, as shown
at right.

11 /e "  ho le

Distance
to suit
tabletop

O Draw lines
Erinside the
insert outline to
form a smaller
rectangle, as
shown at right.
These inside
lines serve as
cuttine lines.

1 /  l l

v2

Lay out
the
opening
cutl ines
inside
the
traced
outl ine.

Router :
mounting :
plate :
outl ine i

I

:
Blade i
stafi i
hole .

Drill a start hole for
your jigsaw blade,
and carefully cut out
the opening.

QNow. prepare to rout a
tJrabbet that will support
the insert. Cut 5"-wide
guide-board stock from
flat 3/q" material. Medium-
density fiberboard (MDF)
is a good choice. Crosscut
five guide boards of equal
length (you'll use one as a
test piece); the length
should be slightly more
than the longest edge
of the plate outline plus
5". Apply two long
strips of cloth-backed,
double-faced tape to the bottom of each of these guide boards.

Align your insert with the traced outline, and place the guide
boards as shown above right, using single playing cards as spac-
ers between the insert and the guide boards. These spacers cre-
ate enough extra room to ensure that your insert is easily set in
place and removed, without allowing any significant movement
while routing. Tap down on the guide boards with a rubber mal-
let or apply pressure with clamps to bond the tape firmly.

/ Next. affix your test guide board on a piece of scrap with
Tdouble-faced tape, and then clamp the assembly to your
workbench. You'll use this test piece to sneak up on the needed
rabbet depth for an exact flush fit.

Install the insert and router
I Sand the corners of your insert so they match the radiused
I corners ofyour rabbet. Install the insert on your router,

replacing the subbase mounting screws with longer ones if nec-
essary. Make sure to buy screws with the same diameter and
thread type as the originals.

j)Peel off the guide strips around the table opening. Set the
Ainsert and router into it. and vou're readv for action. jP

Position and attach the guide
boards with double-faced tape.

dWittr the router base rest-
lJins on the surface of the
guide"boards, adjust the cut-
ting depth to rout t/s" deep
into the tabletop. Then, work-
ing clockwise as shown at
right, guide the pilot bearing
along the inside edge of the
guide boards and begin to rout
the rabbet. Also rout along the
edge of your test piece, as
shown below right. Lower
the bit t/g", and make a
second pass on both the router
table and the test piece.
Again lower the bit %",
but this time rout only
partway along the test
piece and hold the insert
in that rabbet to check
the fit. Adjust the depth
if necessary, and test
again. Repeat this
process until the insert
rests flush with the top of
the test piece. Now, make
a final pass on the router
table for a perfect fit.

Rout the rabbet in mult iple passes.

The insert must sit flush with the
tabletop so workpieces don't catch
as they move past the router. Using
a test setup guarantees that you'll
hit the correct rabbet depth.

DADO.CUTTING BITCentered
side-to-side

7l
/ t l

LI

1"  ho le

Front edge

Trace insert outline onto top.

rl
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oes the idea of painting a con-
crete f loor leave you cold?
Maybe i t  just sounds l ike too

much work fbr too little reward. Or per-
haps you've seen painted floors that
have peeled and look bad.

Guess what'J A painted floor beats a
bare one for several reasons. If you use
the right paint (see "Figuring out floor
paints," o1tposite page) and apply it cor-
rectly, your floor will look tenific, clean
up easily, and resist wear for many years.

Why does concrete deserve to be coated?
It seems impenetrable, but concrete is
porous. and happily sucks up liquids and
hangs on to small solids. That means
spilled stain, motor oil, and sawdust will
make themselves at home in the pores.
And groundwater from under the slab
can seep up, too. creating cold. clarnmy
floors. Btrt paint seals those pores to
block out moisture and make it easy to
sweep dust and wipe up liquids.

Note: The .floor \'ou ,tee rollecl out is

front our 15x22' Icleu Shop 5 (page 41).
We usecl nyo EPOXYShield kits f'rotn
Rttst-Oleum that come c'otnDlete with the
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pcti t t t ,  c ' leuner, uttcl  att  instruct iottct l
video. The totul cost: $120.

Prepare the surface
Before you staft rolling on paint, you'll
need to do an up-front inspection and a
bit of prepwork. Why? Because paint
simply won't adhere to a dirty or loose
surface. To staft. examine the condition
of your floor. Is the concrete fiesh, old
and dingy, or coated with paint? Pick one
of the followin,e conditions that describes
your floor, and proceed from there.

r New concrete
Freshly poured concrete presents the
fewest hassles. First. let it cure for at
least fbur weeks. Then, tape down a 2'
square of plast ic. Let i t  si t  for 24 hours,
and check for moisture underneath. If
you find condensation, the floor needs
more curing time. If the plastic comes up
dry. you can sweep and wash down the
floor with rnild detergent. fbllowed by a

Biodegradable Simple Green removes
many oil and grease stains. Stubborn ones,
as well as rust, may require a stronger
cleane4 available where paints are sold.

thorough water rinse. Once the surface
dries again, you're ready to coat it. fbl-
lowing the manufacturer 's direct ions.

r Old, dirty concrete
Cleaning oily. stained concrete isn't exact-
ly fun, but it rnay not be as tough as you
think. Even thick gr€ase stains wash away
with the proper cleaner, beknv.It may take
a few applications, but bear in rnind that
you don't have to make the concrete look
like new. As long as it's clean, you're
ready for the next step. Use a chemical

nr
,i;r,,.
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Stick a couple of strips of duct tape to the
floor and then rub to adhere it well. Peel
the tape back quickly and look for chips. lf
paint comes up, you'll need to scrape and
strip either spots or the whole floor.

etching solution (available at paint stores)
to give the surface a bit of "tooth." Once
you have etched the floor, wash and rinse
it as you would fresh concrete.

r Painted concrete
A floor that's been painted before may
present the biggest challenge. That's
because the paint you apply won't be
sticking to the concrete, but to the previ-
ous paint layer, instead. If that layer is
well-bonded, you have no problems. If
loose, it's got to go. Perform a tape test,
above, to check the old paint.

Test the stripper on a small area to gauge
its effectiveness. Allow adequate time to
activate before scraping it away. lf neces-
sary apply a second coat and scrub with a
steel brush to get down to bare concrete.

Loose paint requires a two-step attack
plan: Scrape and then strip. Use a scraper
on a long handle to remove as much of
the old paint as possible. Remove the
rest using a chemical stripper that's
designed to work on concrete, above.
Rinse the surface thoroughly to neutral-
izethe stripper, and then treat the surface
like old, dirty concrete.

Iray down a new coat
With the prepwork done, painting is easy.
Exact procedures vary depending on the
product, but a few general rules apply:

ffi

Paint the floor in manageable sections,
about 4' to 5' square. Work in rows,
always keeping a wet edge between
adjoining areas and overlapping the
previously painted areas by a few inches.

While you're cleaning and/or stripping
the surface and while painting, make sure
you provide adequate ventilation. Fumes
from these products can be potent. Walk
on the clean floor as little as possible to
prevent contaminating the surface.

Start painting by brushing a 4"-wide
strip around the perimeter. Then paint
the main floor, above. Don't dally as you
work. Epoxy paints, especially, have an
"open time" of just one or two hours
before they lose their workability. tl

Written by David Stone

efore buying concrete paint, make sure you understand
what you're getting. For a shop or garage, stay away from

"porch and floor'' paints. These are designed only to hold up to
foot traffic. Sliding heavy machinery around will scrape them
off, and hot car tires will peel them away from the surface.
Paints designed specifically for garage floors are your best
choice. They're available in three types:

LateX is the easiest to apply. This type of paint costs
about $20 per gallon, which should cover approximately 250
to 300 square feet. You'l l also need to prime the surface as
recommended. Manufacturers have improved these paints
greatly, making them more durable and less susceptible to
"hot-tire pickup."

One-paft epOxy paints offer increased durabil ity over
latex. They cure when exposed to air, adhere better than
latex, and resist wear well. Expect to pay $30 per gallon to
cover 300 square feet. Again, a primer coat may be required.

ftvo-part epoxies come with paint and a hardener
that you mix together right before you're ready to coat the
floor. These generally cost more (about $50-$60 per gallon),

but come the closest to the industrial coatings applied in
factories and other high-use areas. A gallon covers about
250 square feet. Primer isn't usually necessary. Our kit came
with small color flecks that we tossed on over the wet paint.
They add a bit of traction, and dress up the floor, too.

www. woo drnagazine. cortr





hinking about upgrading from your
contractor-style tablesaw to the king
of the beasts-a 3-hp cabinet-style

saw? lt's every woodworker's dream. And
why not? These durable machines are built
to serve for a lifetime, with powerful 220-
volt motors and hefty cast-iron internal
components that dampen vibration to
viftually nil. And, once aligned, a cabinet
saw may never require adjustment again.

To help you move from being a dreamer
to a doe[ we gathered seven 3-hp saws,
each equipped with 49"-plus fences, and
put them to the test. In checking the drive-
train components, we found that none of
the saws exceeded a stellar ,001" arbor-
flange runout, and all vibrated less than
.001" in any direction. Read on to see
what else we learned.

Gabinet, conEacto4 or hybrid: I(norrv the difference

lf{ abinet-style tablesaws look different from contractor-style saws, but the dif-
Vferences run far deeper than appearance alone, as you can see from the pho-
tos below.In recent years, DeWalt and Jet have introduced "hybrid" tablesaws,
such as Jet's Super Saw, shown at bottom, that blur the lines between cabinet and
contractor saws. These machines look like a cross-breed with the motor hanging
inside a partially enclosed cabinet, and integral legs that run to the bottom of the
table. Their mid-range power and trunnions belie their true identity, though: The
trunnions attach to the underside of the tabletop like a contractor-style saw.

GABINET.STYLE SAW
I1{SIDE:
r 220-volt motor of at least 3-hp mounts t

inside cabinet and transfers power to -
the arbor by two or three belts.

r Heavy-duty cast-iron components rarely
need adjustment.

I Trunnions mount to cabinet, so blade
alignments are made by merely shifting the
tabletop on the cabinet.

OIITSIDE:
r Enclosed base provides stability, reduces noise, and improves dust collection.
r Cast-iron extension wings.
r Beefy handwheels and fine internal machining ease blade-tilt and

elevation operations.
r Magnetic power switch prevents accidental startup when power is restored to saw.

things that
matter most in a
cabinet-style saw

r Power and cut quality. When it
comes to raw cutting power, these
machines have it in spades. All of the
tested models ripped through 2"-thick
red oak at about 12' per minute without
batting an eye. However, we found notice-
able differences in the quality of the cut
left behind.

We used new Freud 40-tooth combina-
tion blades on each saw, then highlighted
any blade scoring by rubbing the just-cut
edge with colored chalk (see photos,
below). The Delta 36:L31X-U50 and

Gener-al 650-T50'1Vl2lW

These three samples show the range in cut
quality of the tested saws. The pink chalk
on the Jet sample shows heavy blade scor-
ing;the Craftsman, moderate scoring; the
General left a consistently smooth surface.

www.woodrnagazine. com

GONTRAGTOR-STYLE SAW
INSIDE:
r 1- to 1Vz-hp motor hangs from back

of machine and drives arlcor with e," .
onebe l t " ; ' i r t r

r Trunnions mount to underside of table,
and require more frequent adjustment,
usually involving reaching up inside the
saw with a hammer and wrench.

OIIISIDE:
I Stamped-steel extension wings (typical).
r Open-base legs are less stable than

an enclosed cabinet.
r Lightweight handwheels rcquire more effort

to turn.
r Mechanical switch can cause saw to start unexpectedly when power is restored.
r Open cabinet typically reduces dust-collection efficiency.

HYBRID SAW
r]{slDE
t13/q-hp motor hangs inside cabinet,

reducing noise.
r Trunnions mount to underside of table,

like a contractor-style saw.

OITTSIDE
r Integral legs more rigid than bolt-on base.
r Beefed-up components include cast-iron

extension wings and handwheels, and
upgraded fence.

Continued on page 76

Cra$srnan 22964N
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General 650-T50-M2M left the
smoothest cuts. with almost invisible
scoring. The Jet JTAS-10XL50-I and
Powermatic Model 66 showed signifi-
cant scoring. After learning of our test
results, Powermatic's Doug Kullmar
told us the scoring occurred only under
heavy load (such as ripping thick red
oak), and says they've since corrected
the problem. We tested another Model
66 and found it much improved.
r Fences. Most of the saws come with
so-called "Biesemeyer clone" fences in
homage to the much-revered T-square
style fence. (Delta offers a true
Biesemeyer as an option.) Unfortunately,
only one of the six clones we tested lives
up to the reputation of the original: the one
from General. In our deflection test-
pulling the outfeed end of the fence away
from the blade with 20 lbs of pressure-
the General fence deflected less than 7o+"
at the arbor location. (See the photos attop
right.) Only the Shop Fox WI677EXT2,
with its fence that locks to both the front
and rear rails, equaled that number.

Speaking of the Shop Fox fence, it's
also unique in that it rides the rails on
three pulley-like bearings, effortlessly
floating about t/ro" above the tabletop.
This smooth-sail ing design has its
drawbacks, however. First, you can't
simply lift the fence off the rails at any
point: You must run it to the end of the
rails and remove the stop that prevents
it from accidentally sliding off. And,
the saw's blade guard interferes with
fence travel (see photo, right) prevent-
ing narrow rip cuts. Shop Fox's Phil
Spinelli says that discourages danger-
ous thin rips, and that most saw fences
don't get much closer with the guards
properly installed.

Another key difference in the fences
on these saws is the flatness of their
faces. Slick plastic (HDPE) fence faces
proved more prone than other materials
to bowing where the face attaches to the
main fence body. On our test model, the
Jet Xacta fence bowed toward the blade
.008" in one place, and out .003" in two
other spots, requiring careful shimming
to make it flat.
r Tables and extension tables. At
these prices, you'd expect to get dead-flat
cast-iron tables with super-smooth gnnd-
ing, and these saws don't disappoint.
IVleasured across the diagonals and in line
with the blade arbor, we found all of the
tables exceptionally flat-within .002" of
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perfect across the board, with only a cou-
ple of small, isolated spots out by only
.004". The quality of the grinding is also
excellent, with the tables of both the
General and Powermatic saws ground to a
near-mirror finish.

The wooden extension tables tell a
somewhat different story. Plywood tables
with bracing beneath tend to be flatter and
more square than particleboard tables, but
even a %0" crown in the center of an
extension table, such as we found on the
Jet, didn't effect the saw's accuracy or cut
quality. The Craftsman 22964N doesn't
come with an extension table.

r Dust collection, All of the tested
saws come equipped with built-in 4"
dust-collection ports. All but the
Powermatic also have an inclined floor to
direct dust toward the dust port. When
used with a dust collector, Delta's design
proved most efficient, evacuating about
80 percent of the debris, partly because of
its rear-mounted port. The blade flings
dust directly toward the port. By contrast,
only about 30 percent of the dust generat-
ed on the Powermatic made it to the dust
collector-the rest stayed inside the
cabinet. The remaining saws fell in the
5G-60 percent efficiency range.

To reduce fence deflection, General (left photo) uses a cam foot to distribute the cam's
clamping pressure over the full height of the fence rail. Powermatic (right photo) and Jet
clamp with only the curved face of the cam, making far less surface contact with the rail.

*#+
*#,

The rear clamp of the Shop Fox fence bumps into the saw's blade-guard mounting
bracket, preventing the fence from moving within about 11/2" of the blade. (Guard
removed from bracket for clarity.)

:;

Fence
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Saw by saw, herets horr we see them
High poiils
I Power switches are designed for safety:A main

key switch preven$ unauffiorized use, witt shut-
off buttons on bofrr left and right of fte saw.

I Comes wih a boxed set of tools for saw assembly
and adjustment.

Low poinb
? Fence deflecb J/ro" under 20 lbs of pressure.
? Miter slob machined out of parallel, spreading

slightly at fie outfeed end. (0ver the 10" blade
lengh, we measured a.003" spread.)

I Handwheel rohtion is hirly stiff.
? Anti-kickback pawls in the blade guard/splifter

don't reach fie hble and barely engage
%"-ilrick stock.

I Fit and finish could be improved. We had to
remove buns from an extension hble before
installing it, and a rail-mounting bolt protuded
into fie path of fie fence body, limiting ib tavel.
Crafbman's George Gibson atfiibutes bott
problems to isolated manufacfuring erorc.

More poinb
) Fence scale has a magnified curso[ which we

like, but fie cursor line is wider fian $e
increment lines on the scale.

I Because of the beefy arbor washer and nut,
dado seb wider than %" won't fit on the arbor
wih the washer and fte nut fully fireaded.
Crafhman includes an exffa arbor fiat's longer to
accommodate wide dado stacks.

High points
I USA-made Marathon motor.
i Left a smootr finish on cut boards; second in

cut quality only to the General 650-T50-M2M.
+ lt's the only tested saw fiat comes witlr two arbor

wrenches for easier blade changing.
i Excellent dust collection.
i Comes wifi a good quality S0-tootr

carbide blade.
IS-yearwananty.

Low poinb
I Blade guard can't be "pakedl'up out of the way

(to measure fence-to-blade with a tape measure,
for example) witrout removing throat-plate insert.

Morc poinb
) We tested fiis saw with the Unifence (shown at

ight), but it's also available with a Biesemeyer-
brand T-square-style fence for the same money.

Dehta's Unifence can be mounted as shown for
better hand clearance on nanow cuts, or rotat-
ed 90' clockwise to better support tall stock
The fence scale, then, has two cursors<ne for
each orientation-that can be confusing.

) Untilfurher notice, fie saw comes witr your
choice of a Delh mobile base or cordles drill, or
Porter-Cable router or brad nailel at no exba charge.

High points
i USA-made Baldor motor.
i Left an excellent finish on cut boards.
I The flattest, stiffestT-square slyle fence in the

test deflecb only lu" at the arbor.
I Comes wih handwheels and cast-iron extension

wings installed, saving assembly time.
I Prominent "stop" button is easy to find (or hit with

a knee) in case of emergency.
I Beefy components ftroughout, including a mehl

blade guard and stout splitter,
lOnly 9 tums of handwheel required to raise blade

to tull height.

Low poinb
? Barebones owner's manual lacks some basic

information, such as how to perform miter-slot-to-

blade alignment, and wire motor. Genenal's
Giles Guerette says they're working to
improve that.

? Fence scale marked only in 7r0" incremenb.
(Ofter tested saws are marked in
/az" incremenb.)

Morc poinb
I lt doesn't come with a power cord, but hat allows

you to make a cord fiat's just fie right length for
your shop.

) Comes wih a thin-kerf carbide blade, but fie
blade isn't up to the quality of fie rest of fie saw.

) lf you can find his saw (U.S. disfribution is some-
what limited, but General's Web site has an
excellent dealer locator), you'll see why we named
it fie Top Tool.
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High points
i Plastic-laminate-on-plywood extension table

proved squarest and flattest in test.
i Adjustable-width miter-gauge guide bar custom

fits to the saw without peening.
i Prominent "stop" button is easy to find (or hit with

a knee) in case of emergency.
I 0wner's manual includes detailed instructions

with clear photos and drawings.
I Long power cord (11'6").
I Lowest-priced saw in test.

low points
? Solid handwheel blocks view of bevel scale; we

had to crouch low to read the scale.

I Fence deflected %0" under 20 lbs of pressure,
and when adjusted parallel to the blade, it didn't
slide along the rail easily. After learning of our test
results, Grizly's Bill Crofutt told us of fence
improvements that should address both concerns.

Morc points
) Fence face required the least shimming of the

HDPE fences.
) Two cast-iron extension wings come with the saq

but the wooden extension table replaces the right
wing. You could add the extension table to the end
of the cast wing, but you'd have to drill new
mounting holes in the wooden table. Also comes
with an extra set of table legs.

#E

NOTES:

1. (L) Left
(R) Risht

(UR) Available either way.
Left-tilting version was tested.

2.(*) However, right wing is not typically installed
with extension table. In typical installation, size
including only left wing is 3Q x 27".

/

High points
I Very good fit and finish, including well-machined

miter slots and smooth-turning handwheels.
i Fence scale accurate throughout full bevel range.

(0nly this saw and the Shop Fox W1677EXl-2 can
make that claim.)

I Magnifier on fence makes fine incremenb on
fence scale easier to read.

[ow poinb
I Cut quality suffers from blade scoring, see photo

on page 75.

? HDPE fence face required shimming to make it
flat. Jet's John 0tto says the face-mounting
screws also can be adjusted in or out to flatten it.

? Fence deflects 7or" under 20 lbs of pressure.

More poinb
) Also available with microadjustable T-square

style fence, for an additional $100.

PERFORMANCE GRADES (6)

Excellent

Good
Average

Below average

z. lVal Cord not provided.

(M-MDF) Melamine on medium-densityfiberlcoard
(P-PAR) Plastic laminate on particleboard
(P-PLY) Plastic laminate on plywood

(N/A) Extension table not provided

4. (AL) Aluminum
(HDPE) High-density polyethelene

(PL) Plastic laminate

5. A negative value means the blade shifts
to the left the distance shown with
the blade tilted to a 45o bevel.
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High poinb
I U.S,-made Baldor motor.
I Table mounts to cabinet with three bolts instead

of four, making it easier to align with the blade.
I Concave-ground gearteefi in height- and bevel-

adjustment mechanisms (see photo, rlgfif).
l Requires only 7 turns of the handwheel to raise

blade to full height.
i Split blade guard covers blade completely, even

with the blade tilted to 45'.

Low poinb
I Fine-line cursor scribed into fence bezel can disap-

pear against the light background of the scale.
I Fence deflects 7on" under 20 lbs of pressure.
? Even when used with a dust collectot about 70

percent of the dust remained inside the cabinet.

The Model66 is
the only saw with
concave-ground
gears, which
operate smoothly
and should wear
longer than
flat-ground
gear teeth.

Morc points
) lt doesn't come with a power cord, but that allows

you to make a cord that's just the right length for
your shop.

v
High poinb
I Unique fence glides easily over the table and

locks at the front and rear rails, resulting in less
lhanYu" of deflection at the arbor under 20 lbs
of pressure.

t Adjustable-width miter-gauge guide bar custom
fits to the saw without peening.

i Fence scale accurate throughoutfull bevel range.
(0nly this saw and the Jet can make that claim.)

I Long power cord (11'9").
I 0wne/s manual includes detailed instructions

with clear photos and drawings.

Low poirts
I Solid handwheel blocks view of
bevel scale; we had,to crouch low to
read the scale.

I Fence can't be lifted off the saw; it must be
rolled off the end of the rails after removing a
safety stop,

I Rear fence mount bumps into guard-mounting
bracket, preventing rips narrower lhan 1Yz' .
(See photo on page 76.)

More points
) Although its fence has a few foibles, both it and

the saw scored high in most of the key perfor-
mance categories.

) Two cast-iron extension wings come with the saw,
but fie wooden extension table replaces the right
wing. You could add the extension table to the end
of the cast wing, but you'd have to drill new
mounting holes in the wooden table. Also comes
with an extra set of table legs.

These cabinet-style saws tested best
General's 650-T50-M2M proved tops in our testing, with a superior fence,
excellent cut quality, and an effective blade guard, so we named it the Top
Tool. We just wish they'd put half as much effon into their owner's manual
as they put into the saw. Remember, though, to check shipping costs from the
nearest General distributor as they are few and far between in the U.S. If that
proves too costly, we think you'11be happy with the Delta 36-L31x-u50 that
delivers comparable cut quality with better dust-collection efficiency, a
5-year warranty, and a free tool, accessory, or $50 rebate, during the current
"X5" promotion. (See Delta's Web site for details.)

We found the Gizzly G1023SLX to be a Top Value at $1,125, especially
with the planned improvements to its fence. At this price, though, you can buy
a high-quality aftermarket fence for $200-$300 and still be money ahead.t

Sharc your opinion
of these saws in

our tool test
forum at

www.woodmagazine.com/cabsaws

Written by Dave Gampbell
with John Cebuhar

ACCESSORTES (8) ttt n
l* I I I

A'fl#=7"f
I;Y=?,-V-$-/ -,€'s l6glg l  Ef/s/uf,

6'9u DA, DI, T 1 T T 490 $1,300

8 ' c DI,  G, M, S,  TF, Z b U U 552 1 ,550

N/A c, Dl 2 U c 495 1,950

1 1 ' 6 ' D I ,  L M 1 T T 495 1 , 1 2 5

5'6u c DI,  M, UF 1 T T 468 1,500

N/A DI M 1 U U 614 2 , 1 0 0

11 '9 ' D I M, TF 2 T T 436 1,350

(C) Carlcide-tooth blade 9. (C) Canada
(DA) Extra-long dado arbor (T) Taiwan
(Dl) Dado insert plate (U) United States
(G) Overarm blade guard system
(L) Extra set of table legs 10. prices current at time

(M) Mobile base of article's production
(S) Drop-down splitter and do not include
(T) Tool box with tools shipping, where

1ff) f-square style fence applicable'
(UF) Upgrade T-square fence

(Z) Zero-clearance insert plate
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S rTrust-have
tablesaw jigs

Build one or all, and boost your precision for pennies.

sk a few seasoned woodwork-
ers about the benefits of stock-
ing your shop with a variety of

hardworking jigs. They'll likely tell you
that some jigs get used again and again,
while others gather dust. These three,
we guarantee, won't gather dust.

We designed and thoroughly tested
this trio of tablesaw jigs, building them

80

from scrap to save on cost. Take an
evening or two to make them, and we
predict that you'll use the crosscut sled
constantly, especially for repetitive
cuts. The thin-strip ripping jig and the
four-sided taper jig provide you with
more specialized services.

See the Buying Guide on page 85 for
the sources of the inexpensive hardware

items you'll need. We used Baltic birch
plywood and hard maple for the wood
parts. If you prefer, you can substitute
medium-density fiberboard (MDF) for
plywood and another dense hardwood
for maple.

We have a bonus for you, too. See
page 96 to build a simple height gauge
that complements these jigs perfectly.

."-:{"-:'''
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Sirnple, handy thin-strip ripping jig
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

,/

Four-arm knob with t/+" insert

/+" llal washer

7sz" shank hole,

on top

I rnrru-srRtP RtPPtNG Jtc

#8 x 1" brass F.H. wood screw

iding bar
Cursor l ine

1/q x 11/z x 2" clear acrylic
ado
deep ,/

Sometimes you need to rip several thin
strips of wood to equal thickness to serve
as edging, veneer, or bending stock, but
slicing off thin stock on the fence side of
the blade could prove unsafe. That's
because it becomes awkward to use your
blade guard and pushstick when you cut
close to the fence. The solution: Run the
wide portion of your workpiece between
the fence and blade, cutting the strips on
the side of the blade opposite the fence.
You could accomplish this by measuring
for each cut, but that's tedious and inac-
curate. This thin-strip ripping jig does the
job safely, accurately, and quickly.

first, buitd the jig
I Cut a piece of 3/+" plywood to the
I dimensions shown for the base on

Drawing 1. Cut a dado on the bottom
side of the base for the guide bar, where
shown. Now, cut the 3/q" dado on the top
side of the base for the sliding bar.

)Cut two pieces of maple to size for
Crthe miter-slot guide bar (adjust the
dimensions shown if necessary to fit
your tablesaw's slots) and the sliding
bar. Center the miter-slot guide bar in the
bottom dado, and glue it in place. Drill a
pair of %0" holes in the sliding bar where
shown, scrollsaw the material between
them, and smooth the inside of the slot
with a file.

QSet the jig in your tablesaw's left
tlmiter-gauge slot. Place the sliding
bar in the dado with its left end flush
with the base. Slide the jig forward, and
mark the point where a left-leaning
sawblade tooth touches the bar. Make a
second mark t/rtt closer to the base.
Remove the bar, and crosscut it at the
second mark.

Drill a 7h+" pilot hole in the sliding
bar, centered on the end you just

/t" hole, countersunk
on bottom side

t/q-20 x 1t/2"
F.H. machine screw

cut. Drive a brass screw halfway into
the wood. (We used brass to avoid any
chance of damaging a tablesaw blade.)
You'll turn this screw in or out to fine-
tune your jig's basic'"zero" setting, or
to adjust it for a blade of different thick-
ness or with a different tooth set.

f From the bottom side of the assem-
tJblv. drill and countersink a Vq" hole
through the miter-slot guide bar and
base for the machine screw that holds
the plastic knob. Sand all of the wood
parts to 180 grit, and apply three coats
of clear finish.

fiMake a mark 1" from the left end of
lfthe sliding bar. Cut the first 1/2"
from an inexpensive steel rule, align its
left end with the mark, and attach it
with epoxy.

I Cut a piece of Vq" acrylic plastic to
I the dimensions shown for the indi-
cator. Drill and countersink the two
mounting holes, and scribe and mark a
cursor line, as described in the caption
of Photo A. Attach the indicator to the
base, and add the knob.

Now' cut some strips
To cut a thin strip with the jig, place its
guide bar in the left-hand miter gauge

1/zxVq  x9"

Miter-slot guide bar

To make a curso[ scribe a line across the
middle of the acrylic indicator with a sharp
knife and a combination square. Color the
scribed line with a permanent marker.
Wipe off the excess ink with a cloth or
paper towel, leaving a fine line.

slot on your tablesaw. Loosen the knob,
set the cursor to zero (the bottom end of
the rule), and retighten the knob. Slide
the jig so that the brass screw head is
beside the saw blade. Turn the screw in
or out with a screwdriver until the head
lightly contacts a leftleaning tooth. Pull

z/o+" pilot hole
t/z" deep
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j i g s3  m u s t - h a v b  t a b l e s a w

the jig toward you, loosen the knob, set
the cursor for the desired strip thickness,
and retighten the knob.

Position your workpiece against the rip
fence, and move the fence to bring the
left edge of the workpiece against the
screw head, as shown in Photo B. Lock
the fence in place, set the jig out of the
way, and you're ready to cut a strip, as
shown in Photo C.

After completing the cut, clean up the
workpiece on the jointer. Replace the jig
in the slot. Then unlock the rip fence,
move it to bring the jointed edge against
the screw head, lock the rip fence,
remove the jig, and saw another strip.
Repeat the process as many times as nec-
essary to produce all of the strips that
you need for your project.

Size your thin-strip ripping jig to suit your
tablesaw, so that a 1" screw in the guide
bar can contact the blade. Install azero-
clearance throat plate to prevent the sawn
strip from falling into the saw.

Remove the jig before making the cut so
the workpiece doesn't bind between the
rip fence and the screw head. Replace the
jig in the slot without making any adjust-
ments to set up the next cut.

Versatile four-sided tapering jig

QCut a piece of maple to V+x3/axl}",
tJthen cut two 3" pieces and one 3Vz"

piece from this blank for the guide

dado blade for a Vq"-wide cut, put an
auxiliary fence on your miter gauge,
and cut a slot through the hardboard
centered over each plywood dado, as
shown in Photo D.

assembly, using the previously drilled
holes as guides.

ilCut a maple blank to t/qx2xl2" to
'lmake 

the pivot block. (We begin
with an oversized piece to assure safety
during the cutting process.) Cut a rabbet
on one end of the blank where shown on
Drawing 2a. Now, drill two holes to
form the ends of the adjustment slot,
remove the material between the holes
with a coping saw or scrollsaw, and clean
up the slot with a file. Cut a V+" groove
centered on the bottom edge of the blank.
Next, drill a Vq" hole centered in the
groove 2Vz" from the rabbeted end. Glue
in the 3/2" guide bar piece, making it
flush with the rabbeted end. After the
glue dries, drill a Vq" hole through the
blank, using the previously drilled hole
as a guide. Trim the blank to 3Vz" in
length. Sand and finish the assembly.

You can taper one
side of a table leg
without much head-
scratching, but tapering all
four sides equally presents more
of a challenge. With this jig, howev-
er, you can cut all four tapers without
changing your setup. You simply rotate
your workpiece between cuts.

Locate the hold-downs to suit the
length of your workpiece. (The pivot
block can sit at either end of the jig.) If
your tablesaw has a 10" blade, you can
handle workpieces up to 2" thick.

Time to get started
I Cut a piece of 3/+" plywood to the
I size shown on Drawing 2, and then

cut a piece of Vc" hardboard to the same
dimensions for the base.
jlCutTs" dadoes 3Ao" deep in one face
f of the plywood where dimensioned.
Glue the hardboard to the dadoed face
with yellow glue. Now, clamp the
assembly between two scraps of ply-
wood to ensure even pressure. After the
glue dries, remove the clamps, set your
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bars. For the hold-down bases.
cut a piece of 3/c" plywood to
lVzxl2". Cut a V4" groove

down the center of one face of
this plywood, wherg dimensioned

on the drawing. Drill two /+" holes
near opposite ends of the groove, with
each hole centered in the groove and Vz"
from the end. Cut a 3" piece from each
end to make two hold-down bases. Next,
glue one guide bar piece in the groove on
each hold-down base. After the glue
dries, drill a V4" hole through each

After cutting dadoes in the plywood base,
glue the hardboard to the dadoed face.
Mount the two outside blades of a dado set
in your tablesaw, and cut slots through the
hadboad centered over each dado.

Diagonal lines on the end of the workpiece
locate the hole that fits onto the indexing
pin. Draw the cutline for the final shape,
and extend the lines to the edges to help
you position the workpiece on the jig.
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,---l" ptastic knob E rnperuNc JIG
t -1/4" flat washeri -t'

Hold-down T---.," 
e,flfl|"..*

'"^*ittt-f )n"'"' 
"'*panhead I

machine screw , rr,'

t/+" groove
3/6" deep, centered

/+ x 3,,---_rl %" holes ,/",, ;h",

f Assemble the hold-downs as shown.
rJFor the pivot block, file or grind one
edge of the washer flat as shown on
Drawing 2a, and then assemble the nut,
screw, and washer as shown. Adjustable
up or down in the slot, this screw serves
as an indexing pin. Once set for a partic-
ular workpiece, it guarantees that every
cut in the sequence is an equal distance
from the center of the workpiece.

Tap into tapering
To taper a leg, cut your workpiece to fin-
ished length, and then rip it to the square
dimensions that you want for the unta-
pered section at the upper end. Draw a
line on all four faces to mark where the
taper will begin. Drill 'a V+" centering
hole 3/e" deep at the center of the bottom
end, and add cut lines to show the final
dimensions of that end, as shown in
Photo E. Draw cut lines on the face con-
necting the leg-bottom marks with the
taper-start marks, as shown in the photo,
both to visualize the final shape, and to
serve as a safety reminder as you push
the jig across the saw.

Mount the leg centering hole on the
indexing pin. Slide the pivot block until
the planned outside face of the leg aligns
with the edge of the jig. Turn the knob to
lock the pivot block in place. Now, near
the upper end of the leg, align the taper-
start cutline with the edge of the jig.
Slide the hold-down blocks against the
leg, and tighten the nylon nut on each
one to set the block's position. Tighten
the top knob on each hold-down to
clamp the leg in place.

www.woodrnagazine. corn

tZ" grooves
tA" deep,

centered over
Te" dadoes

x 3" panhead
machine screw

rA x 12 x 36" hardboard

Vqx12 x 36" plywood

Raise the saw blade Vq" above the leg.
Butt the jig to the fence, move the fence
until the saw blade just clears the left
side of the jig, and then make the cut, as
shown in Photo F. To make each of the
three remaining cuts, loosen the hold-
down knobs, rotate the leg one-quarter
turn clockwise (as viewed from the piv-
oting end), reclamp, and cut.

This jig also serves another purpose, as
shown in Photo G. When you need to
cut a single taper, mark its start and stop
points on the end and edge of your work-
piece. Remove the indexing pin from the
end block, and nest the end of the work-
piece in the notch. Align the marks with
the edge of the jig, and clamp. Place your
hold-downs against the workpiece.
Tighten the pivot block in place, and
make the cut.

Hold the taper jig tightly against the table-
saw rip fence as you cut. Before starting
each pass, make certain that your left
hand is well away from the line.

The width and adjustability of the taper jig
allow you to handle a wide range of angle
cuts. Here, with the jig flipped end-for-end,
we're shaping a simple leg.

E prvor BLocK

g/ro" rabbet s/ro" deep

/+" washer,
file to allow

nut to engage
the rabbet
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Dead-oil 90o crosscut sled
ting easier and safer, our design is both
simple and cheap to build. And it
includes adjustable, reliable stops for

repeatable cuts and dead-on accuracy.

QF o* 3/q" maple, cut the blade guard
tJsides and end. Glue and screw the
end to the sides. Now, screw the blade
guard to the fence, where shown.

1ll Cut the front rail from 3A" maple.
'lUse 

a jigsaw to cut a notch, where
shown, for the blade to pass through.
Attach the front rail and the fence to the
platform with screws.

f Cut, sand, and finish two top blade
rJguard supports. Using a fine-
toothed tablesaw blade, cut a piece of
Vq" clear acrylic to size for the guard
cover. Attach the cover to the supports,
the front rail, and the fence.

fiFrom 
3/+" maple stock, cut two strips

t\f to serve as miter-slot guide bars. Set
your tablesaw rip fence 8t/e" to the right
of the blade, and lower the blade below
the table's surface. (Note: Make sure
your fence is parallel to the miter gauge
slot before proceeding.) Apply double-

1 / q x 3 1 / q x 2 2 3 / + "

clear acrylic

, Build a real work-
f horse

I Select a flat piece of 3A"
I plywood, and cut the plat-

A reliable tablesaw miter gauge handles
a lot of crosscutting tasks, but not all. It
rides in just one slot, and supports the
workpiece on just one side of the blade,
allowing for slop. This problem disap-
pears, however, with a well-made
crosscut sled. Making right-angle cut-

form to the dimensions shown on
Drawing 3.

)Cut two maple pieces for the
tffence, and cut a s/a" groove in the

face of one piece, where shown on
Drawing 3a. Glue the two blanks
together, keeping the edges flush and
the groove on the interior of the lami-
nation. After the glue dries, cut a t/q"
groove centered on the s/8" groove.
Then, cut a rabbet along the front of the
bottom edge and a Vz" groove centered
along the top edge.

E cnosscurrNc sLED

3/qX3/qx16 l /q "

supports

s /+x18x30"
plywood

/1s/a '  
A1/qx1x17a" Bl/B'i /=

# 8 x 1 1 / z ' F . H .
wood screw

(
I
3u

v
1 

clear acrylic 
,t'-

iu*,'i rounon6-M'
wood screw

Self-adhesive
measuring rule 43/a' | |-----l 

3%"
,/

I 
s/n x lt/a lq lts/16

I 
stopblock 1 / q x / 2 x 1 1 / + "

guide bar

1  x 3 x 3 0 " i sAa x3/q x 18"
miter-slot guide bars

l--.,
# 8 x 1 1 / 2 ' F . H .
wood screw

lc" dado t/a" deep
z/a" ltom top edge
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faced tape to the top of each guide bar,
and attach the bars to the platform, as
shown in Photos H and l. Remove the
assembly from the saw, and permanent-
ly attach the bars with screws.

lCut a piece for the stopblock, and
I cut a dado in the back, where
shown. Cut a guide bar, and glue it into
the dado. Drill a shank hole through the
block and bar, where shown. Now, cut a
piece of Vq" acrylic plastic to size for the
stopblock indicator. See Drawing 3b.
Drill, saw, and file smooth the slot,
where shown. Make a cursor line, as
shown in Photo A.

flRemove the top blade guard, sand
|ff the jig, and apply three coats of fin-
ish. Reattach the blade guard, assemble
and install the stopblock, place the
crosscut sled on your tablesaw, and
make a cut from the front edge through
the fence. Use a rule to set the stopblock
4" from the kerf. Mark the center of the
stop block on its top end, align the 4"
line on the self-adhesive measuring tape
with that mark, and attach the tape in
the fence groove. Use tin snips to cut
off the portion of the tape extending
beyond the left end of the fence. Place
the indicator on the stopblock, align the
cursor with the tape's 4" line, and attach
the indicator to the block with a screw.

Nout let's go sledding
If a workpiece fits between the fence
and the front rail, you can cut it on your
crosscut sled, as shown in'Photo J. Use
the stop block to cut multiple pieces to
the same length, provided that length
falls within the stop block's range.
Remove the stopblock when cutting
pieces that extend beyond that range.
When you install a tablesaw blade of a
different thickness or with a different
tooth set than the one used to calibrate
your stopblock, check the setting with a
rule, and adjust the cursor. i

Buying Guide
Haldware. Stainless steel rules no. 06M0.06,
$1.40 each; llz" lour-arm plastic knob no. 00M55.30,
$1 .30 each. Call Lee Valley at 800/871-8158, or go to
www.leevdley.com.

Hold-down with bolt and knob, no. 142398, $4.99 each;
self-adhesive rule, no. 08Y42, $9.99. Call Woodcraft at
800/225-1153, or go to www.woodcraft.com.

Written by Jim Pollock with Jeff MerE and
Kevin Boyle
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

wtw.woodrnagazine. corn

/+" gfoove
s/ro" deep

r/a" rabbel --/t*
t/a" deep 4U

Two pennies shim the miter-slot guide
bars slightly above the tablesaw surface.
Place a couple of these stacks in each
miter-gauge slot, and set the bars on top.

I
1 n

I

Score a line on the acrylic with a knife,
and color it with a permanent marker.

Keeping the right end of the platform
against the rip fence, set the sled assem-
bly on the guides. Press down firmly to
stick the bars to the platform.

Hold the workpiece firmly against the fence as you make a cut. Keep your hands outside
the blade guard, and don't cut through its end.
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otrt-of-this-\rvorld

mobile

t;

Childb

*ti

i" vb%,

f*\

$i

. - .  \ - r  r

) .l.r't

. t
1 \
i

h i ld ren wi l l  have heavenly
dreams when they fall asleep
mesmerized bv this mobile's

colorful celest ial bodies and spaceship.
Al l  you need to make i t  is a scrol lsaw, a
small  amount of wood, f ishing l ine, and
food coloring.

Gut and color the parts
I Cut two 4x24" pieces from t/4"-

I  thick maple. Make two copies of the
chi ld's mobile patterns on the WOOD
PATTERNSo insert. Cut out the pat-
terns, and spray-adhere them to the
maple workpieces. For the top arm, join

the pattern halves where shown.

I Scrol lsaw the parts to shape, cutt ing
El down the center of the pattern lines
using a no. 5 crown-tooth blade. To
start the inside cuts, drill t/16" holes
where marked.

QNow, dri l l  -%:" holes where shown.
lJNext, with the parts clamped in a
vertical position on your drill press, drill
%0" holes t/s" deep, centered on their
edges, into the /:r:" holes. Also, drill t/tr."

holes, centered, through the three arms.

/ Remove the patterns using a cloth
Itrmoistened with a solvent. Sand the
pafts smooth with 220-grit sairdpaper.

f  Clamp a l"-diameter wood bal l  on
tJyour drill-press table. Find wood balls
at craft supply stores, or order from Meisel
Hardware Specialt ies (800/441-9870,

or go to www.meiselwoodhobby.com).
Drill a t/r," hole through the center of
the bal l .

ftColor the parts if you wish. We
tlf used red. green, blue, and yellow
food coloring, mixing two teaspoons of
each color with one-quarter cup of
water. Dip the parts in the dyes for 5
seconds to color them. Then, wipe them
off, and let them dry overnight. Apply
two coats of a clear finish. We used
DEFT semigloss aerosol lacquer. As an
alternative to food coloring, you can use
bright-colored, transparent stains. avai l-
able in a set. For more on this, see the
arl icle on pugc 14.

Strincr the mobile's
parts-together
I From l5-pound monofi lament f ish-
I ing l ine. cut six S"-long pieces for

attaching the moon, Saturn, and shoot-
ing-star figures to the ends of the arms,
where shown on Drawing 1. Tie and
draw together three overhand knots on
one end of each l ine as shown on
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OVERHAND KNOT DETAL

15-pound monofilament
fishing line

"-\ Sun

Top arm

Fbr children's safety...

Position the figure and arm so their {az"
holes are 3" apart. Pullthe line taut, and
pinch it where it exits the arm's hole.

Drawing la. Trim the lines just below
the knots. Then, apply a drop of cyano-
acrylate glue to the knots to prevent
them from loosening.

llThread the lines through the 3/tz"

Erhole and out through the Vto" hole in
each of the six figures. Pull the lines to
draw the knots into the center of the
3/tz" holes.

QAttach the figures to the three arms
tfby threading their lines through the
arms' Vte" and 3/zz" holes. To keep the

wrw.woodrnagazine. corn

Overhand knot
Middle arm

1"-diam. wood ball

Overhand knot

.[nother use for forceps

Tying knots in thisproject's fishing line
while holding theline taut can be cum-
bersome, especially if you have stubby
or arthritic fingers. Here's an easy way
to do it without tying yourself in a knot.
With the line positioned where needed,
pinch it with serrated (locking) forceps,
freeing your hands to tie the knot. Small
forceps, having 31/*1A" lengths, sell
for under $4. Order from AllHeart.com,
431 Calle San Pablo, Camarillo, CA
93012, or go to www.allheart.com.

mobile symmetrical, position each fig-
ure as shown in Photo A. Then, knot the
line as before. For an easy way to hold
the line's position for knotting, see the
Shop Tip, above. Trim the lines, and
glue the knots. When the glue cures,
draw the knots into the arms' holes.

,lllCut a 4'-long piece of line, and knot
'f and glue one end. Thread the line
through the spaceship's 3/sz" and Vrc"
holes. Knot and glue the line 3Vz" above
the spaceship. Thread the line through

l---t
Screw eye Il cnrlo's MoBTLE

Overhand knot

Length as needed

1S-pound monofilament fishing line

Shooting star

Spaceship

the wood ball so it sits on the knot.
Repeat the process to attach the bottom,
middle, and top arms and the sun, spac-
ing each 3Vz" apart.

ETo hang the mobile, cut another
tf piece of line to the needed length.
Attach one end to the sun's top hole,
and form a loop at the other end. Now,
hang the mobile on a screw eye, and
enjoy your view of the universe. i

Written by Owen Duvall
Project design: Mike Mittermeier
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h$-class
collectorts
cabinet

Brighten any wall
in your home,

as well as your favorite
small treasures,

with this mirror-backed
lighted display project.

ive your f'avorite collectibles
maximum vis ib i l i ty  whi le
keeping them safely behind

glass. Made of dark-stained cherry, this
design features easy-to-make built-up
crown and base moldings. a mirrored
back, bui l t- in l ighting, and onboard
storage behind a drop-down "drawer"

panel. And when you're ready to hang
your cabinet, interlocking cabinet and
wall cleats make dead-level. rock-solid
mounting a snap.

For the board feet of lumber
and other items needed to build
this project, see page 92.
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E sroe sEcroN

ze/aq" hole
g/ro" deep

El rOP ffiewed from top)

E exploDED vrEW

Mitered ends
t t
I I

6"

z/q" rabbel7a" deeD

7o+" pilot hole 7a" deep

/+" groove 7e" deep
1/2" ttom back edge

on bottom faces/q" rabbel
%" deep ir

'/r" I

11/a '

non-h inge s ide on ly

29/aq" hole
e/6" deep
non-h inge
side only

I*- 6"-----l

Start with the case
I Cut the sides (A), top and bottom
I (B), and shelf (C) to the sizes l isted

in the Materials List. With a dado blade,
cut the rabbets and dadoes in the sides,
where shown on Drawing 1. Then cut the
grooves for the back in the sides, top,
and bottom, where shown on Drawings
1, 2, and 3. Form lamp cord notches in
the top and bottom. Use a Forstner bit or
a holesaw to bore a 2th" hole in the top
(B) for the recessed canister light.
Note: Depencling on the loccttiott of the
nearest electric:al outlet, you milyvt'islt to
cut the corcl notcltes neur the opposite
ends rf'the top tutd bottom. Also, the hole
in the top (B) is .for the self-ventilating
light.firture listed in the Buying Guide. f
v-ou Lt.\€ a dffirent.fixture, check it.s hole
siz.e, antl w'hether you lutve to vent the
cabinet to ctt,oicl heat buildup.
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I
I
8 "

I
I

o

I
I

I

,H,-_--ot x1/2" Panhead screw

F\- Light-fixture mounting ring

V 
':J-.///

r I*-2 7sz" shank hole,
! i ,,' countersunk

#0 biscuit
and slot

Canister l ighl

#8 x :1 1/z' F.H.
wooo screw

2g"-+

# 8 x 1 1 / z ' F . H .
wood screw

3"f-

41',

I
-,,,1
ll

tl

L
4"

r
7sz" shank

hole ,
countersunk

I
L

1/qu

I
2

Ta" notch
Te" deep

17+"  f rom end

Press-in
magnetic

catch

s/a" dado
Ta" deep

Press-in
magnetic
catches

1/q" groove 7a" deep

Glue-rel ief
grooveT---

I
71/+u

I
/7'/r" 

from back edge

(1\-7?/g

Magnetic
catch screw
and strike

I With a 2e/6+" bit in your drill press,
Er drill holes for the press-in magnetic
catches in the sides' front edges, where
dimensioned on Drawing 1. There are
three catches in the righrhand side and
one in the left-hand side.

QAttach a stop collar to your drill bit,
tland drill the shelf-support holes in

7o+" pilot hole 7a" deep
1/a" kerf t/e" deep

21/2" non-modise hinge

the sides (A). To do this quickly and
accurately, make the drilling guide
shown on Drawing 4. Mark the guide's
top, where shown. Align the top of the
guide with the top rabbets' shoulder.
When drilling the front rows of holes,
align the guide's edge with the sides'
front edges. For the rear rows, align the

.-tJ 25Aa"

3/^ t l

r- ;\
t l

o 1/4" holeo
o78"  deepo

o o

o o

^ ra
" \1il

1/+" gtoova
s/a" deep
1/z" trom

back edge



E onru-rNG GUIDE E nnrucrNc cLEATS

-11/z'7-

iGruI
Drive a #8 x 2" F.H.
wood screw into a
wall stud or use

hollow-wall anchors.

/

Wall

shelf (C), glue and clamp the case
together, checking it for square. With
the glue dry, drill angled countersunk
screw holes through the top and bottom
and into the sides, and straight counter-
sunk screw holes through the back and
into the shelf. Drive the screws.

f Cut the shelf rail (E) to size. Glue
tfand clamp it to the shelf, where
shown on Drawing 3.

fiCut the hanging cleats (F) to size, and
lJbevel-rip them, where shown on
Drawing 5. Glue and clamp one cleat, cen-
tered side-to-side, to the cabinet's back.
Note: To clear a cord notch located at
either end of the top (B), the hanging
cleat is shorter than the back's width.

Add the crown and base
I Cut the molding blanks (G, H, I) to
I the sizes listed. With the appropriate

bits in your table-mounted router, form

El eurLr-uP MoLDTNGS

CROWN
I r<- 33zn'----------------

3/q'

T ?-2s/4"----4
I

I f-- 3"---i

t/e" saw kerfs
t/a" deep

. / l l'/2

I f--Qr/2t---a

affi
I  l - , u l  - 1 / z " c o v e
l-l t/8 F_

I Cover holes
that won't be used
with masking tape.

guide with the front edge of the groove
for the back.

1ll Cut the back (D) to size. Capturing
'f the back in the grooves in the top,
bottom, and sides, and inserting the

BASE (See dimensions above.)

Iffi:i..".. |

the edge profiles shown on Drawing 6.
Then, to prevent glue from squeezing out
at the front when laminating the crown
and base blanks. cut VtxVs" saw kerfs.
Glue and clamp the crown and base
blanks together, keeping their ends and
back edges flush.

)tvtiter-cut the glued-up crown and
Er base blanks to the lengths shown on
Drawing 3. Now cut slots for #0 biscuits,
centered in the thicknesses of the blanks
and the lengths of the miters, and glue,
biscuit, and clamp the mitered parts
together. With the glue dry, sand the
moldings to 220 git.

QCtue and clamp the completed mold-
ff ing assemblies to the cabinet case, as
shown in Photo A.

Glue and clamp the crown molding assembly (G/H/l) and base
molding assembly (G/H) to the case, centered side-to-side and
flush with the case's back.

90

When routing away the groove's inside lip, cut a thxth" spacer to
friction-fit between the stiles (K). The bit's pilot bearing contacts
the spacer, stopping the bit before it cuts into the upper rail (M).
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I enruel HTNGE LocATtoN
fiop section view)

Add a hinged panel
I Cut the drawer panel (J) to size.
I Then make the two saw kerfs and

drill the knob holes, where shown on
Drawing 3.

I Wittr their knuckles against the fronr
frof the panel (J), position the hinges'
large leaves on the bottom edge of the
panel, where shown on Drawing 7. Drill
s/u" pilot holes, and drive the supplied
screws. Then draw lines on the cove
molding (G) t/r" away from and parallel
to the front edge of the bottom (B),
where shown. Clamp scrap cleats to the
sides (A) to keep the panel's ends flush
with the sides. Now, with the panel cap-
tured between the cleats, align the holes
in the hinges' small leaves with the
marked lines on the cove molding (G),
drill pilot holes, and drive the screws.

Now build the door
I Cut the stiles (K), lower rail (L), and
I upper rail (M) to the sizes listed.

With a dado blade, cut the centered Vq"
grooves V+" deep in the siiles and lower
rail, where shown on Drawing 8. Then
raise the blade and cut the lVz"-deep
groove in the upper rail.

Dto form the mortises centered in the
tl stiles' grooves, chuck a Vq" brad-
point bit in your drill press and drill
overlapping holes, where shown on
Drawing 9. Then clean up the mortises'
sides and square the ends with a chisel.

?With a dado blade in your tablesaw,
tJand an auxiliary extension attached
to your miter gauge, cut the tenons
shown on Drawing 9 on the rails (L, M).
Form the tenons' faces first. and then
turn the rails on edge and cut the haunch-
es. For consistent cuts, clamp a stop-
block to the auxiliary extension.

f Mark the ends and center of the arch'f 
on the upper rail (M). Bend a fairing

stick to connect the points, and draw the
curve. Bandsaw and sand the arch.

www.woodrnagazine. com

El oOOn ffiewed from back)

Magnetic catch screw and strike
t

21/4'

* l  
t *  I  l t \

l '1r/z'  
, ,  1/+" groove

l < F - { n a l r r -  |  4 ' l / ^ t t  A a a a1ge7o,l 1/z" deep,
centered

1rle,, knob s/0" StOpped
chamfer on front

s/gz" hole

f Glue and clamp the
tf for square. With the
the joints smooth.

131/q"

21/4u

door, checking
glue dry, sand

5/o+" pilot hole' t/2" deep
/+" gfOOVeS

r/q" deep

Inside l ip of
grooves routed

away after
assembly

fiCreate a rabbet on the door to accept
lJthe glass by chucking ar/q" rabbeting
bit in your handheld router, and routing
away the Vq" groove's inside lip on the
stiles (K) and lower rail (L). To avoid
routing into the upper rail (M), insert a
spacer, as shown in Photo B. Avoid
chip-out by removing the lip in several
shallow passes, or by climb-cutting.
Square the rabbet's corners with a chisel.

7To rout the stopped chamfers on the
I door's outside face, cut a pair of
Vzx3/q" stopblocks,
one 4Vs" long for
t h e  t o p  a n d  o n e
23/a" long for the
b o t t o m .  C l a m p
them to the door's
edge, flush at the
top and bottom, and
rout the chamfers.
as shown in Photo C.
R e p e a t  o n  t h e
door's other edge.
CDCut and fit the
|fJvertical stops
(N) and horizontal
stop (O). Cut the
head off a #17x3/q"
brad, and use it to
drill pilot holes in
t h e  s t o p s ,  w h e r e
shown on Drawing 8.

1/zx3/t" stopblocks clamped to the door's edges stop the chamfer
bit's pilot bearing, and also prevent chip-out. The 4rla"-long top
stopblock is shown here.

23/q"

331/2"

p uonlsE AND TENoN DETATLS
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lB ooon HINGE LocATroNS

Inside
face of
door

21/q" 25/'ta

l f

L1

2/2" non-mortise

7 
hinoe

J

t@

OTo install the door hinges, first place
r/them with their knuckles against the
case side, where shown on Drawing 10.
The countersunk holes in the small
leaves face down. Drill the pilot holes.
Now place the hinges on the door with
their knuckles against the door's edge,
where shown. The countersunk holes in
the large leaves face up. Drill the pilot
holes. Drill the knob screw hole, where
shown on Drawing 8.

Applv the finish. and
irisla'It the hardranre
I Remove the drawer panel's hinges,
I and sand all the parts to 220 gnt.

Apply the finish. (We applied ZAR no.

Gutting Diagram

3/qx91A x 96" Cherry (6.7 bd. f t .)

3/+x 51/z x 96" Cherry (4 bd. ft.)

118 Dark Mahogany oil-based stain, and
then sprayed on three coats of Deft satin
lacquer, sanding between coats with
320-git sandpaper.)

)Have the mirror, door glass, and
Er glass shelves cut to size. (We speci-
fied a polished pencil edge on all edges
of the shelves, and had the mirror's sharp
edges removed.) Lay the cabinet on its
back, apply mirror adhesive (available at
your local glass shop or at hardware
stores and home centers), and install the
mirror. Push the mirror snug against the
shelf (C), and center it side-to-side. Let
the adhesive cure for 48 hours.

QPress the magnetic catches into their
tJholes. as shown in Photo D. Position
the door glass, and nail in the stops. Fill
the brad holes with a matching color
putty stick. Screw the hinges to the
hinged panel and the door, and then
screw the hinges to the case. Fasten the
knobs. Drill pilot holes and mount the
magnetic catch strike plates. (The flat-
head screws provided did not sit flush
with the strikes' surfaces. so we had to
deepen their countersinks.)

ADnll pilot holes, and screw the can-
tlister light's mounting ring to the top
of the top (B). Slide the canister into the
ring so its top is even with the top of the
crown, and tighten the clamping screw.

f Dnll countersunk holes through the
rf wall hanging cleat. Making sure it is
level, fasten the cleat to the wall, either
screwing into wall framing or using hol-
low wall anchors. Hang the cabinet,
interlocking its cleat with the one on the
wall, and placing the cord in the top and
bottom notches. Install the shelf supports
and shelves. Arrange your items, close
the door, switch on the light, step back,
and admire your collection and your
craftsmanship. Q

Press the magnetic catches into place
using a clamp. lnsed a small block of wood
between the catch and the clamp's jaw to
protect the catch and the case's finish.

Written by Jan Svec
Project design: Jeff Meftz
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine

A sides 6o 41',

B too and bottom 6" 251/t' C

C shelf Vq' 51/q' 25'/r' C

D back 1/q, 251/t' 401A' BP

E shelf rail 3/qu 11/q, 241/2' C

F hanging cleats 2' 211/z' C

G cove blanks 5/go

H round-over blanks 1/2u 3u 48u

I bevel blank !"u

drawer panel 71/t' 26' C

K stiles 3/q, 21/4, 8r/2, C

L lower rail Vq' 21/q' 24' C

M upper rail 3/"t 4', 24' C

N verticalstops 3/s' 271/2' C

0 horizontalstop 1/q' 3/su 211/2' c

Materials key: C-cherry, BP-birch plywood.

Supplies: #8x1" and #8x1t/z" flathead wood screws,
#0 b i scu i ts, # 1 7 xs/q" br ads, t /ax24x30 " m i r ro r, 21 7 /ex287 /s"
single-strength glass, 14x5x24tl+" glass shelves (3),
minor adhesive, #8x2" flathead wood screws or hollow
wall anchors to fasten the hanging cleat to the wall.

Blades and bits: Stack dado set; t/2" cove, %"
round-over, %" rabbeting, and chamfer router bits.

Buying Guide
Hardware, Statuary btonze 2t/2" non-mortise
hinges no. SYH266 2.5,$0.72 ea. (4); press-in magnetic
catches with strikes no. SYMGEMO lS4S, $0.95 ea. (4);
1tle' pewter-finish brass knobs no. A02370 PWT,
$4.51 ea. (4); shelf supports no. G708WPB, $0.22 ea. (12);
recessed canister light fixture no. SLMC2S BLK, $8.45.
Woodworke/s Hardware. Call 800/383-0130, or go to
www.wwhardware.com.

21/2' 48u

48u

1/+ x 48 x 48" Birch plywood
*Plane or resaw to
the thicknesses listed
in the Materials List

3/+x71/qx96"

3/qx71h x 96" Cherry
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lf Sand the parts smooth. Glue the pil-
I lars (D) into the holes in the top (A).

llfo position the feet (C) on the base
1r(B), cut three lVz"-long pieces from
a 3/s" dowel. Insert the dowels in the
holes in the base so they project %" from
the base's bottom. Now, apply glue to
the top of the feet. Assemble and clamp
the feet to the base with the dowels cen-
tered in their counterbores and the feet's
grain aligned with the base's grain.
Then, remove the dowels.

Apply two coats of a protective finish. (We
used DEFT Satin Clear Wood Finish.)

)Ytace the thermometer in the base.
CrAlign the top's and base's grain. Then,
install the top/pillar assembly (A/D) on the
base with the thermometer's tip captured
in the top's centered hole, seating the pil-
lars fully into the base's holes. Next, place
the assembly on its side. Using the shank
holes in the feet as guides, drill 7o+" pilot
holes in the pillars. Drive the screws.
Finally, place this colorful instrument on a
table, and watch it go to work.

ui ld this simple, eye-catching
stand for a "Galileo" thermometer,
and then watch as others waffn up

to it with curiosity and pure delight.

Make a beautiful stand
I From %"-thick cherry, cut the top
I and base blanks (A. B) to the sizes

listed in the Materials List.

DCopy the top and base patterns on the
f WOOD Patternsa insert. and attach
them to the blanks using spray adhesive.
Now, drill /s" holes in the top and base,
where located on the patterns. Using a
countersink bit, chamfer the top and bot-
tom edges of the center hole in the top.
Bore a 23/s" hole r/q" deep in the base
using a Forstner bit.

QScrollsaw or bandsaw the top and
tlbase to shape. as shown in Photo A.
Sand the parts' edges smooth with 220-
grit sandpaper.

94

tu t

I n a Hi1fr,ufri",*i,'i*#i

Base

F
A dt illustrated on Drawing 1a, rout a
at/^" partial round-over along the top's
edges, where shown on Drawing 1. Now,
change your router setup to the one
shown on Drawing 1b, and rout a t/c" par-
tial cove along the base's top edge.
Remove the patterns from the pieces. (A
cloth moistened with a solvent works
well for this.) Sand the parts smooth.

f From t/q"-thick stock, cut a 3x10"
rJpiece for forming the feet (C). Draw
three 2th." -diameter circles for the feet
on the workpiece spaced about V2"
apart. Drill a counterbore centered in
each circle, as shown in Photo B. Next,
drill a %+" shank hole centered inside
the counterbores. Then, countersink the
holes on the workpiece's bottom face.
Scrollsaw the feet to shape, and sand
their edges smooth.

ftnrom a 3/{' cheny dowel 36" long,
lJcut three pi l lars (D) to l l t /2" long.

Cut out the top (A) and base (B) by scroll-
sawing outside the pattern line, and then
sanding to the line.

Using a 7s" Forstner bit, drill a t/e"-deep
counterbore in the center of each foot (C)
on the workpiece.
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3/e" hole, with a t/a" chamter on the top and bottom edges 1/+" parlial round-overs

7e" hole 3/s" deep on bottom

@
3/e" dowef 111/2" long

7o+" pilot hole 7a" deep

2s/a" hole rA" deep

7e" counterbore t/a" deep with a
7o+" shank hole centered inside

and countersunk on bottom

In 1597, ltalian scientist
Galileo Galilei showed with
his thermoscope-the first
temperatu re-i ndicati ng
instrument-that the
density of liquids changes
with temperature. This
modern thermometer,
named after him. works
on the same principle.
The cylinder contains
water and calibrated,
l iquid-fi l led spheres. (The
manufacturer of the non-
toxic liquid keeps its
formula proprietary.)
Rising temperature
causes the density of the
water to decrease, and
falling temperature causes
it to increase. The
spheres' densities are
close to the water's den-
sity, with each differing
in weight by just two-
thousandths of a gram.
As the temperature (and
density) of the water

Approximate
current
temperature

Water

Calibrated
sphere
containing
nontoxic
l iqu id

Ta" hole

t/+" partial cove

R=11/q"

changes, spheres with
heavier densities sink,
while those with lighter
densities float. The lowest
floating sphere in the upper part of the tube (the
one in "equilibrium" whose density equals that of
the water) indicates the approximate current tem-
perature, as shown above.lF

Written by Owen Duvall
Project design: Kevin Boyle

A top blank 6 " C

B base blank 1/z' 7' 7u C

C. feet 1/qu 2lz" diam. C

D pillars 7e" diam. 11Y2' CD
-Pads initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials key: C-cherry, CD-cherry dowel.

Supplies: #4x%" brass flathead wood screws (3),
spray adhesive.

Blades and bits: 3/a" and 2%" Forstner bits, /a"
round-over and 1/q" cove router bits, countersink bit,
no. 7 crown-tooth scrollsaw blade.

Buying Guide
Thermometer: 12" Gali leo thermometer, no.
679500, $14. Call  Torka, Inc. at 800/286-7665 or
go to www.torka.com.

$
6 \

#4 x 1/2" brass F.H. wood screwg
I exeloDED vtEW

lElr/'" PARTTAL RoUND-ovER SETUP lEl'/." PARTTAL covE SETUP
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great ideas for your shop

heightgauge
Raise your cutting
accuracy to new levels.

ryick-and-easy

et the cutting depth of tablesaw
blades easily using this adjustable

Egauge. To ensure accuracy, we out-
fitted it with a steel rule. See the Buvins
Guide for our source.

Start by cutting the body to size from
3/+" maple, as shown in the drawing. Plow
a t3/zz"-deep groove, sized to fit your rule,
in one face of the body, where shown.

Next, set your dado blade to V+", and cut
the combined rabbet and groove in the
body for the sliding bar. To do this, place
the gauge body on edge, with the
ungrooved face against the fence. Cut the
rabbet/groove in three passes, with the last
one at ls/s" , as shown on the drawing.

Drill and countersink the screw hole.
Then sand and finish the body.

Use a coping saw or scrollsaw to shape
the Vq" acrylic sliding bar to the dimen-
sions shown. Create the adjustment slot by
drilling a pair of s/rc" holes, where shown,
and cutting out the material between them.
Smooth the edges of the slot and the outer
edges of the bar using a fine file. Buff the
outer edges if you want to make them
super smooth. Now, scribe a cursor line
on the back face, where shown, using the
method described in Photo A, page 81.

Attach the steel rule in the groove using
double-faced tape. Place the bottom end
of the rule Vq" from the bottom of the
body. Then install the sliding bar.

To use the gauge, set the cursor line to
the desired height. Hold the sliding bar in
its groove while adjusting the gauge to
keep the bar square with the base. Place
the body on the tablesaw top beside the
blade, as shown in the photo, and raise the
blade to set the height. tF

Buying Guide
Hardware. Stainless steel rule no. 06K20.06, $1.40
each; |/2" four-arm plastic knob (t/+20 threads) no.
00M55.30, $1 .30 each. Call Lee Valley at 800/871 -8158,
or go to www.leevalley.com.

TOP VIEW

-l
15/a

1 /q  x  1 "  F .H .
machine screw

#
1/+" flal washer

Four-arm knob
with 1/+" insert

Sl iding bar

Body

6" steel rule

[ ,

f 1e/a'

f l
\ uo x 2r/e x 7" clearacrylic

-;

t

11/2"
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ll lustrat ion: Roxanne LeMoine
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talking shop

honrto lerrcl
tables to tools
It's easy to do, and essential
for the safe and effective operation
of workshop machinery.

hether you're building the
dual-function workstation pre-
sented in the article on page

62 or making your own base for a tool,
such as a tablesaw, mitersaw, or thick-
ness planer, you need to level the tables
to the tool (bring them to the same
plane). Coplanar tables provide a contin-
uously even worksurface necessary for
stable stock support, accurate cutting,
and safe workpiece movement. Below,
you'll learn how to level tables in four
simple steps.

You also can use this process to check
and level accessories, such as infeed and
outfeed support tables, to your tools.
Because accessories have various types of
leveling provisions, refer to the manufac-
turer's instructions on how to adiust them.

STEP I
Find two straightedges of sufficient
length to span the tool and extension
tables. You can use metal straightedges,
or make wooden ones by jointing the
edges of two boards. For example, to
reach across the 51"-long router-cabinet
top of the dual-function workstation and
the 20"-wide cast-iron tablesaw top, we
made straightedges by jointing two
Ix6x72" boards.

Clamp the straightedges along the front
and back of the extension table or top, as
shown in the photo, rop. (When leveling
an accessory table to a tool, clamp the
straightedges to the tool's table.)

STEP 2
Determine the approximate shim thick-
nesses needed for leveling by measuring
the offset between the tool's table and
extension near the straightedges, as
shown in the inset photo, above. Then,
measure the gaps between the straight-
edges and the tool table at the table's
opposite edge.

STEP 3
Insert shims to get a snug fit between the
tool's table and straightedges, as shown
in the photo, right. Suitable shims
include metal flat washers; Vt" and Vq"
hardboard; sheet metal (available at
hobby stores and home centers); and
metal shim stock. such as from an auto-
motive feeler gauge. When you need just
a smidgen more thickness for a perfect
fit, add a piece or two of aluminum foil
(it measures just .002" thick) to the stack.

As an alternative to combining shims,
you can make custom shims by planing
hardwood, such as oak or maple, to the
exact thicknesses needed. Don't use any
material that will compress at all under the
weight of the machine.

Use an adjustable square
or calipers to measure the
tables' offset and gaps
under the straightedges.

Find the right combination of shims to fill
the gaps between the tool's table and
straightedges at the locations over the
mounting holes in the tool's base.

STEP 4
Finally, remove the shims, drill holes in
them if necessary for your tool's mounting
screws, and install the shims under the
tool. Also, recheck the level periodically
as tool movement, knocks, and changes in
humidity can cause table misalignment. fl
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A qrdck gurde to must-know terms
used throughout WOOD, magazine

All-thread: Steel rod (sometimes called
drill rod) that has been threaded along its
entire length. (Picture a long bolt without
its head.) The material comes in a variety
of diameters and threads per inch (tpi).
and usually measures 36" long. You hack-
saw it to any desired length to create
everything from custom bolts to adjust-
ment mechanisms ior j igs.

Contact adhesive: A thin, rubber-
based adhesive, used most often for
bonding plastic laminate to sub-
strates. You apply the adhesive to
both mating surfaces, then allow it
to dry until tacky. When joined, the
surfaces bond on contact.

Dry-fit: Temporarily assembling a
project without glue or permanent
fasteners. Use this technique to check
the accuracy and fit ofjoinery, and to
determine the sequence for final assembly.

Edging: A solid wood strip, usually ,/r"

thick or greater, applied to a sheet product,
such as plywood, to hide the bare edge.
Generally, edging is applied oversize, and
flush-trimmed to matchine thickness. as
shown. below.

vnood words

False front: A non-structural face
applied to a drawer assembly to provide
the drawer's finished visible surface. A
false front often is larger than the drawer-
box fiont. Because it is separate from the

drawer box, you can adjust the false front.
upon assembly, to get the best fit in the
drawer opening without repositioning the
slides or other drawer hardware.

false front, sized
to f i t  opening

s/sz" hole, countersunk
on back side

Arbor: In a tablesaw. the threaded shaft on which the saw blade mounts and is held
in place with a nut, as shown below. Riding on bearings, the arbor gets rotated by the
drive belts to spin the blade. Most saws with 10" blades have a y's"-diameter arbor.

Trunnions: In a
tablesaw, the assem-
bly (usually cast-
iron) that supports
the drive mechanism
and controls the
blade tilt and eleva-
tion. On a cabinet-
style saw. shown at
right, the trunnions
usually mount to the
trunnion saddle
which, in turn,
mounts to the saw's
cabinet. On a con-
tractor's saw, they
mount to the under-
side of the table.

10-32 R.H.
machine screw

YOKE.STYLE TRUNNION CARRIAGE

trunnion saddle
Rear

trunnion saddle

r \
1

B lade  a rDor  l
1

\ l  Front trunnion

-..-- Rear trunnion

7 " f lush-tr im bit

SIDE SECTION VIEW
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These woodworking wares passed our shop trials

Take the winter chill
offwithaHotDawg
Over the years, I've tried all manner of
portable heaters to warm my garage
workshop. But none of them worked well
enough to provide even heat throughout
the shop. Last fall, I installed a Hot Dawg
HD45 45,000-Btu, gas-fired heater from
Modine, and the world has been a much
cozier place ever since.

Wired to an inexpensive thermostat, the
Hot Dawg maintains a constant tempera-
ture all winter long. I set mine at 50o,
then bump it up to 68'when I go into the
shop to work on a project. Within about
five minutes, I have shirtsleeve weather.

At only 12" tall, and requiring only 1"
minimum clearance above the unit. the
compact Hot Dawg HD45--designed for
a2- to 2t/z-car garage-tucks in nicely
against the ceiling without interfering
with garage-door operation. Modine's
larger Hot Dawgs (the 60,000- and
75,000-Btu models) are only 18" tall.

Every Hot Dawg heater offers flexibili-
ty regarding installation. By merely flip-

ping the unit over, you
can put the gas,
electric, and flue con-
nections on the left or
right. The powered
exhaust directs either
up through the roof or
out through a sidewall.
And, you can order
your heater to run on
either natural gas or
propane.

One thing I really
like about my Hot
Dawg is that it doesn't
have a pilot light con-
stantly burning that can ignite solvent
fumes. Instead, it uses a hot-surface
ignition system that operates only when
needed. It's not a sealed combustion
chamber, though, so I just shut the unit

i off at the thermostat before using solvents
i or solvent-based finishes.

-Tested by Dave Campbell :
:

Hot Dawg garage heater
Performance * * * * *
Price HD30 (30,000 Btu), $720;

HD45 (45,000 Btu), $755;
HD60 (60,000 Btu), $790;
HD75 (75,000 Btu), $825

Modine Manufacturing
800/828-4328, www.modine.com

t10ven roducts

Quick-change holesaw strts pretty fast, too
A drill-mounted holesaw works great for
boring "in-between" size holes in proj-
ects-those too big for most Forstner bits,
but too small to jig up a router and tram-
mel, such as the wire-routing holes in an
entertainment center. They also come in
handy for cutting toy wheels. If you've
used a holesaw only once in your life,
though, you've no doubt struggled with
removing the plug from the saw after
making the cut.

The quick-release action of Bosch's
Power Change holesaw system eases plug
removal significantly. Each cutter mounts
to the mandrel like a pneumatic nailer to
an air hose, locking in place with a
spring-loaded collar. To unplug the cutter,
I just popped it off the mandrel and
remounted it slightly askew; the pilot bit
pushed out even the most stubborn plugs.
As with any holesaw, that cutter gets pret-

ty hot after a heavy cut, so I had to
let it cool or handle it with a rag in
some cases.

A quick-change feature means
little if the tool doesn't cut worth a
hoot. But I found the Power
Change more aggressive than
other holesaws I've used. Whether
cutting into wood, sheet metal, or
plate steel, I could really feel the
teeth bite into the material at first
contact. Progressively deeper gul-
lets around the rim remove big
chips fast. When cutting metal,
Power Change produced curled metal
shavings, compared to the small scrapings
left behind by a typical holesaw.

The l2-piece Master Set I tested comes
with cutter diameters ranging from3h" to
3". Optional cutters go from e/rd" to 6".

-Tested by Jeff Hall

Bosch Power Change holesaw
Performance * * * * *
Price 12-pc. Master Set (PC1lPCM), $100

Bosch
877 1267 -2499, www.boschtools.com

Continued on page 104
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Ouality tools,
education,
service and value.

Expect this and
more from KRE6,
the leader in Pocket
Hole technology.

shop-proven products

Grip-Tite improves on
an akeady grreat product
Way back in 1991, WOODo magazine first raved about
Grip-Tite magrietic feather boards. The simple concept of
springy polycarbonate hold-down blades on a super-strong
magnetic base proved as safe and effective as it was easy to
use. Well, they've come a long way, baby, to arrive at the
Grip-Tite 2000 System.

Like the original, the Grip-Tite 2000 still has the polycarbonate
spring blades to press stock down on the table and against the
fence. And it still sticks like crazy to steel and iron-I rheasured
40 lbs. of sideways force and 60 lbs. of lifting force to break the
base loose from my cast-iron tablesaw top. A cam lever on the
base makes it easy to pry it away when you need to.

The newest additions to the system, though, are Rollerguides.
With a GripTite mounted to a steel fence as shown in the photo,
these small abrasive-covered drums actually pull your workpiece
toward the fence. I purpose$ set a board about %" away from
the fence and started feeding. The Rollerguide on the infeed
Grip-Tite snugged that board up to the fence before it got to the
tablesaw blade.

You want to talk safety? Halfivay through an 8'-long cutin3/t"
oak, I let go of the board, walked to the back of the saw, and
pulled it the rest of the way through. I wouldn't firy this with any
other feather board, but the Grip-Tites held the workpiece so
firmty against the fence and abletop that I didn't even burn the
cut edge. And, my fingers never got near the blade. (For short
workpieces, you complete the cut by feeding it through with the
next workpiece or a scrap of the same thickness.)

Most tablesaws don't have steel fences, so a screw-on steel
auxiliary fence face comes with the Grip-Tite 2000 System. That
H.t also includes two magnetic feather boards equipped with
Rollerguides, and a great how-to video.

Here's morc good news:
If you bought into the
Grip-Tite system way back
when, Rollerguides that
retrofit the old solid-oak
Grip-Tites sell for only $15
each (plus $1 shipping).

-Tested by Garry Smith

Grip-Tite 2000
Performance * * * * *
Pnce System, $150 ppd.; feathel boaru

alone without Rollerguides, $42 (ppdJ;
Rollerguides, $16 each (ppd.)

Mesa Vista Desion
800/475-0293, vfrrrrw. grip-tite.com

Continued on page 106
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. Square Drive Stops
I Diiver Bit Slippage!
. Hardened Steelfor

Extra Strengh
. Available in Coarse

OR FineThread
. Available in fl6 & #8

in both l-l/4", and
l- l/2" lenghs!

. Kreg Jigs & Pocket
Hole Supplies

. Over 750 OtherTypes
of Square Drive
Scre'ivs in Stock!

Urltofo? mEE Cdalosl

CUSTOMDUST -\\dfil(-C

BAGSWITH %27FIS

I-MICRON FILTRATION
QUALITY WORK AT LOV/ PRICES!

SHAKER FELT available:
Captures very fine dust, will
handle 40 CFM for every
square foot ofcloth and
stands up to rugged use.

Custom manufactured:
-) All types of dust bags
+ Bag house bags
+ Variety of fabrics
+ All seams double-

stitched for long life
& durability

) Clamps
+ Polybags

(Fabric samples available)

AMEzuCAN FABRIC FILTER COMPANY

I

PO BOX 7560
Wesley Chapel, FL 33543
E-mail: sift@aol.com
www.americanfabric filter. com

Ph: (800) 367-359r
(813) 991-9400

Fax: (813) 991-9700 1 0 6 WOOD magazlne October 2003

shop-proven products

MS-IIV takes your savv
offthe beaten path
When it comes to built-in projects, you can spend a lot of time
dragging workpieces back and forth from the shop to the house
fine-cutting pieces to fit. Think how much faster the assembly
would go if your tools were in the same room as the project!
Although I've still not figured out a way to conveniently move
my tablesaw, Ridgid's Mitersaw Utility Vehicle (MS-UV) does
the trick for my mitersaw.

After mounting my 10" mitersaw to the MS-UV, I gave it the
ultimate mobility test: hauling it up to the second floor of my
house, where I was trimming out a room. The hand-truck-like
design and big 12" rubber wheels negotiated those stairs with
ease. When I pulled the mitersaw around to the backyard to
finish up some railing on my deck, the MS-UV proved well
balanced, without any of the top-heaviness I've experienced with
upright mitersaw stands.

Once on-site, the MS-W goes from folded to fully functional
in just seconds with the help of a gas-filled sfrut raising one end
of the stand while you lift the other. The roller-style work sup-
ports extend to as much as 4' on both sides of the stand, which is
rated to hold 200lbs. of tool and materials. I like that the work
supports don't have to be removed from the stand to stow it. In
fact, they don't even need to be reset to saw level at each setup. I
just set them and forgot them.

The MS-UV stores with the saw still mounted. Lying flat, it
can tuck under a bench or a pickup tonneau cover; stand it on
end, as shown in the
inset photo, and
you reduce the
amount of floor
space it takes up
by about half.

-Tested by Larry
Christensen

Ridgid MS-UV (AC9940)
Mitersaw Utility Uehicle
Performance * * * * *
Price $200

Emerson Tool Company
866/539-1 71 0, ww, ridgidwoodworking.com

Continued on page 108
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We Anturstand S4ccilic
W ooilw orhing /,pplieations.
For over 2 decades we've been working
with woodworkers to formutate the
highest quatity epoxy adhesives for

their specif ic appt ' icat ions.

We specificatty designed MirrorCoat to

create a high gLoss, decorative coating
on wood and other materiats.

Poarahle Perlection.
MirrorCoat is speciatly formulated to
create gtossy, high buitd resin surfaces
on bars, counters and tabtetops.
Pour a perfect durable. smooth, glossy
finish on many surfaces such as wood,
ceramics, ptaster and masonry.

$ffiI[lilIHRTI
a dealer near you: 1.84mfi.5514

POGK'IIJIG IffT
THE KIT CONTAII{S:

r Pocket Jig with Chmp
r 3/8" Step Drill Bit
I Slop Collar for Drill Bit
I Hex llUiench for Collar
r Square Drive Screws
I 6" Squang Drive Bit
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NOTHING MORE TO BI.JY.
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I 3 Ddll Bushlngs
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(2 clamps per kit)
Now you can straight line

rip a crooked board on
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shop-proven products

Replace the cutter, not the whole bit
When a router bit gets
dull, your options are
pretty limited: sharpen
it, or toss it and buy a
new one. In either case,
if you're in the middle
of a machining opera-
tion, you'll have to
remove the bit and
probably re-create the
setup for that cut.
Wouldn't it be great if
you could just wave a
wand and have a new
cutter appear on the bit?

Amana's /2"-shank
Nova System makes it
almost that easy. Instead
of carbide cutters brazed
onto the bit body,
Nova's "knives" attach
to the bit body by
means of a knife
retainer (in fingers in
the photo). Notches in
the knives index them
to the body to ensure
perfect alignment.

Amana offers two

Nova System routing tools with
replaceable cutters
Performance * * * * *
Price Svstem, $80: additional

knifri profiles, $22 Ber pair

Amana Tool
800/445-0077, www.amanatool.com

different birbody styles in the Nova System, and I tested both.
The "A" body (shown in the photo) has a ball-bearing guide (not
shown) on the end of the shank and is designed for edge-routing
profiles; the bearingless "B" body is used for plunge profiles,
such as V-grooves and flutes.

The wide-open bodies create little hindrance for chips, making
these bits aggressive. In fact, I tried climb-cutting (routing with
the bit rotation, rather than against it) with the 3/a" round-over
knives, and felt them really pull me when performing this task.
Climb-cutting can be dicey with conventional bits, too, but I felt
even less comfortable doing it with these bits.

Changing knives takes about as long as changing a conven-
tional router bit, but I didn't need to remove the bit body from
the router. And, because the knives themselves are flat, they lie
flat on a sharpening stone for quick touch-ups.

A Nova bit weighs about twice as much as the same profile of
a standard router bit, which contributed to a slight vibration
when I used the system with my Ilz-hp router. The vibration
didn't affect the quality of the cut, but it did tickle my hands.

Whether you opt for the A or B body, you also get three pro-
files of knives with the Nova System. Amana offers atotalof 23
edge profiles and five plunge profiles, with each pair of knives
selling for about $22. Up front, the cost of the set is about equal
to buying those three bits-the cost savings come when it's
replacement time' 

-Tested by Jeff Hart

Continued on page I I0
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shop-proven products

Upfront bevel loct( stops
mitersaw reacharound
I'll admit I dodt
often lay the blade
of my mitenaw over
to make a bevel cut,
but when I do,
reaching around the
back of the saw to
loosen the bevel
lock is a fremendous
pain in the... um,
backside. Delta's
MS350 10" com-
pound mitersaw
prevents that pain by
moving its bevel
lock right up front.

Now, both the
bevel- and miter-
locking mecha-
nisms share that
big nvist-to.lock
handle that sticks
out the ftont of the
turntable. With the
handle pushed in,
as shown in the
photo, it operates
the bevel lock; when pulled straight out, it operates the miter
lock. This system works well, but seerns backward to me. (I use
that handle to rotate the turntable, and so I ended up accidentally
pushing it back in most of the time.)

When I fint powered up the saw,I was surprised at how quiet
its l5-amp motor is, and wondered if it had enough ponies for
the tough cuts. Nonetheless, it sliced quickly and cleanly
through 4x4 neated lumber time and again. ln3/c" stoch the
MS350 crosscut J7/16't-4capacity about in the middle of the
pack for today's 10" compound mitersaws.

The MS350's bevel and miter scales are a mixed bag, howev-
er. The bevel scale itself has widely spaced hairline markings,
but the cursor is so thiclg it's hard to tell when you're exactly on
your mark. And, although the miter scale is graduated in clean
/2" increments, its cursor doesn't overlay the markings, which
would make it easier to rcad.

-Ts'td by Lany Chisten*n

We bsthwxlreG of bob and amesuies, butonlythcetffieam at hast
ftree sfus fur perfurmance filake fie final cut and appear in fib seclin. Our
bsbrs ftis isse indude: WNIb magazine producb edih lhtre @,
compubr neilvork bdrnician tary Cffi1 hbh-sdtool troodulotking
bafier Jctr Ham, and madrinist Gary Smih. Al are avid ttooOvuortars.i

Delta MS350
10" compound mitersaw
Perfomance * * * * *
Price S00

Delta Machinery
800/13&2486, yyvyw.deltamadinery.com
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vnhatts ahead
A sneak peek at the November 2003 issue of W00D' magazine on sale October 14

Projects for yorrr lrorne arrd shop

Glassic ruund oak dining table
This 48"-diameter beauty proves that a
table can be as delectable as the food

served upon it. Features include easy-
to-make kerf-bent aprons and a top
that expands to 72" long with the
addition of two leaves.

More workshop wonders
Our coverage of ldea Shop 5 continues with
detailed plans for building the mobile drawer
cabinet;sanding center, and wall system. See
page 47tor more on each of these projects.

Shining showcase
Display your prized collectibles in
this handsome, lighted unit. lt
requires only a moderate invest-
ment in time and materials.

A super-smooth
finish for oak
tabletops
Pick the right products

and apply them conectly
for an oak surface that
you can't resist running
your fingers across.

13 shop-pnlven ticks for cutting plywood
Tired of low-quality cuts in high-priced plywood?

Achieve flawless results with these tips from the W00D

magazine workshop.

More tools and teclrniques than yiorr canr shake a 2x4 at
Tune your
tablesaw to
perfection
Leam howh adjust
and mainhin your

hblesaw for smoott,
safe openation and hair-
splitting accuncy.

Lathe-tool sharpening demystified
Want to effortlessly shape wood on your lathe? Here's
how three top pros sharpen six of the most-used turning
tools for catch-free cutting.

Two bol rcvaeuus
Who makes the top
pocket-hole jig? Which
random-orbit sanding
discs work best? After
extensive testing, we
know the answers,
and so will you.
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